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This dissertation examines the constructed image of a female teacher protagonist as seen 
in Hollywood school films.  School films of the previous century mostly depicted either a male 
super hero teacher or a helpless, scared educator girl.  The former is unattainable, the latter is 
undesirable. However more recently, school films are presenting a completely different image of 
a female teacher that is neither heroic nor naive; rather, she is lazy, unhappy, and completely 
disheartened with her profession.   
For the purposes of this study, three films: Won’t Back Down (2012), Larry Crowne 
(2011), and Bad Teacher (2011) were divided into a five act structure based on the syntactic 
patterns present in school films: 1) establishing character at school, 2) establishing character at 
home, 3) teaching examples prior to change, 4) teaching examples after change, and 5) 
conclusion/suggestion of a new life. The characterization of each protagonist within the five acts 
was abstracted using James Phelan’s (1989) concepts of character dimension and character 
function.   Elements of mise-en-scene (setting, costume/makeup, lighting, staging and performance) 
were added to Phelan’s concept of character dimension to layer a visual analysis on top of the 
 plot progression. Screen captures from the five acts of each film provide the mise-en-scene for 
analysis and evidence of mimetic, synthetic, and thematic components of characterization.  
Given theoretical frameworks of both narratology and feminist/post-feminist theory, thematic 
coding reveals five themes in Hollywood’s modern depiction of a female teacher: 1) Low 
Enthusiasm with Even Lower Expectations, 2) Without an Incentive, Students are Insignificant, 
3) Boyfriend/Husband/Father Knows Best, 4) the Only Real Advancement is in Attitude, and 5) 
Feminism is Flexible.  The conclusion of this dissertation provides a comparison between the 
characterization of Nona Alberts of Won’t Back Down, Mercedes Tainot of Larry Crowne, and 
Elizabeth Halsey of Bad Teacher and the masculinized teacher heroes who fought for the rights 
of their students in earlier school films. 
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 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY  
Introduction  
School films are a popular subgenre of youth films that generally depict the lives of 
students in and around the classroom, with teachers serving as minor characters or 
antagonists.  The antagonist role somewhat suits the teacher since Americans often stereotype the 
image of a teacher as one of a negative authority figure (Miller, 1995; Warburton & Saunders, 
1996; Weber & Mitchell, 1995).  However, when the protagonist in a school film shifts from 
students to teacher, the plot also shifts away from coming of age and discovery tales to any 
number of narrative tropes and designs, and as a Hollywood sensibility is applied to teacher 
films, the characters can become victims of feature film expectations.  A classic 19th century 
melodramatic veil is placed over most teacher films, and a hero, villain, and damsel-in-distress 
emerge. For male teachers, the archetype of hero is an ultimately positive portrayal as he saves 
the innocent students from themselves (Farhi, 1999; Heilman, 1991).  But when a female teacher 
is the protagonist, feminist critics acknowledge that she is often shown through the typical lens 
of the male gaze and becomes a sexualized, powerless damsel-in-distress (Dalton, 1999; Weber 
& Mitchell, 1995).  If she triumphs in the end, it is only through the agency temporarily granted 
to her by the students’ approval.    
Historically, this dynamic can easily be seen in some of the most popular school films 
with female protagonists. For example, The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1969) and Mona Lisa 
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Smile (2003) both focus heavily on school-wide scandal when the unmarried female teachers are 
discovered to be in sexual relationships with men.  The teachers of Dangerous Minds (1995) and 
Freedom Writers (2007) quickly recognize their own weaknesses and must rely on popularity 
and pretense to succeed as teachers.  True, these storylines portray decades past: Jean Brodie 
taught in the 1930s and Mona Lisa Smile’s Katherine Watson taught in the 1950s; both films are 
set prior to the sexual revolution. Similarly, Dangerous Minds (1995) and Freedom Writers 
Diary (2007) are both set approximately 25 years ago. One could assume that conditions are 
different in the teaching field, and these images are obsolete.  However, school films do not seem 
to be confined to just one era, and notably new school films are released and viewed in varying 
contexts each year.   
Trier (2000; 2007), Tillman (2007), and Nugent and Shaunessy (2003) all propose using 
school films to prepare pre-service teachers for their future classroom experiences.  Watching a 
film is obviously not the same as standing in front of a classroom, but in many instances, 
professors claim that viewing a film and discussing it (either in conversation or writing) is an 
important technique to help elucidate one’s beliefs and compare those beliefs to other 
perspectives (Nugent & Shaunessy; Tillman; Trier).  
Exposure to diverse settings and students appears to be the most popular reason to use 
school films in pre-service teacher education (Brunner, 1991; Farhi, 1999; Grant, 2002; Trier, 
2001; 2005; Tillman & Trier, 2007).   However, young women in the field of education can be 
negatively affected by the traditionally degrading image of women teachers in film.  The 
attempts at realism by filmmakers have not only missed the mark, but they dramatize the 
classroom setting as a place of violence, conflict, and alienation and, above all, have portrayed 
the teacher as a young woman who cannot control or be comfortable in her own 
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classroom.  They do not give women at the beginning of their careers much hope for the 
future.  These films attempt to ultimately portray a strong female character, but from the feminist 
theoretical perspective, at the time that these films were released, they neither upheld the role 
model framework nor rebuked the unfair expectations.   
Many factors can contribute to the portrayal of character in film.  Film study generally 
centers around the four formal aspects of film form for analysis: cinematography, editing, sound, 
and mise-en-scene.  These four technical aspects of film production make up what audiences see, 
hear, understand, and consume while watching a film.  Individually each is its own artform and 
can be cited as a contributing factor to a film’s financial and aesthetic success, demonstrated by 
the Academy of Arts and Sciences’ awarding of Oscar statuettes for cinematography, film 
editing, sound editing, sound mixing, best score and song, and, of course, multiple elements of 
mise-en-scene, including makeup and hairstyling, costume, behavior of figures, and lighting 
(Academy, 2014).  However, these four aspects also dramatically shape narration and impact 
characterization.   
Of the four aspects of film—cinematography, editing, sound, and mise-en-scene—mise-
en-scene provides the visual depiction of individual characters acting in specific spaces, while 
simultaneously contributing dramatic information.   A French term originally applied to 
theatrical directing, mise-en-scene means “putting into the scene” (Bordwell & Thompson, 2004, 
p.176).  It signifies the director’s control over what appears in the film frame.  Mise-en-scene 
includes, but is not limited to set, lighting, costume, and the behavior of the characters (Bordwell 
& Thompson).  In other words, the study of the mise-en-scene may involve the study of just one 
shot with no movement or cuts or dialogue, yet if attention is paid to detail, the mise-en-scene 
can provide real insight into narration and, more importantly, characterization.  This dissertation 
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analyzes mise-en-scene and examines character development to determine the current 
representation of a female teacher in film.   
The examination of character development in this study relied on James Phelan’s (1989) 
terms: character dimensions and functions.  Dimensions are easily recognizable character traits; 
they are the qualities and characteristics that might be expressed in the form of physical 
description or personality traits.  The functions then become how those dimensions manifest 
within the given narrative or circumstance of the plot.  Phelan further breaks down those 
dimensions and their functions as three components of character: the mimetic (true to life), the 
synthetic (fictional), and the thematic (symbolic).  These terms were developed as a component 
of the theoretical framework and methodology of this study. 
 
Problem Statement  
Across the board, film provides a poor portrayal of women as working professionals (Lotz, 
2006), particularly women as teachers. Female teachers as main characters in films have 
typically been shown as unprepared for the task at hand, naive in the ways of teaching, and 
inappropriate with students and in relationships. The past images of females in school films 
ranged from helpless to hypersexualized.   
Furthermore, school films often acknowledge the administrative roles and power structure 
within the institution (Dalton, 2007), which often mirror societal patriarchy.   Feminists assert 
that in a class-based society, women are subordinate to men in every aspect of life: family, sex, 
workplace, politics, society, etc. Among social classes, a woman is considered lower class 
because of her role as wife and mother; this role is determined by her gender.  This lower class 
consideration carries over into the workforce (Tong, 2009). Films about schools and female 
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teachers normatize this harmful structure.  If pre-service and new teachers do not see 
representations of realistic events and practices, they may be susceptible to the persuasiveness of 
the character portrayals.   Weber and Mitchell’s (1995) research supports the rationale for this 
study: 
It is understandable that the teaching profession would want to distance itself from many 
of the stereotypes and images of teachers and teaching with which it is saturated.  But it is 
necessary to first uncover and face pervasive images that might be curtailing our ability 
to truly integrate new views of teaching into personal philosophies and practice. (p. 32) 
 
Weber and Mitchell rightly assert that it is important to study the current images of a teacher, 
albeit stereotypical, to create a new popular image.   
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to analyze the characterization of female teachers 
in recent American school films through narratology with a feminist lens in order to define the 
current image of a female teacher as presented by Hollywood today. 
 
Research Questions 
 This qualitative study is based on the following research questions:  
1. What is the dominant image of a female teacher conveyed through recent school 
films?   
a. How are third-wave feminist or postfeminist ideologies present in the dominant 
image?  
2. How do the mise-en-scene, and the characters’ dimensions and functions inform the 
mimetic, synthetic, and thematic components of characterization?  
 
Theoretical Framework 
A common critique of female characters is often based on the character’s ability to be 
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interpreted by the viewer as a positive role model for young women (Lotz, 2006). However, 
dominant images and stereotypical portrayals of female teachers in films can have a negative 
effect on not only women in the field but also on pre-service teachers looking to enter the 
profession.  Through the lens of narratology and a method of character analysis based on James 
Phelan’s (1989) mimetic, synthetic, and thematic components, this study provides insight into 
cultural ideology surrounding female teachers.    
 
Narrative Theory 
Narrative theory (or narratology) discusses central questions concerning human 
communication; it also investigates the conditions for and from, as well as the content of, such 
communication (Loethe, 2000).  A narrative presents a chain of events situated in time and 
space.   Narratologists recognize fantasy and imagination as elements that engage readers and 
viewers in a fictional narrative, yet acknowledge that readers and viewers mostly respond to the 
elements of a story that follow a pattern.  These patterns then relate to us as either new to or 
reminiscent of our own lives (Bordwell & Thompson 1997; Loethe, 2000). This theory can be 
traced as far back as 330 B.C.E. when Aristotle claimed in The Poetics that the protagonist is not 
simply the main character, but the one that the audience relates to and roots for (Culler, 
1975).  The audience wants to see the protagonist survive because, in turn, it is hope for their 
survival.  Therefore, the communication of a film becomes not only a mirror for the audience to 
see themselves but a projection of their future selves. 
 A moviegoer selects a movie based on the expected genre and pattern that he/she wishes 
to see.  However, audiences’ understanding of the film is informed by plot – more specifically, 
the inferences that the viewer makes as plot unfolds (Bordwell & Thompson, 1997). Therefore, 
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narrative theory becomes not only a tool for analysis and interpretation, but a method of close 
reading that informs meaning and message.   In this study, Phelan’s (1989) understanding of plot 
progression is applied to films with female teacher protagonists to determine the type of message 
Hollywood is sending about female teachers.   
 
Characterization  
While an author or filmmaker is credited with construction of a character, it is only 
through the process of consumption by a reader or audience that the character has shape or 
meaning.  The audience member arrives at the work with his or her own history, experiences, 
beliefs, and, of course, preconceived ideas.  And whether the audience member is aware or not, 
he/she is actually taking in the character and giving it life through the mimetic component, the 
synthetic component, and the thematic component (Phelan, 1989).  The mimetic component 
includes the elements of characterization that are factual or could be seen as real life.  The 
synthetic component is that which is created or invented for the sake of the narrative; the 
synthetic could in some circumstances be viewed as improbable characteristics.  Finally, the 
thematic component considers the elements of the character that are representative of a certain 
idea, group, or culture.  The definition of these three components along with the understanding 
that the plot progression (i.e. introduction, complication, resolution) demonstrates a character’s 
dimension and functions are keys to understanding not only what an author sends but, more 
importantly, what an audience receives.   
The mimetic component refers to the ways in which characters are images of real 
people.  Therefore, the mimetic components are those traits that are considered true or simply 
could be truthful.  The realistic elements of the character’s appearance, actions and reactions, and 
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lifestyle are the parts that the audience not only accepts but finds relatable.  It may take some 
common background with the character for the audience to recognize mimetic components; 
however, the mimetic components that make a character real help the audience digest the 
synthetic and thematic components.  The plausibility of the person helps to validate the 
plausibility of the plot, therefore encouraging audience acceptance. 
One could argue that in a fictional narrative, or even a story that claims to be based on a 
true story, the synthetic is the only component that matters and the only component that 
contributes to the thematic.  The mimetic could be seen as an unnecessary delineation; in other 
words, regardless of whether the characteristic is mimetic or synthetic, it is only important that 
the audience recognize the characteristic element as a contributor to the overall characterization 
and theme (Culler, 1975). This structuralist view could be seen as a more efficient means to the 
thematic end.   However, if the mimetic is ignored, the concern is not that each and every 
characteristic is seen as synthetic; on the contrary, the assumption is that the audience finds all 
characteristics to be mimetic.  Therefore, if all factors are accepted as equal, the audiences’ 
judgment between fact and fiction is skewed and the audience could accept all traits as real.  The 
naive audience could misinterpret the thematic component if all characteristics are lumped 
together as equal.  
A character’s synthetic components are fictional constructs used to garner audience 
interest and represent what is most outstanding about the character.  Synthetic components are 
easy to remember and stand out as obvious for defining character traits.  These elements take 
liberties to enhance the character for audience consumption.  Since the synthetic can be the 
identifiable and memorable elements, the concern is that it skews audience 
interpretation.  Therefore, in this study, all three components are individually analyzed in recent 
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school films.     
 
Feminist Theory: Role Model Framework 
As characters in films, teachers provide insight into the common view of teachers and the 
status of teaching as a profession.  The thematic component of characterization can be 
interpreted to understand if feminist or postfeminist ideology is demonstrated in the teacher 
portrayals.  As a critical perspective, feminist theory has a long history of analyzing the media’s 
portrayal of women. Friedan's (1963/2013) The Feminine Mystique brought the conversation to 
the forefront of popular and academic discourse with her critique of the stereotypical happy 
housewife of television and film (van Zoonen, 1994).   Early feminist media scholarship was a 
quantitative-based content analysis in which the number of women roles on television and film 
were documented by character types.  These studies determined that women were either 
underrepresented as main characters or women were only seen as wives, mothers, love interests, 
or potential sexual conquests (Lotz, 2006).  Feminists’ dissatisfaction with the outcome of this 
research led to the qualitative analysis of characters that Lotz calls the “role model framework” 
(p. 11).   
Lotz (2006) claims that this concept has permeated feminist media criticism since the 
1970s.  In the midst of the second feminist wave, quantitative and qualitative research identified 
tropes, stereotypes, and categories for female characters. Repeatedly, the films and television 
shows studied are judged on the basis of whether the female character is a positive or negative 
role model for young women. The role model framework is the basis for the NOW (2002) 
“Watch Out! Listen Up!” media activism campaign that began in 1999 to promote “positive and 
diverse portrayals of women and girls in the media” (p. 2). One hundred seven programs were 
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assessed for gender composition and diversity, violence, sexual exploitation, and social 
responsibility. Beneath these criterion is a statement that reads “Keep in mind that these 
programs were scored on a curve— they were each graded in relation to the whole and not 
according to a ‘perfect’ feminist ideal” (p. 2). Even with that caveat, the NOW document fails to 
define a perfect feminist ideal; in fact, it fails to establish a second and third wave feminist model 
at all. For example, shows like WWE Smackdown and The Bachelor received an F, but shows 
like Judging Amy and the Gilmore Girls earned A’s. The role model framework within this study 
promoted the more feminist shows, but those were not necessarily the most popular or most 
watched shows (Lotz).  
The role model framework is difficult to apply to the various types of narratives featuring 
female main characters.  There are not clear cut definitions of the terms positive and negative 
among feminists. For example, one cannot assume that all feminists universally agree that 
“working women” are good role models while “sex objects” are bad role models.  In the late 
1990s, both film and television produced a number of characters in the superhero and action hero 
genre that showed female empowerment. Feminist critics were quick to applaud these shows for 
their strong female characters, yet it was difficult to reconcile the obvious sexual costumes of 
these characters, thus leading to debates about whether they were proper role models or not. 
While a male super hero is often covered head to toe and may even wear a head covering and 
mask, most female superheroes from comic books to action movies essentially wear a bikini and 
boots. However, their power is undeniable.  
Other women characters demonstrate power not through their physical strength like 
superheroes but through their intellectual strength in the workforce.  The characters who focus 
on career and put relationships second are again lauded by many feminist critics, yet do not have 
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popular approval, as these characters are not promoting traditional family roles.  In this case 
criticism surrounds characters having sexual relationships outside of marriage, and therefore any 
critical analysis quickly turns to negative press, calling single women in sexual relationships 
“anti-role models” (Lotz, 2006, p. 91).  
In this dissertation, the characters studied represent third wave feminism as well as 
postfeminism; therefore, the role model framework has an even more complex dichotomy.  The 
scale of positive to negative constantly shifts and requires a deeper analysis than previously 
seen.  This study simultaneously investigated the messages sent by these characters and 
examined the validity of their portrayals.  The mimetic, synthetic and thematic components were 
assessed given the plot and the mise-en-scene.   
 
Significance of the Study  
Most consumers of film not only view it exclusively as entertainment but also enter into a 
dialogue with its content, characters, and message. The acceptance of a negative message is 
harmful to all viewers.  This study adds to the cultural discourse on the image of a woman in 
modern society; however, the most important stakeholders in this issue are female teachers.   
Given that many young female teachers are concerned about the high level of stress associated 
with the first years of teaching (Younger et al., 2004) and come into the profession with a sense 
of naiveté, the films that depict female teachers can have an effect on their perception of not only 
the job they will encounter but the life they will lead (Nugent & Shaunessy, 2003; Tillman, 2007; 
Trier 2000, 2007).  This study informs current female teachers so that they can build a self-image 
as an educational professional rather than simply a mothering nurturer (Dalton, 1995) or a harsh 
authority (Weber & Mitchell, 1995).   The structures of a feature film are not always intended to 
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be a reflection of an individual or an indicator of the truth, yet all too often audiences take for 
granted that a film is a mirror held up by society. This study can be important in delineating 
between fact and fiction for female teachers.  This study’s significance lies not only in its 
findings but in its methodological approach that can be applied to character analysis in any 
genre.   
The characterization of these female teachers is portrayed in a way that it has not been 
seen in previous school films, thus exposing the current Hollywood stereotype of women as 
teachers.  The negative image found through the research process mirrors not only the public 
perception of women teachers, but also society’s loss of support for the education system.   
 
Methodology 
This study used a qualitative narratological analysis of the recent American school films 
Won’t Back Down (2012), Larry Crowne (2011), and Bad Teacher (2011).  These three films 
were chosen based on the following criteria: 1) the film has been released in the United States 
within the last five years; 2) the film’s protagonist is an adult woman whose occupation is in the 
field of education; and 3) the films, as a collection, represent women of diverse age, race, and 
socioeconomic background.   
The data collection strategy relied on Phelan’s (1989) narratological method of character 
dimension and character function identification.  Character dimensions, or traits, were charted in 
correlation with their function or application.  The data were analyzed using the mimetic, 
synthetic, and thematic components of characterization.  Finally, the thematic components of all 





This study was limited to three films released within the past five years that have female 
teachers as protagonists.  Three films is a small sample of the total number of school films 
released within the last five years; however, this limit allowed for a focused qualitative analysis 
of the most current images of female teachers.  Additionally, the films were limited to those with 
a teacher protagonist, thus further narrowing the pool of films from which to choose.   
 
Limitations 
Although a narratological method of character analysis was adhered to, the analysis 
contained the perspective of only one individual, the researcher.  Additionally, two peer 
reviewers provided feedback in the data analysis process.  Peer reviewers comment in a written 
or oral manner and provide feedback similar to that of a peer reviewer in a journal submission 
process (Yin, 2011).  In this case, Dr. Paul Booth, Media and Cinema Studies faculty at DePaul 
University, provided input on a representative chapter to verify the data collection process.  
Andrew Sinclair, Fine Arts Director at Niles West High School, independently viewed all three 
films as well as the data collection procedures to validate common cultural values, thus 
minimizing researcher bias or limited perspective.   
 
Definitions 
The definitions pertinent to this study are cinematic and narratological terminology useful 
in the understanding of film analysis.   
Dimension: a character trait that is not a condition of the story. It may be a character’s physical 
characteristic or an aspect of personality that could surface in any context (Phelan, 1989). 
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Function: portrayal of the dimension in the circumstances created by the plot and particular 
setting (Phelan, 1989). 
Mimetic component of characterization: the elements of a character that are factual or could be 
seen as real life (Phelan, 1989). 
Mise-en-scene: a French term originally applied to theatrical directing that means “putting into 
the scene” (Bordwell & Thompson, 2004, p. 176).  It signifies the director’s control over what 
appears in the film frame.  Mise-en-scene includes, but is not limited to, set, lighting, costume, 
and the behavior of the characters. 
School film: any film in which the protagonist is a teacher or a student (Farhi, 1999; Shary, 
2002; Trier, 2001) 
Synthetic component of characterization: the character traits that are obviously created or 
invented and could even be seen as improbable (Phelan, 1989). 
Thematic component of characterization: the elements of the character that are representative of 
a certain idea, group or culture (Phelan, 1989). 
 
Organization of the Study 
This study is organized into eight chapters. The first chapter provides an introduction to 
school films and a problem statement as well as the conceptual framework and a brief 
introduction to the methodology.  The second chapter reviews the literature pertinent to the 
history and study of school films.  The third chapter presents the methodology and includes the 
research questions that prompt this qualitative dissertation.  The data collection procedure is 
presented as a modified case study design wherein the case subjects are three school films 
featuring female teachers.  The data organization and collection methods are described.  Those 
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participating in the validation process are named.  Chapters 4, 5, and 6 describe the findings in 
this study.  Chapter 7 presents the discussion and implications, while Chapter 8 offers 
recommendations and ideas for future research.  
 CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
In the context of film as both informative and influential, this literature review examined 
teacher films, which can be considered a subgenre of school films.  Specifically, given the nature 
of genre theory, this study is concerned with films with a female teacher protagonist.    Genre 
theory functions within narratology by means of separating or categorizing works of art, such as 
literature, for analysis and study based on the form, style, or purpose (OED, n.d.). Phelan’s 
(1989) narratological aspects of characterization are employed as a method of analyzing the 
code, the structures, and the messages of this popular narrative genre films.  Therefore, this 
literature review surveys the technical dimensions and stylistic applications of mise-en-scène in 
the production of films as they relate to characterization. Furthermore, this review details the 
development of feminism as not only a social movement but as a critical methodology for the 
analysis of culture discourse.  And via that lens, this literature review will inform a dissertation 
study of how Hollywood films about teachers define the teaching profession.   
 
Teacher Portrayals 
 Previous commentary on the portrayal of teachers in film is part of a larger discourse 
about the image of teachers in all aspects of media.  Much written about teachers as television 
characters cites the negative image of an incompetent antagonist or even a buffoon (Alsop, 
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2012). When teachers have been featured in music and music videos, there is an emphasis on the 
sexual or inappropriate teacher-student interactions (Weber & Mitchell, 1995). News media 
coverage highlights various aspects of education, yet the sensational is found in stories ranging 
from failing schools to teacher strikes; the common thread in the news is the blaming of 
educators for these issues.  Given these concerns, one could find that the current opinion of 
teachers is negative.   
However, the cinematic tradition allows for the teacher to be a hero.  Much of the 
classical narrative in film borrows from the theatrical melodrama in which a hero must emerge 
victorious over a villain.  The classical narrative is a common term for a film with a hero with a 
goal that is established in the opening third of the film.  The hero meets plausible and realistic 
obstacles on the path toward a goal as the storyline contains a typical cause-and-effect 
progression.  There is a sense of closure in the form of a happy ending, and the audience has 
empathized with the character throughout (Corrigan, 2004; Rowe & Wells, 2003). Although an 
analysis of genre can be said to limit interpretation or focus on superficial aspects of films so as 
to fit them into a specific genre (Altman, 1999), a focus on the classical narrative cinema can 
“establish a wholeness and clarity of meaning” (Self, 2002, p. xiii).  It is precisely this adherence 
to the classical narrative that produces the school film genre with similar characteristics among 
the teacher protagonists.   
 
The Probable Protagonist 
When critical theorists analyze a teacher as a protagonist and main character, rather than 
a supporting character or villain in respect to a student-hero, there is set of similar characteristics 
pointed out in nearly all accounts. These five characteristics (personally connected life instructor, 
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motivator, outsider, masculine, and opponent to authority) are melodramatic constructs described 
below. 
 
Personally Connected Life Instructor 
Possibly due to the small class size of most school films (Swetnam, 1992), cinematic 
teachers are able to know their students on a personal level (Dalton, 2007; Farhi, 1999; Trier, 
2001).  Teachers in films are often seen following up with students’ personal well-being.  
Teachers make home visits and reach out not only to the students but to the parents as well.  The 
teachers become so involved in the lives of their students that they are rarely seen engaging in 
their own personal lives (Trier).  When teachers do leave, it is to continue classroom work or to 
take students on a field trip.  More often than not, the field trips are for life teaching experience, 
and are not necessarily based on curriculum.  Mark Thackeray, the devoted teacher in To Sir, 
With Love (1967), visits the home of a student whose parent has passed away and makes this a 
learning opportunity for the entire class (Trier).  In this scene, he reaches out to a student 
personally and teaches the others about decorum and respect.  Without the knowledge of 
students’ family and personal lives, the teachers are unable to instruct on matters beyond the 
classroom.  This connection appears to be a key element to the cinematic teachers’ success.   
 
Motivator 
 Teachers in movies have been able to motivate students in ways others have not (Dalton, 
2007; Farhi, 1999; Grant, 2002).  This ability may in some ways come to the educator by default, 
since many school films are set in Hollywood’s depiction of urban and/or poor areas where 
positive role models appear scarce (Bulman, 2005; Grant, 2002).  For example, Stand and 
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Deliver (1988) features minority students, who have been labeled as remedial, working to meet a 
seemingly unattainable goal: passing the Advanced Placement Calculus exam.  The film’s plot, 
coupled with the characterization of the teacher, credit the success purely on the basis on Jaime 
Escalante’s motivational leadership (Grant).  The motivation may come in the form of the 
connection to the students’ personal life, as described above, or the motivational influence may 
stem from the deep need for a hero and savior that the students in films desire.  Dalton (2007) 
names the teachers in film that lead students with an almost spiritual motivation as “prophets” 
and “liberators” (pp. 139-140).  The motivator characteristic is more connected to the teacher’s 
personality and charisma than his pedagogy (Farhi; Heilman, 1991; Swetnam, 1992). 
 
Outsider 
Part of the narrative of a film with a teacher protagonist often involves the teacher 
arriving in the location or arriving at the teaching job.  This may be due to the fact that the 
teacher is often characterized as an outsider who must choose whether or not to fit in (Bulman, 
2005; Dalton, 2007; Farhi, 1999). The outsider element allows the audience to understand the 
students completely through the eyes of the teacher and gain first impressions (Bulman).  In 
multiple cases, the teacher character is an outsider to the community, such as in the films 
Conrack (1974) and Dangerous Minds (1995), where the teachers are not only an outsider to the 
community, but they also come from a different socioeconomic and racial background (Dalton; 
Farhi).  The outsider aspect could almost manifest itself in the form of an outsider to the teaching 
field.  They are either depicted as novice teachers or individuals who have left other careers to 




 In 2001, the National Center for Education Information reported that 84% of public 
school teachers in the United States were female (Feistritzer, 2011).  Despite that high number, 
teachers in the movies are often male, or exhibit typically masculine traits, in order to be 
successful in the context of a Hollywood plot (Bulman 2005; Farhi, 1999).  Dalton (2007) cites 
the mothering, nurturing expectation for female teacher characters, yet the majority of the 
teachers in films are male (Swetnam, 1992; Weber & Mitchell, 1995).  Furthermore, it is those 
traits of individuality and boldness associated with masculinity that make the teachers effective 
at teaching.  This masculine leaning in movies may be a response or counteraction to the 
increasingly feminized classroom, a result of the fact that the majority of teachers are female 
(Bodnar, 1996; Weber & Mitchell).   If a film does feature a female teacher, she is still seen 
through the male gaze (Dalton; Weber & Mitchell).  The term male gaze is used to show that no 
matter how the woman is characterized, she is portrayed by the camera as seen through the 
desirous eyes of a man, not necessarily in the manner in which the female elects to be shown 
(Mulvey, 1975/1999; van Zoonen, 1994). 
 
Challenger of Authority  
 A film protagonist needs an antagonist to provide a conflict within a compelling plot.  In 
a school film, the teacher is often portrayed as battling with authority, such as a department 
chair, principal, or headmaster (Bulman, 2005; Dalton, 2007; Farhi, 1999; Grant, 2002).  These 
conflicts are on behalf of the students, as the teacher becomes a champion for the students’ 
cause.  The teachers even go so far as to risk their own jobs and livelihoods for what they think is 
best for the students.  Furthermore, the conflict with authority often follows the teachers’ 
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disregard for traditional teaching practices and/or school rules and policies.  In the eyes of the 
teacher, the establishment is not helping the students, but rather perpetuating harmful or 
neglectful practices that the teacher must counteract.  Characters such as John Keating in Dead 
Poets’ Society (1989) and Glenn Holland in Mr. Holland’s Opus (1995) are cited repeatedly 
throughout criticism as examples of men who go to battle with authority on behalf of the 
students. 
Table 2.1 highlights the most popular character traits and provides examples from various 
films.  The film examples are divided by generations to demonstrate that these traits are common 
over time.  The titles within the table are emphasized with a line of dialogue, which indicates that 
the characteristic is obviously present in the film.   
Notable is the observation that among the characteristics of a teacher protagonist, a few 
key traits appear to be missing.  Nowhere does it seem that the teacher must be an expert in his 
content area or, for that matter, a certified, experienced teacher (Farhi, 1999; Heilman, 1991). 
Some of the films in Table 2.1 center around a novice teacher or an individual somewhat thrown 
into the profession (Dalton, 2007; Farhi); therefore, they are ill-prepared to teach the subject 
matter. In many films, the content and curriculum are in the foreground, if mentioned at all.  
Case in point, the classic Mr. Chips in Goodbye, Mr. Chips (1939) acknowledges that teaching is 
less about the subject and more about “molding men” (Cary & Reifel, 2005, p. 96).  Nonetheless, 
all of the films in Table 2.1 portray protagonists who are victorious in their positive impact on 





Typical Teacher Characteristics Demonstrated in Feature Films 
 Film Setting   
Characteristics of 
Teacher Protagonists 
1930s-1950s 1960s-1980s 1990s-2010 
Personally Connected Life 
Instructor  
(Bulman, 2005;  
Dalton, 1995, 2007; Cary & 
Reifel, 2005; Farhi, 1999;  
Giroux, 1993; Heilman, 1991; 
Scull & Peltier, 2007; Trier, 
2001; Swetnam, 1992) 
Goodbye, Mr. Chips 
(1939)  “Our business is 
to mold men.” 
 Stand and Deliver (1988)  
“Tomorrow’s another day.  
I’m worried you’re going to 
screw up your whole lives.” 
The Ron Clark Story 
(2007)  
“Everything we do 
in this room is 
personal – how we 
work together and 
how we prepare for 
these tests.” 
Motivator/Inspirational  
(Beyerbach, 2005; Bulman, 
2005; Dalton, 1995, 2007 
Cary & Reifel, 2005; Farhi, 
1999;  Giroux, 1993; Heilman, 
1991; Scull & Peltier, 2007; 
Trier, 2001; Weber & 
Mitchell, 1995) 
The Great Debaters 
(2007) “I am here to 
help you to find and 
keep your righteous 
mind” 
Lean on Me (1989) “You  
are NOT inferior!” 
Mr. Holland’s Opus 
(1995) 
“There is not a life 
in this room that you 
have not touched, 
and each of us is a 
better person 
because of you.”  
Outsider who must choose 
whether or not to fit in 
(Beyerbach, 2005; Bulman, 
2005; Dalton, 1995, 2007; 
Farhi, 1999;  Giroux, 1993 
Weber & Mitchell, 1995) 
Dead Poets Society 
(1989) “Oh Captain, My 
Captain” 
Conrack (1971) “Let’s start 
with my name.  It’s 




“I've been working 
under-cover for a 
long time. They're 
six-year-olds. How 
much trouble can 
they be?” 
Masculine 
(Beyerbach, 2005; Bulman, 
2005,  Dalton, 2007; Farhi, 
1999;  Swetnam, 1992) 
 
Blackboard Jungle 
(1955) “Yeah, I’ve been 
beaten up, but I’m not 
beaten.  I’m not beaten, 
and I’m not quittin’.” 
 
To Sir, With Love (1967) 
“I believe one should fight 
for what one believes.  
Provided one is absolutely 




“I’M A MARINE.  
DOES ANYONE 
KNOW KARATE?” 
Challenger of Authority on 
behalf of the students   
(Bulman, 2005; Dalton, 1995, 
2007; Farhi, 1999;   Heilman, 
1991; Scull & Peltier, 2007; 
Weber & Mitchell, 1995) 
Dead Poets Society 
(1989) “I always thought 
the idea of educating 
was to learn to think for 
yourself.”  
Conrack (1971) “Well, sir, 
as long as you are prepared 
to accept crap.  I think I 
should tell you that rabbit 
there has just done it in your 
lap.” 
Mr. Holland’s Opus 
(1995)  
“That’s because 
you’re the enemy, 
Gene [Vice 
Principal]. You just 
don’t know it.”  
*Dangerous Minds (1995) is the only film listed with a female protagonist, Louann Johnson.  Notable she represents 
masculine toughness as she tries to impress the students by writing that she is a marine and then demonstrating 
karate.  Her method for discipline and means of connection to the students are shown through her masculine traits.   
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The Stereotyped Male Teacher: “Superteacher”  
Many of the characteristics described in the table combine into an archetype that Farhi 
(1999) named a “Superteacher” in his article “Hollywood Goes to School: Recognizing the 
Superteacher Myth in Film” (p. 157).  Farhi proposes that the superteacher formula is fairly 
simple and provides a witty character sketch to define the characteristics of this somewhat 
typical protagonist.  The superteacher is often male, has off-beat or radical ideas, and has 
virtually no social life.  He works among unsupportive colleagues and faces the most difficult 
and unruly students; however, the superteacher is able to overcome these obstacles by putting 
himself on the line, almost to the point of losing his job.  He takes a personal interest in the 
students’ lives so they rally around him, make him a hero, and thus, turn their own lives around 
in the process.  Farhi’s short article provides little in the way of research or references, but he 
does provide many interesting examples from feature films like To Sir, with Love (1967), Lean 
on Me (1989) and Dead Poets Society (1989). 
Farhi (1999) notes that for the film to function with the superteacher protagonist, he must 
be the only super-hero in the film.  Bulman (2005) builds off of Farhi’s superteacher archetype 
and labels this character as a “lone ‘teacher-hero’” and as an outsider with a “troubled and 
mysterious past, little teaching experience, a good heart, and an unorthodox approach to 
teaching” (p. 9). Farhi as well as Scull and Peltier (2007) note that the superteachers are hardly 
ever seen actually teaching any content.  In fact, both sources quote Roger Ebert when he 
comments on Robin Williams’ character, John Keeting,  in Dead Poets Society (1989): “at the 
end of a great teacher’s course on poetry, the students would love poetry, at the end of this 
teacher’s semester, all they really love is the teacher” (Farhi, p. 159; Scull & Peltier, p. 142).  
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However little it may be, the instruction that the Superteacher provides his students is not so 
much academic curriculum, as it is “different ideas” (Farhi p. 158).  In fact, the superteacher is 
seen rejecting any standard teaching methodology or practice.  For example, actor Sidney Poitier 
as Mark Thackeray throws school books in the trash can in To Sir, with Love (1967).  Similarly, 
Keeting tears out the pages of a textbook in Dead Poets Society (1989) (Heilman, 1991).  These 
examples send the message that school curricula, school boards, and administrators do not know 
what is right for students, but instead a very American West cowboy-like approach is taken by 
the teacher (Bulman, 2005).  In other words, the individual can be heroic where the collective 
establishment has either failed or, more often, become the villain.   
 According to Heilman (1991), there are university professors who achieve a popular 
persona similar to that of John Keeting in Dead Poets Society, yet these men are what he calls 
“Great-Teachers” who have not actually proven to be “good teachers” (p. 419).  Consequently, 
these teachers are considered great based on charisma and charm, but not necessarily effective 
teaching practices.   
This character, which remains an intersection between teacher and superhero, is 
unattainable and misleading (Farhi, 1999; Heilman, 1991; Warburton & Saunders, 1996).  Even 
the cases that may be based on a true story are sensationalized for the film script and do not truly 
depict the lives of a teacher.  True, most professions shown in television and film are glamorized 
to create suspense and interest, but in a field where professionals often feel devalued and 
disrespected, showing unrealistic expectations via the mass media only furthers negative 




The Stereotyped Female Teacher in Films  
One further addendum to the superteacher character involves the supposition that they are 
often male.  While this may be true, there are a number of school films with female protagonists, 
yet they do not often have Super(woman) Teacher traits.  If carrying on the superhero metaphor, 
female teachers are more likely classified as “Educator Girl”.  Furthermore, this area appears to 
be lacking in scholarship and even more rampant with negative stereotypes.  Films with female 
teachers are mentioned in a few cases, but they are spoken of in the context of the other defining 
characteristics of the film. For example Bulman (2001) discusses Dangerous Minds (1995) but 
only for the urban, violent setting, and he discusses Sister Act 2 (1993) as an example of how 
private schools are depicted in film.  
In the context of their study of the media portrayal of teachers, Weber and Mitchell (1995) 
discuss depictions in a wide range of sources, such as children’s books and toys as well as 
television and film.  They are keenly aware of the negative portrayal of female teachers.  
However, Dalton (2007) appears to be the only scholar to devote an entire chapter to “Women 
Teachers in the Movies.”  She outlines some notable characteristics of a female teacher as 
defined by Hollywood.  Similar to the other professional women in romantic comedies or 
dramas, Dalton shows that most teacher films are concerned with the expectation that female 
teachers act in a nurturing and motherly manner. Dalton takes a feminist approach to the analysis 
of the expectations of women teachers and women in general.  She acknowledges it is a 
“feminist principle” that individuals should be able to tell their own stories and “name their own 
experience,” yet she knows as a cultural theorist, one must look at the image society identifies 
within another’s story.   
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Dalton (2007) fears that “commercial films not only tell women teachers how other people 
construct them and re-articulate them as characters on the movie screen but also shape the way 
students and parents respond to teachers and the women teachers respond to public opinion in the 
construction of their own lives” (p. 103).  Here Dalton shows the problem of unrealistic 
expectations of cinematic teachers not only in terms of unattainable superteacher traits, but also 
the negative self-fulfilling prophecies that feminists so often fear are provided for women from 
media and film. 
Beyerbach (2005) created a database of 59 school films to use in her research study with 
pre-service teachers.  She asked the pre-service teachers to view films looking for portrayals of 
race, class and gender.  To prompt discussion of gender, she used both a feminist and visual 
culture lens by showing the pre-service teachers the documentary Killing Us Softly 3 (2000) as 
well as popular and feminist magazines.  The documentary and the magazines allowed the pre-
service teachers to discuss female representation in advertising, therefore giving them a context 
and vocabulary to discuss the portrayal of the females in the films.  The findings of Beyerbach’s 
study indicate that the pre-service teachers viewed school films as “sexist,” but she does not 
provide much data in regard to the pre-service teachers’ discussion of gender (p. 283).    
One possible reason for the lack of scholarship in this area is the general poor portrayal of 
women as professionals across the board, not just in films about women in education.  In the 
1990s, in what some might describe as niche television, a small number of female characters 
emerged as professional protagonists in the shows Ally McBeal (1997-2002) and Sex and the City 
(1998-2004).  These programs attempted to show women as having the same choices as men, the 
characters engaged in constant discourse about career vs. family, and when the series began, the 
women were portrayed to some extent as liberal feminists.  However, with the popularity of the 
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shows, came much scrutiny, and any type of critical analysis turned to negative press, ushering in 
an era of post-feminism and naming the main characters of each show “anti-role models” (Lotz 
2006, p. 96).   With this condemnation came a character change, and by the end of the two series, 
the main characters were singularly focused on domestic and stereotypically female concerns.  
And when Sex and the City became a film in 2008, the plot centered on Carrie’s marriage, and 
her career, which had been central in the television show, became secondary.    
 
Film as Narrative 
Cinema is born of out the theatrical tradition of performance (Bordwell, 1985) but is also 
akin to narration and basic storytelling.  Early film critic Andre Bazin (1967) wrote in his 
influential book What is Cinema? that the advent of sound and editing, added to the filmic device 
of montage, “the film-maker is no longer the competitor of the painter and the playwright, he is, 
at last, the equal of the novelist.” (p. 40).  He also referred to cinema as a photographed play, yet 
various details could be stressed with the changes in camera position to tell the story to the 
viewer. Bazin’s ideas were congruent with filmmakers of the first half of the 21st century that 
considered the film viewer as an “invisible or imaginary witness” (Bordwell, p. 9).  In this way, 
the audience is merely a spectator to the action (Bazin; Bordwell; Kolker, 2000). 
Another early critic, Sergei Eisenstein, took a different approach to using montage and 
mise-en-scene in which he tried to get an emotional reaction out of the viewer (Kolker, 2000).  In 
this manner, he treated the audience not so much as a spectator but as a participant in the conflict 
(Bordwell, 1985; Kolker). In many ways, Eisenstein is reminiscent of Aristotle's notion of 
catharsis in which the audience connects to the protagonist and sees himself in the protagonist so 
much so that the audience member feels the same emotional highs and lows as the character in 
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the play or film.   Kolker (2000) claims that “a person’s beliefs, understandings, and values are 
all activated within the context of film viewing” (p. 10).  Kolker attempts to define film and then 
text – showing the connection between the two terms and then pointing out that film is “less 
personal, but more accessible” (p. 11).  Kolker provides a few examples of how a film should be 
analyzed on the basis of the obvious narrative text and the cinematic qualities, which he rightly 
asserts are textual messages in and of themselves. 
 
Four Aspects of Film 
The most commonly thought of cinematic aspects used to enhance narration in film are 
cinematography, editing, sound, and mise-en-scene.  These aspects make film different from 
other forms of narrative media such as theatre and episodic television, and they are generally 
agreed upon as the major components of all film, regardless of genre.  An auteur’s manipulation 
of these four aspects is what makes their work unique as well as conveys essential elements of 
the plot (Bordwell, 1985; Bordwell & Thompson, 2004; Rowe & Wells, 2003).  In this study, 
when applying a character analysis technique such as Phelan’s (1989) to film, knowledge of the 
four aspects of film is essential. 
 
Cinematography 
Cinematography refers to how each shot it is filmed, through camera position, movement, 
lens, and focus (Bordwell & Thompson, 2004). The shot itself is the image that a viewer sees 
before the film cuts to a different image (Corrigan, 2004); however, that image is not static as the 
actors, objects, and natural elements are shown moving and performing the action of the 
story.  Cinematography includes three factors (Bordwell & Thompson). The first factor is the 
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photographic image and how the camera captures color and tone as well as speed and distance 
between the subject and the camera.  The composition of the photographic image explains why 
the camera lens and the human eye are often compared – the director and cinematographer must 
prepare what the viewer sees.  The second factor in cinematography is the framing of the shot, 
either close-up or long shot, either high-angle or low. The third is the duration of the shot, its 
length from the beginning to the end of any particular camera operation. Framing and duration 
directly relate to the narrative’s point of view (Bordwell & Thompson; Corrigan).  
 
Editing 
Editing is closely related to cinematography in that it cannot only establish but define 
point of view.  Film editing is generally thought of as the connection or correlation of one shot to 
the next in regard to its pace, rhythm, and space (Bordwell & Thompson, 2004; Corrigan, 
2004).  Through the use of editing techniques, a shot can move to another through a fade-in, 
fade-out, dissolve, or wipe, but most commonly a shot is a straight cut to another shot (Bordwell 
& Thompson).  It is precisely the cut that defines the pace, rhythm, and space of the story.  In 
this case and for the purposes of this study, more important than the technicalities of the 
individual shot is the way in which shots are mixed together.  Editing can refer to how shots are 
put together into larger pieces to form scenes and sequences and therefore larger narrative “units 
of meaning” (Corrigan, p. 63).  
 
Sound 
In many cases, scenes cannot truly represent the story without the sound.  The study of 
sound includes both diegetic sound that emanates directly from the filmed space and the 
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nondiegetic sound that is added on the soundtrack external to the filmed space.  In the narrative 
study of a fiction film, diegetic refers to the world in which the situations and events occur 
(Loethe, 2003); they are the sounds coming from the world of the story, such as the speaking of 
the actors or the sounds of the setting like birds chirping or cars running.  Nondiegetic sounds are 
those added in the editing process such as a musical soundtrack or voice-over narration.   
 
Mise-en-Scene 
 Mise-en-scene is a French term originally applied to theatrical directing that means 
“putting into the scene” (Bordwell & Thompson, 2004, p.176; see also Corrigan, 2004; Kolker, 
2000; Rowe & Wells, 2003).  In film, the mise-en-scene includes all visual elements of a 
particular frame. (Rowe & Wells, 2003)  Those elements included, or excluded, help to tell the 
story and explain the characters.  Described below are four common elements that will be used 
for analysis in this study: setting, costume/makeup, lighting, staging and performance.   
 
Setting  
Setting is the location of the story action, much the same as it has always been called in 
the theatre (Bordwell & Thompson, 2004; Corrigan, 2004).  As in the theatre, the setting of a 
visual narrative is often more important than simply a backdrop for the action.  At the birth of 
theatre in Greece’s Golden Age, Aristotle outlined six elements essential for a drama—the last of 
which and the least important to him was “spectacle” (Aristotle, trans. 1895).  However, the 
motion picture from the outset of the medium has enjoyed enormous popularity because of its 
ability to convey a world of human or natural reality. Whether filmed on location or on a 
soundstage, the setting is paramount for creating the world of the story. Whether it be a realistic 
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world or a fantasy world, film places a significant emphasis on “authenticity” (Bordwell & 
Thompson, p. 180).  What is thus established as the real world of the story is enhanced by 
attention to setting throughout. 
 
Costume and Makeup  
Costuming is certainly used in ways similar to setting to establish location, time period, and, of 
course, characterization. (Rowe & Wells, 2003).   As an actor dons a costume and applies 
makeup, he or she makes steps in transforming into the character and away from the individual 
performer’s true identity.  Many filmmakers include scenes in which the character changes from 
one costume to another, and the process of dressing transforms the character’s personality in 
some specific way.  This is most obvious in a superhero film like Batman (1989) or Superman 
(1978) or comedies such as Tootsie (1982) or Mrs. Doubtfire (1993), in which the characters are 
hiding behind a new persona or identity (Rowe & Wells). However, another type of on-camera 
costume change can simply be a demonstration of a character attempting to present him or 
herself differently.  Corrigan (2004) provides the example of John Travolta’s character in 
Saturday Night Fever (1977) who becomes a different version of himself when he puts on his 
dancing clothes at night.  In this way, costumes are closely related to props and setting, thus 
contributing to narration (Bordwell & Thompson 2004; Corrigan). 
 
Lighting 
Lighting is an essential element of mise-en-scene because it can change not only the 
ability to see what is put in the scene, but the tone of what is present changes given the lighting 
choices (Bordwell & Thompson, 2004).  The choices of illumination are key to describing 
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setting; meaning, the light can look natural, as in out-of-doors, or unnatural, as in an indoor 
location, etc. (Corrigan, 2004).  Film lighting can be manipulated in regard to its quality, 
direction, source, and color, and each of these changes can convey differing information about 
characterization (Bordwell & Thompson).   These four features play individual roles in whether 
or not an object or person is highlighted or shadowed--front, side or back lit.  Quality refers to 
the intensity and level of the light.  Direction refers to the angle at which the light enters the shot, 
and sometimes that is contingent on the source.  The source of the light can be from within the 
setting, such as a lamp in the room, but exterior light is often added to the soundstage for further 
manipulation.  Finally, color is often used to indicate time of day, as audiences understand blues 
and purples to be nighttime and whites and yellow lights show daytime.  Black and white scenes 
as opposed to Technicolor also use color, or its absence, to paint settings into realistic or 
metaphoric spaces. 
 
Staging and Performance 
Staging (the location and positioning of characters) and performance (the action of 
actors) are very closely related; they function as two sides of the same coin.  The determined 
space between actor-to-actor and actor-to-object defines relationships, conflicts, and dynamics.  
The most important element of staging tells the audience who is in control by means of framing 
and focus (McDonald, 2000).  For example, the director can place someone in the foreground or 
on a higher level to show their power, or a director can send an actor to the corner of the frame or 
seat him in a chair while someone else stands to show the character’s weakness. Working closely 
in conjunction with the director’s staging is the actor’s performance.  In this study, the term 
performance refers to the actor’s body positioning, posture, and facial expressions within the 
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given frame (Naremore, 1988).   The actor must use his or her body as a conduit for the script.  
An actor’s performance is not simply a silent pantomime, granted the actor’s interpretation of the 
lines is essential, but if the actor is skilled enough, the dialogue becomes secondary. However, 
some contend that an actor’s portrayal is only as good as the camera angles and editing 
(McDonald).  Despite all other elements of mise-en-scene, a good actor’s face can draw the 
audience’s attention. 
 
Theoretical Frameworks: Narratology and Feminist Criticism 
Introduction 
The stereotypes of female teachers in the genre of school films need to be critically 
examined to understand the impactful message they convey. This dissertation proposes a 
narratological study of the portrayal of women teachers that analyzes their characterization as 
functions of a masculinist ideology via a feminist perspective. Therefore, the research in this 
dissertation will be viewed through the lens of two theoretical frameworks: narratology and 
feminism.  It will employ what James Phelan (1989) details as the mimetic, synthetic, and 
thematic components of storytelling to examine how the apparently realistic portrayal of 
character is systematically constructed.  
 
Narratology: Components of Characterization  
Cinematic elements provide a method of narration, or storytelling.  Classical Hollywood 
cinema carefully and rigorously has yoked them to the logic of story.  Loethe (2003) claims that 
narration is how a text is written and communicated.  In a work of literature, the narrator may 
either be a character or an omniscient voice – but always a clear source of the “once upon a 
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time” elements of the story. In the case of a film without a voice-over moving the audience from 
scene to scene, the viewer finds the narrator through the four elements of film described above: 
cinematography, editing, sound and mise-en-scene. Although the medium is different, and the 
written word is exchanged for light and image, the essential components of characterization 
remain the same in film as in literature (Elliot, 2003).  Therefore, narrative theory proposes both 
a tool for analysis and interpretation of character behavior, and a method of close reading that 
illuminates cultural messages and meanings. 
 
Phelan’s Components of Characterization 
Whether or not audience members are aware, they are actually taking in representations 
of character and giving them life through three formal elements of construction: the mimetic 
component, the synthetic component, and the thematic component (Phelan, 1989).  The mimetic 
component includes the elements of characterization that appear factual or could be seen as 
representative of real life, actualizations recognized as social reality.  The synthetic component, 
on the other hand, is that which is created or invented for the sake of the narrative—
circumstances, chains of events, attitudes, and/or behaviors posited by the story, whether 
possible or impossible, probable or improbable.  Finally, the thematic component comprises the 
elements of character development that are representative of a certain idea, group or culture 
(Phelan).   
 
Mimetic Component of Character 
According to Phelan (1989), the mimetic component refers to the ways in which 
characters are images of real people.  Therefore, the mimetic components are those traits 
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acknowledged as true or that simply could be truthful.  The realistic elements of the character’s 
appearance, actions and reactions, and lifestyle are the parts that the audience not only accepts 
but finds relatable.  It may take some common background with the character for the audience to 
recognize mimetic components; however, it is that which makes a character real that helps the 
audience accept and digest the synthetic and thematic components.  The plausibility of the 
character helps to validate the plausibility of the plot, therefore encouraging audience buy in and 
believability.   
 
Synthetic Component of Character 
Phelan’s (1989) synthetic component refers to those parts of characters that make them a 
fictional construct essential to audience interest.  The synthetic represents what is most 
outstanding about the character.  Characters’ synthetic components are easy to remember and 
stand out as obvious, defining character traits.  In the inclusion of these elements, the author not 
only shows his or her creativity and tells the story but also takes liberties to enhance the 
character for audience consumption.  Although one might assume the logical progression for an 
author involves starting with the mimetic components and adding the synthetic ones to enhance 
or further develop the character, the audience rarely takes in the character in that order.  The 
synthetic may be the identifiable and memorable elements that could skew interpretation.   
 
Thematic component of character 
In literature as well as film, theme is often synonymous with message.   Therefore, the 
thematic component becomes the key component in the current research.  The author conveys his 
or her theme through the crafting of the characters.  Phelan (1989) provides an example of how a 
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reader interprets theme from George Orwell’s novel 1984 (1949).  In a science fiction setting and 
situation, with very obvious synthetic components to the protagonist Winston, Phelan asserts that 
it is because of Orwell’s ability to make the fictional and futuristic main character Winston 
mimetic that the reader understands the thematic.  Character traits such as “his age and his 
ordinariness” as well as his “love for the past” make him believable and relatable (Phelan, p. 33).  
These attributes function through the plot progression as Winston is acted upon by the Party.  His 
actions and reactions now become the theme and the message and Winston becomes a symbol 
for individualism and the threats of Totalitarianism.   
The definition of these three components, along with the understanding that the 
progression of plot (i.e. introduction, complication, resolution) causes these characteristic 
components to change and evolve, are keys to understanding not only what messages an author 
sends but, more importantly, what an audience receives. Consequently, in this study, all three 
components will be individually analyzed in the most recent school films to understand the 
extent to which the real and the constructed and the ideological are mutually interactive. 
 
Feminist Theory 
Feminist theory/criticism in film is routinely concerned with the representation of women 
in cultural discourse (White, 2000). It specifically focuses on positions of women relative to the 
roles that are able or allowed to play relative to the power and control women are given among 
the hierarchical authority. Feminist theory acknowledges the nature of cultural values that 
society codes “masculine” and “feminine” and examines ways in which one set of values is 
valorized over another.  Current feminist criticism focuses on pop culture and media’s limited 
view of female success.  Specifically, to succeed in a man’s world, a woman must maintain 
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female youth and beauty (Negra & Tasker, 2007).  However, feminism and feminist criticism 
have a diverse history and priorities among feminists have shifted over the years.   
 
Historical 
Feminism has most commonly been broken into three eras, known as waves. The first 
wave has a clearly agreed upon beginning event: the Seneca Falls Woman’s Convention of 1848. 
This convention marks the first meeting of American men and women brought together solely 
for the purpose of discussing, as the July 14, 1848 Seneca County Courier advertised, the 
“condition and rights of women” (Bernhard & Fox-Genovese, 1995, p. 8). The convention 
produced a document, known as the Declaration of Sentiments, that was not taken seriously, nor 
was the Seneca Falls Woman’s Convention seen as much more than a group of unusual women 
complaining.  However, the group of women activists became organized and connections were 
made to other early feminists; thus, The National Woman’s Suffrage Organization was founded 
in 1869 (Bernhard & Fox-Genovese).    
The Second Wave of feminism is considered the Women’s Movement, which grew in the 
1960s at the same time as the Civil Rights Movement.  In 1964, Congress passed the Civil Rights 
Act, with Title VII prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex as well as race, color, religion, 
or national origin. But women found that employers were not adhering to the law. This blatant 
disregard for the law caused a reaction among feminists who realized they needed to fight for 
their civil rights with the same passion as African-Americans were fighting for theirs (Tong, 
2009).  
Feminist critics observe that in a class-based society, women are subordinate to men in 
every aspect of life: family, sex, workplace, politics, society, etc. Among social classes, a woman 
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is considered, and therefore controlled, due to her lower class status as a wife and worker, 
namely because she is a woman (Tong, 2009).   These concerns formed the basis of feminist 
theory as addressed in the third wave and postfeminist movements.   
 
Current Feminist Theory: Third Wave 
Without a particular event or publication to mark the dawn of the third wave, most would 
call the mid-1980s and the Reagan Era as the start of the shift toward third wave ideals 
(McRobbie, 2007; Negra & Tasker, 2007). While the second wave of feminism was very diverse 
with groups and factions dividing feminists, the third wave not only acknowledges, but accepts, 
that diversity. In 1992, Walker’s article, “becoming the 3rd wave,” put a definitive name to those 
who felt that the struggle of the women’s movement was not over. 
While the third wave respects the second wave feminists who came before them, they 
also repudiate them on the basis that feminism had only worked to serve middle class white 
women (Walker, 1992). Although minority women were participating in the work of first and 
second wave feminism, their particular issues were not represented, nor was there recognition of 
the fact that if the patriarchal society discriminated against white women, the conditions for 
minority women were even worse. The term intersectionality addresses the multiple injustices 
rendered against black women as they experience both racism and sexism (Crenshaw, 1989).  It 
is that marginalization in two areas, race and gender, which makes the African American 
woman’s experience unique. Third wave feminists acknowledge that when examining the culture 
and society in which a Black woman lives, she must interact with society on the basis of those 
two identities; therefore, only in considering issues of race and gender separately can one 
understand the ways in which oppression is compounded.   
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  Third wave feminists consider themselves global citizens who fight for rights of women 
in the Third World while continuing to identify more neglected groups. Third wave feminists 
also look to represent those in the “Fourth World,” a term applied to indigenous women in settler 
societies, such as Native Americans, and women in the “Fifth World,” those migrants and 
immigrants who left their native lands for various reasons (Bulbeck, 1998). Critics of third wave 
feminism are concerned that with such diverse interests and an emphasis placed on personal 
anecdotes rather than a collective narrative, the core feminist principles established and fought 
for by the second wave feminists are being ignored (Jacob & Licona, 2005).  
Some maintain that the unifying term “woman” is in jeopardy, as some third wave  
feminists want to abolish the term by claiming that it does not accurately represent those third 
wave feminists included under the Queer umbrella, i.e., lesbians, bisexuals, and transgendered 
individuals (Tong, 2009). However, third wave feminists maintain that the second wave’s unity 
was a false one and that, although it can be complicated, it is better to attempt to represent all 
types of women than leave some ignored.  
 
Postfeminism 
Although Tong (2009) appears to use the terms third wave and postfeminism 
interchangeably at times, Walker (1992) clearly differentiates the two groups when she 
concludes her widely-referenced article with “I am not a postfeminism feminist. I am the Third 
Wave” (p.87). The distinction between the two is important because while both groups agree that 
feminism has to change and develop beyond what the first and second waves were fighting for, 
postfeminists think that what they were fighting for has been achieved and those struggles are 
over. Postfeminists believe that their arguments are new because the other arguments are won, 
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and it is time to move on.  
The postfeminist agenda seeks gender equality in which women have as many choices as 
men, yet the choices postfeminist women want surround two concepts: consumerism and 
femininity (Negra & Tasker, 2007). First, under the popular banner of “girl power,” postfeminist 
women want the opportunity to make and spend money however they please. Secondly, 
postfeminist women do not want to be criticized for embracing not only their sexuality, but their 
femininity.  
The postfeminist priorities are problematic for third wave feminists who have grown out 
of a second wave sensibility. When a postfeminist embraces the capitalist consumer culture and 
participates in that capitalism by making herself feminine and appealing to men, she is playing 
her earlier prescribed role in the oppressive patriarchy (Negra & Tasker, 2007). The desire to be 
more feminine—either traditional girl-next-door feminine or overtly sexual feminine—is in some 
ways a response to the backlash against feminism in the 1980s and 1990s. The backlash against 
feminism occurred as society shifted back and some of the gains the second wave feminists made 
were undone (McRobbie, 2007) or seen as unpopular or passé. Most postfeminists would agree, 
given that they assume the second wave feminist struggles are over.  
Ironically, the criticism of second wave feminism is the same in the case of  
postfeminism. The concerns of postfeminists seem to only be the concerns of middle class and 
mostly white American women (Negra & Tasker, 2007). As third wave feminists were looking to 
include women of color, postfeminists were inadvertently excluding them. Postfeminist ideals 
emphasize educational and professional opportunities for women and girls that include choice 
when it comes to work vs. parenting, but only affluent women have the means to truly make a 
choice either way. If a woman chooses to stay home from work to parent her child, which is her 
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postfeminist right to do so, then she must have a husband who earns enough money for the both 
of them.  
 Black women who do identify as postfeminist not only see that feminist struggles of the 
past are over and “taken into account” (McRobbie, 2007), they  also view “diversity [as] taken 
into account” (Banet-Weiser, 2007).  In a postfeminist and postracial society, the most prevalent 
images of Black culture seen in mainstream media are of hip-hop and professional athletics 
where money is made and spent lavishly (Benet-Weiser).  Again, participation in consumer 
capitalism is valued and considered synonymous with freedom and choice.  However, Black 
women associated with hip-hop and athletics are rarely seen for their own merits in those fields, 
rather they are connected to the successful men.   
While it would appear as if third wave feminism and postfeminism are arguments 
competing for a voice in American society, since the late 1980s, mainstream media has favored 
postfeminsm. Negra and Tasker (2007) provide the characteristics of the postfeminist woman as 
one who strives for a “luxury lifestyle” with “retail pleasures” (p. 9). She is also a heroine who is 
“vital, youthful, and playful” (p. 9). Youth is such an important characteristic that the 
postfeminist woman is often more girl-like than womanly. Instead of a male opponent, the 
postfeminist woman is often pitted against an antagonistic woman who represents all that is 
bad—age and seriousness.  
In this study, once a selection of modern American teacher films have been examined 
using Phelan’s (1989) method of character analysis, feminist theory will provide the lens needed 
to determine meaning and implication.  The standards used in the NOW television study provide 
a historical perspective, yet now seem antiquated (Tong, 2009).  Therefore, Walker’s (1992) 
definition of third wave feminism and Negra and Tasker’s (2007) work on postfeminism will 
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create a new method of analysis for the study of female protagonists.  The delineation between 
third wave and postfeminism provides an opportunity to assess the impact of the portrayals on 
viewers.    
 
Summary  
 The literature reviewed above provides a background for film analysis necessary for this 
study.  The filmic elements of cinematography, editing, sound, and mise-en-scene break down 
the artistic work into pieces with specific contributions.  Specifically, the contributions of the 
mise-en-scene provide vital insight into characterization and, on a larger scale, theme.  Many 
articles and books have been written on the portrayal of teachers in film, but the examination of 
mise-en-scene is essential to taking the research further and the conducting this study.   
 Much has been said of the Classic Hollywood Cinema teacher archetype.  Building off of 
Farhi’s (1999) superteacher paradigm, critics agree that the teacher most commonly seen in films 
is a male with heroic qualities and unorthodox teaching practices that can save the students from 
educational evils.  This character and plot, so prevalent in school films from the 1990s through 
the first decade of the 21st century, shows distrust of the education system and the desire for a 
heroic teacher to intervene. Recently, numerous school films have been released that may or may 
not follow this same structure.  Furthermore, a segment of school films—those featuring a 
female teacher protagonist—has largely been ignored.  Therefore, there is a need to build off of 
Farhi’s work and continue the search for the meaning behind the character.   
 Phelan’s (1989) delineation between the mimetic, synthetic, and thematic components of 
characterization, as outlined above, will provide the conceptual framework for the study of these 
characters.  Yet once the thematic is revealed, a feminist lens will be used to examine whether 
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the portrayal is a third wave or postfeminist portrayal.  The distinction between these two is key, 
considering that each sends a very different message to young women and young teachers.   
 




The purpose of this study was to address the dominant image and stereotype of a female 
teacher in modern American film. This chapter begins by explaining the research design and the 
rationale for the selection of the design.  Finally, this chapter presents the method for data 
organization and collection that were used to answer the following research questions: 
1. What is the dominant image of a female teacher conveyed through recent school 
films?   
a. How are third-wave feminist or postfeminist ideologies present in the dominant 
image?  
2. How do the mise-en-scene, and the characters’ dimensions and functions inform the 
mimetic, synthetic, and thematic components of characterization?  
 
Research Design 
The first research question that guided this study asked “what is the dominant image of a 
female teacher in recent American films?”  In order to answer this question, this dissertation is 
qualitative in design.  Mertens (2010) contends that there are two reasons for choosing a 
qualitative approach: 1) the researcher’s view of the world and 2) a practical need for the unique 
information that a qualitative project can provide.  The assumption that reality is social
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constructed is key in a research study when the researcher acknowledges that certain groups are 
socially constructed with power and others are viewed as outsiders (Mertens, 2007).  When in 
the course of a study, a researcher aims to acknowledge the socially constructed system, the 
research is based in the transformative paradigm.  In other words, the researcher aims to 
investigate an image or stereotype through the qualitative study (Mertens, 2010).  In this case, a 
transformative view of the world is apparent since the research questions and the criteria for the 
subjects show a feminist perspective.   This study is concerned with not only the current image of 
a female teacher, but its implications on other women who teach and aspire to teach.  
The second reason for the qualitative design is pragmatic and involves the use of a case 
study approach, wherein the film characters are the participants.  In a case study design, popular 
culture documents, in this case film, can shift from the supplemental piece to the primary source 
of data (Bogden & Biklen, 2007).  Here, a second research question informed the research 
methodology in a very specific way.  A visual analysis was done to answer the question, “how 
do the mise-en-scene and filmic composition devices inform the mimetic, synthetic, and thematic 
components of the characterization?”  The qualitative design allowed the details of the subjects’ 
stories not only to be told as individuals, but to inform major themes in a cultural construct. 
 
Criteria for Case Selection 
The subjects in this study are characters in recent American school films.  Only films set 
in the United States were considered.  The subjects were identified by criterion sampling 
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Mertens, 2010). Therefore, the characters to be studied had to meet the 




● Sample group as a whole represented women of diverse age, race, and socioeconomic 
background.   
● Sample group taught a variety of grade levels.  
● Protagonist or main character in a major motion picture released in the past five 
years. 
The final criterion was essential in the selection process because the tenets of feminism 
and the cultural norms for professional women are constantly changing and evolving.  This 
dissertation acknowledges the complex feminist paradigm at work in films such as The Prime of 
Miss Jean Brodie (1969) and Dangerous Minds (1995) as well as the disparity in feminist 
ideology given the nearly thirty years between them.   While focusing on the most recent films, 
this study examined the subjects with a current feminist lens that acknowledges third wave 
feminism and postfeminist as separate ideologies.   
Given the above criteria, three characters were selected: Nona Alberts (Viola Davis) in 
Won’t Back Down (2012), Mercedes Tainot (Julia Roberts) in Larry Crowne (2011), and 
Elizabeth Halsey (Cameron Diaz) in Bad Teacher (2011). 
 
Researcher Role 
The researcher in this case is a high school teacher not completely unlike the characters 
in question.  Therefore, as the researcher I have an initial reaction to these films that comes from 
a vested interest in seeing a woman teacher portrayed as a capable, compassionate intellectual.  
This connection to the literature is not to be considered a detriment to fair, unbiased results, 
rather, in this case, I am aware of the aesthetic distance (Booth, 1961) needed to view the films 
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and find my role as a secondary educator since 1997 as a benefit to understanding the nuances of 
the films from the perspective of an insider in the profession.   
 
Data Organization  
The data organization strategy used in this dissertation involved the multiple viewing of 
three school films.  Traditionally a narrative is divided into three acts in which act one 
establishes normal life, act two involves the complication, and act three contains the resolution.  
The division of the three acts is determined by two turning point events in the narrative that shift 
the story in a new direction (Field, 1982). Within each act, a scene is a unit of action or dialogue 
that takes place in one location.  Scenes are usually separated by change of location.  However, 
in the case of the location remaining the same, then the scene is cut as the time moves ahead, for 
example, a new day beginning could signify the next scene or simply jumping a few hours later.  
Finally, a scene can be separated by character entrance and exit.  
When considering the drama Won’t Back Down (2012), the romantic comedy Larry 
Crowne (2011), and the comedy Bad Teacher (2011) as members of the school film genre , more 
specifically naming them as teacher films, many common semantic elements can be identified.  
Semantic elements are broad generic characteristics found among films of the same genre 
(Altman, 1984).  In this case, semantic elements are things commonly found in a school, for 
example desks, chalkboards, lunchrooms, and uninterested students.  The term semantic is 
borrowed from linguistics in which words are semantic elements and those words are arranged in 
sentences with specific syntax.  Similarly, film theory borrows the term syntax in order to 
identify syntactic patterns in the structure of films of the same genre.   
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The syntactic patterns of teacher films with a female protagonist suggest that a more 
efficient arrangement of a teacher film is a five act structure rather than the traditional three act 
structure.  Act one is the establishment of characterization through scenes at school.  Act two is 
the establishment of character through scenes at home.  Act three is examples of teaching prior to 
a change in philosophical belief.  Act four is examples of teaching after a philosophical change 
in beliefs.  Act five is the resolution to a new life.  
The characterization of each protagonist within the five acts was abstracted using James 
Phelan’s (1989) concepts of character dimension and character function.  Dimensions are easily 
recognizable character traits; in other words, qualities and characteristics that might be expressed 
in the form of physical description or personality traits.  This concept has been adapted in this 
study to include the four elements of mise-en-scene: setting, costume/makeup, lighting, staging 
and performance, as contributing factors to characterization.  The term performance refers to the 
actors’ body positioning, posture, and facial expressions.   
A dimension is a trait or attribute that a character possesses regardless of plot and 
surroundings.  It is not contingent on the story.  A function is the application of the attribute in 
the given dramatic circumstances.  According to Phelan (1989), “dimensions are converted into 
functions by the progression of the work. Thus, every function depends upon a dimension but not 
every dimension will necessarily correspond to a function” (p. 9).  Applicable to film is the 
recognition that as dimensions are identified through mise-en-scene, their functions are displayed 
through the developments of plot and their thematic implications are discovered.  To isolate the 
mimetic, synthetic, and thematic components via the mise-en-scene, the elements of mise-en-
scene must be analyzed for meaning, since the visual elements ultimately convey plot as well as 
character.   In this way, Phelan’s (1989) process of dimension and function can be applied as an 
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intermediate step in the critical move from mise-en-scene to thematic meaning.  The elements of 
mise-en-scene work together to identify a character’s dimensions.  Those traits that are 
dimensions of the character display themselves as the functions the audience observes.  In other 
words, the functions are the actions and reactions of the character within the given circumstances 
of the plot.  The ways in which a character functions can be separated into mimetic, synthetic, 
and thematic components.  Thematic components seen repeatedly across a genre become not 
only a stereotype but a message.  This process is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1. Mise-en-scene leads to theme: Contribution of mise-en-scene to characterization.   
 
 
Data Collection  
In the process of viewing the films, two techniques were used to collect the data: 1) a 
visual examination of the mise-en-scene and 2) a textual exploration of script for dimension and 
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function. Step one of the data collection involved selecting representative images from the major 
plot points within each act in the narratives. Underneath each screenshot is a bulleted list 
describing the four elements of mise-en-scene in detail.  The four elements of mise-en-scene 
were then organized in tables.   The data collected from each act was organized in one table per 
act.  However, in Chapter 6 some of the images within the act were too diverse for consolidation; 
in that case there are multiple tables to represent the act.  The elements of mise-en-scene within 
each table have been elucidated in terms of having their own dimensions and functions in a way 
that contributes not only to characterization, but also to plot and audience interpretation of 
meaning.   
   Two levels of coding were applied to each act.  In the first round of pre-assigned coding 
(Bogden & Biklen, 2007), the dimensions and their corresponding functions will then be coded 
using Phelan’s (1989) terms mimetic or synthetic.  A character’s functions were coded as 
mimetic if they were viewed by the authorial audience as elements of characterization that are 
factual or could be seen as real life.  That which is created or invented for the sake of the 
narrative was coded as synthetic. Authorial audience refers to the type of audience or reader who 
understands a narrative as it was intended by the author and operates with the understanding that 
characters and events are synthetic constructs rather than real people; while, the narrative 
audience functions as an observer in the world of the story that believes what is presented as real 
(Phelan).   This study was conducted from the perspective of the authorial audience.   
The authorial audience reacts to the implied author or “second self” (Booth, 1960, p. 73). 
The implied author is sometimes referred to as persona or narrator.  Most think of narrator as the 
first person “I” telling a story, but that does not mean that the narrator and the author are the 
same person.   The authorial audience considers theme, style, tone and technique in writing, 
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especially fiction, when consuming the message of the implied author (Booth).  The authorial 
audience recognizes the distance between the author’s personal belief system and that of the 
narrator character.  By situating among the authorial audience, this study examined the mimetic 
and synthetic qualities in the distance between narrative of the film (via the mise-en-scene) and 
implied author.  
 The thematic components were open coded (Bogden & Biklen, 2007). A name was given 
to the theme in order to find patterns and similarities among the films. Phelan’s thematic 
components are to narratology what category codes (Bogden & Biklen; Yin, 2011) are to 
qualitative research.   
 
Level One Coding: Mimetic and Synthetic 
The criteria for assignment of mimetic or synthetic code is not based on a researcher’s 
judgment of truth and fiction, instead it is based on plot progression (Phelan, 1989).  This 
progression refers to the storyline as it evolves in a linear fashion through the beginning, middle, 
and end of the plot; however, progression also refers to patterns of meaning and the authorial 
audience’s assumptions and inferences (Phelan).  Phelan describes the beginning (introduction), 
middle (complication), and end (resolution) using Peter Brooks’s model from his Reading for the 
Plot (as cited in Phelan). In Brook’s model beginning establishes tension with a desire for the 
ending; middle brings a detour; end provides pleasure and releases the tension.  Phelan provides 
another connection to Brook’s definitions when he insists that the authorial audience sees the 
difference between the mimetic and synthetic elements of plot and character.  Synthetic 
components can be determined by comparing the ending to the beginning and middle and 
recognizing “flaws” or “instabilities” in the narrative (p. 112).  These flaws occur in two 
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instances: 1) when the ending is abrupt, creating a deus ex machina effect or 2) when there are 
unresolved issues in the beginning and middle that are not addressed in the end (Phelan).   
 
Level Two Coding: Thematic 
     The thematic component is the part of the character that is representative or symbolic 
(Phelan, 1989).   Theme is also the message taken from a narrative that can make a statement or 
take an ideological position.  In this study, the open-coded, thematic components were analyzed 
in terms of the feminist theoretical framework; meaning, the themes that emerged may have 
corresponded with either third wave or postfeminist ideologies.  The construction of a character 
as a third wave or postfeminist figure aided in the evaluation of the film’s message about female 
teachers. According to Bogden and Biklen (2006), the goal of a qualitative study is to add to 
current knowledge; therefore, this study sought to provide an assessment of female portrayals 
that contributes to current feminist discourse.   
 
Integrity Procedures 
         Two peer reviewers provided feedback in both the data collection instrumentation and the 
data analysis process.  Peer reviewers can comment in a written or oral manner and provide 
feedback similar to that of a peer reviewer in a journal submission process (Yin, 2011).  In this 
case, Dr. Paul Booth, Media and Cinema Studies faculty at DePaul University, and Andrew 
Sinclair, Fine Arts Director at Niles West High School, reviewed the data, thus controlling for 





Chapter 3 included the research questions that prompt this qualitative dissertation.  The 
data collection procedure has been presented as a modified case study design wherein the case 
subjects are three school films featuring female teachers.  The data organization and collection 
methods are described.  Those participating in the validation process are named.  Chapters 4, 5, 
and 6 describe the findings in this study.  Chapter 7 presents the discussion and implications, 
while Chapter 8 offers recommendations and ideas for future research.   
 CHAPTER 4 
WON’T BACK DOWN (2012) 
This chapter answers the second research question in this study: How do the mise-en-
scene, and the characters’ dimensions and functions inform the mimetic, synthetic, and thematic 
components of characterization?  It begins with a summary and background of the film Won’t 
Back Down (2012).  Subsequent sections present images from the five acts: 1) establishment of 
the life at school, 2) establishment of life at home, 3) teaching examples prior to change, 4) 
teaching examples after change, and 5) conclusion/suggestion of new life of the narrative; and a 
breakdown of the mise-en-scene.  The images from each act are summarized in a table that 
highlights thematic codes.   
 
Plot Summary  
Won’t Back Down (2012) opens with a tight shot on second grader Malia Fitzpatrick’s 
(Emily Alyn Lind) panicked face as she stands in the center of her classroom with all eyes on her 
waiting for her to read a sentence of instructions that are scrawled on the chalkboard.  Time is 
passing and Malia cannot get past the word “story.”  Her classmates play video games in their 
laps, doodle on their papers, sleep with their heads on their desks or talk to one another to mock 
Malia under their breath.  The teacher, who quickly becomes one of the many antagonists in the 
film, stares disappointedly at Malia while simultaneously online shoe shopping; her face shows 
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she is clearly annoyed.  Malia breaks the tension with a whispered “I can’t” and the scene 
changes with a quick jump cut to the following morning.   
Malia’s single-mother, Jamie Fitzpatrick (Maggie Gyllenhaal), realizes she has overslept 
and then frantically gets a reluctant Malia ready for school.  The conversation as Fitzpatrick 
rushes her daughter up the street to John Adams School is one that is repeated in variations 
throughout the film.  She asks Malia to read street signs, to practice reading, and to participate in 
school, but Fitzpatrick knows that Adams is not a good school for her dyslexic daughter and 
vows to get her out of that school that has been failing to meet board standards for seven years in 
a row. After walking Malia directly to class, Fitzpatrick enters the classroom and whispers to the 
teacher a request to stay after school to help Malia with her reading.  The teacher replies that 
school ends at 3:00 p.m. and will not be persuaded.  As Fitzpatrick exits she looks across the hall 
at the other second grade class taught by Nona Alberts (Viola Davis), a woman equally as bored 
and unenthused with her job as Malia’s teacher, but to her credit she is not mean or nasty to her 
students.   
Fitzpatrick and Alberts meet when they attend a charter school lottery. Alberts has a son 
close to Malia’s age that is struggling academically as well, yet neither woman succeeds in 
getting their child into the charter school. Fitzpatrick takes this chance meeting as an opportunity 
to ask Alberts to try to bring Malia into her class, but Alberts brushes her off, saying she will ask 
the principal but is fairly confident he will say no.  She is right; he says no.  However, Fitzpatrick 
is grateful that Alberts followed through on the request.  Later, when Fitzpatrick hears that 
teachers and parents can “take back a school” and put in their own administration, she 
approaches Alberts to team up with her to take back Adams.  Motivated by her need to help her 
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son and her desire to be the kind of amazing teacher she knew her own mother to be, Alberts 
agrees to work with Fitzpatrick.  This fight becomes the major story arc. 
Along the way to get the necessary 400 parent signatures and 18 faculty signatures on a 
petition in order to request a school board hearing, Fitzpatrick meets and begins a relationship 
with Michael Perry (Oscar Isaac), the only teacher from Adams portrayed as dynamic and 
connecting with students.  Perry explains that he comes to Adams via the Teach for America 
program and he was inspired by his own high school teacher who thought outside the box but 
was protected by the union and able to keep his job when he taught what some considered 
inappropriate material.  Therefore, Perry has respect for the teachers’ union and cannot quickly 
break ties with the organization to join Fitzpatrick and Alberts’s campaign to create a non-union 
charter school.   
The union is the major antagonist in the film because it has a hold over many of the 
teachers.  The teachers’ union spokesperson, Evelyn Riske (Holly Hunter), and the school board 
president, Olivia Lopez (Marianne Jean-Baptiste), are both portrayed as standing in Fitzpatrick 
and Alberts’s way because the bureaucracy of the system forces them to do so.  However, both 
Riske and Lopez are secretly on the side of Fitzpatrick and Alberts and eventually put their 
careers and reputations in jeopardy to support the school take over.  Fitzpatrick and Perry are 
romantically and philosophically reunited when he finally backs her plea to the school board for 
a public vote, as are Davis and her estranged husband seemingly reconciled when he stands on 
the steps and wishes her good luck.  The public vote is dramatic but predictable as the final 
school board member casts the deciding vote by commenting that although Adams is a failing 
school that needs to be fixed, he does not know if the new school’s proposal will be the solution, 
but he thinks they should give it a try.   
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The final scene shows an Adams’ school assembly the following year in which Perry’s 
class sings on stage and Fitzpatrick and other pleased parents watch from the back of the 
gymnasium.   Principal Davis introduces Malia Fitzpatrick to come forward to read an 
announcement about a field trip in front of the entire student body.  She stumbles over the final 
sentence saying “we hop you can come” but corrects herself by looking straight into the camera 
in a shot that mirrors the opening frame of the film, but this time instead of not knowing the 
word “story” she finds the word “hope.” 
 
Background of the Film  
In 2012 the production company Walden Media Group, in association with Fox pictures, 
released Won’t Back Down billed as “inspired by actual events.”  Those actual events may be 
related to stories of individuals in Walden Media Group’s 2010 release - the controversial, 
awareness raising documentary, Waiting for Superman.  NPR’s Claudio Sanchez (2012) is not 
the only critic to point out that both the film and the documentary share the same production 
company, as well as the fact that both films are an attack on the current public education system 
in the United States and both call for teachers’ unions to take some responsibility for the 
problems in today’s schools (Ebert, 2012; Gleiberman, 2012; Strauss, 2012).  Roger Ebert called 
Won’t Back Down a “fictionalized version” of Waiting for Superman without the same depth and 
power as the documentary.  Audiences reacted in much the same way, because although Won’t 
Back Down is a feature film starring Maggie Gyllenhaal and Viola Davis, that was given a wide 
release in the USA, it earned $5,310,554 total domestic gross. While, Waiting for Superman did 
slightly better with its limited release at $6,410,257 (Mojo, 2014).    
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It may have been the connection to the politically motivated documentary that put some 
critics off when it came to this film.  Although the film takes place in Pittsburg, movie critics and 
education reporters have called Won’t Back Down simply a dramatization of the 2010 California 
Parent Trigger Laws (Debruge, 2012; Reed, 2012; Toppo, 2012).  The Parent Trigger Law is part 
of a larger amendment to the California Education Code which includes Article 10 and Article 3 
(SBX5 4: Public School, 2009).  Article 10 defines the qualifications for the Open Enrollment 
Act, in which a pupil can have the option of enrolling in a school that is not necessarily where 
his/her parents reside (SBX5 4).  This is depicted in Won’t Back Down when Fitzpatrick and 
Alberts try to enroll their children in a utopian charter school but are denied.   
Ultimately Fitzpatrick stumbles on the fictional version of Article 3 entitled Parent 
Empowerment (SBX5 4: Public School, 2009).  Under Article 3, the portion known as the Parent 
Trigger, a group with 51% of the parents’ signatures on a petition may enact one of four reforms: 
replace the principal, replace the majority of the teachers, turn the school into a charter school, or 
close the school altogether (cta.org).  This is illustrated in Won’t Back Down as Fitzpatrick and 
Alberts overcome obstacles and rally support to take back the school.  Not only did film critics 
point out the connection between Won’t Back Down and Parent Trigger Laws, but groups such as 
the National Education Association, teachers unions, and political and media watchdogs 
commented on the propaganda that the film provides, and a few point out the inaccuracies of the 
portrayal that show a much simpler, quicker battle for Fitzpatrick and Albert than real life 
parents find if trying to enact the Trigger Law.   
Fitzpatrick and Alberts work as a team, but the characterization most called into question 
is Alberts because of her role as teacher.  Although she begins the film without inspiration and 
motivation, her association with Fitzpatrick and the leadership she assumes among her 
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colleagues makes her a more recognizable cinematic stereotype of the passionate 
superteacher.  The opening scenes of Won’t Back Down would indicate that this is a mother 
daughter drama about Fitzpatrick and Malia; however, it clearly develops into the story of a 
teacher’s growth and identity.   
 
Plot Progression  
Act One: Establishing Character at School  
The figures below are images from act one in which Nona Alberts’s characterization is 
established through scenes at John Adams School.  In Figure 4.1, while Alberts tries to eat lunch 
in faculty lounge, her colleague delivers attendance rosters from the principal with the 
expectation that she will amend them to show more students were present than actually were.  In 
Figure 4.2, Alberts asks her colleague and friend Breena Harper to snap the rubber band she 
wears as a bracelet against her wrist.  Harper’s psychiatrist suggested snapping the band on her 
own wrist whenever she needs to snap out of negative thoughts. This tactic is meant to combat 
Harper’s constant negative attitude.  The two have just been discussing their ineffective and lazy 
colleague Deborah and how much they disagree with changing the attendance records.  Both 
topics have put them in a bad mood.     
Data collected from the images is reported as the mise-en-scene.  The mise-en-scene refers to 
the visual elements in a scene as manipulated by the director and captured through the 
camera.  In this study, the four elements of mise-en-scene that will inform the analysis are 
setting, costume/makeup, lighting, and staging and performance. The setting refers to the 
location of the scene and is described in terms of the size and shape of the room or outdoor 
location, the furniture within the room, the furniture and the stationary and hand 
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props.  Stationary props do not move throughout the scene while hand props refer to those that 
the actors move and manipulate.  Costumes and makeup descriptions include the characters’ 
clothing style, fit, and color.  The lighting is explained in terms of source and color.  The staging 
and performance data include the work of both the director and the actor; meaning, reported are 
both the placement and movement of the actor, referred to as staging, as well as their facial 








                                                          
1 The organization described here parallels the data collection process applied to all screen 




Figure 4. 2. 10 minutes  
 
● Setting.  The faculty lunchroom is also a workroom with mailboxes and 
paperwork.  This is not truly a relaxing break room in that there are desks for working 
individuals among those lunching.  The furniture consists of wooden tables and 
plastic chairs typical of a classroom.  The kitchen contains a simple refrigerator and 
sink.  The room is a large size with a counter dividing two areas.   
 
o In these images the only stationary prop visible is the coffee maker that is always 
out of coffee.  Other stationary props include a vending machine with typical 
snacks like potato chips and candy bars that is never used and multiple boxes for 
storage of files.  Teachers’ coats appear to be hung on a rack in the room and the 
other supplies such as an overhead projector are stacked on file cabinets.     
o The food the teachers eat looks very bland and unappetizing.  Adams eats a 
sandwich on wheat bread; Breena Harper (Rosie Perez) eats rolled up pieces of 
plain sliced turkey.  They both eat cut fruit out of plastic containers.  An 
unnamed teacher eats soup out of a plastic container that he has heated in the 
microwave.   
o The attendance records are handed to Alberts from a colleague standing next to 
her.  He tells her that she must change more of the absent students to present so 
that the state will promote the students at the end of the year. 
 
●  Costume/Makeup.  Alberts wears browns and earth tones and very natural makeup for 
much of the early scenes of the film. In this particular scene, her business suit is 
professional, well fitting, and appears expensive. Alberts has gold earrings, a gold 
watch and large wedding ring.  She asks Harper for the rubber band that she puts 
around her wrist.  She wears the rubber band in a later scene and snaps it on her own 
wrist when her husband’s behavior bothers her.   
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● Lighting.  The lighting in this room is dim considering it is lunchtime.  The lighting 
comes in from the sides, the windows are very low in the room, and there are shades 
drawn down to cover the top half of all the windows.  When the characters are sitting 
at this table for lunch, the lighting is even dimmer.   
 
● Staging & Performance.  Alberts sits hunched forward with her elbows on the table 
and Harper sits low and slouched in her chair.  As Alberts has negative thoughts she 
holds out her wrist for Harper to snap her rubber band.  She knows the snap of the 
band will hurt and her face reflects that.  When her colleague stands over her 
delivering her attendance records she has that same look of pain.  She does not want 
to falsify the records, but her colleague tells her that the principal expects it.     
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 4.1 below.  Column one lists the elements 
of the mise-en-scene as character dimensions.  A dimension is a trait or attribute that a character 
possesses regardless of plot and surroundings.  It is not contingent on the story.   In column 2, the 
dimensions of character are followed through the plot progression in terms of their function. A 
function is the application of the attribute, or dimension, in the given dramatic 
circumstances.  According to Phelan (1989), “dimensions are converted into functions by the 
progression of the work.” (p. 9).  Applicable to film is the recognition that as dimensions are 
identified through mise-en-scene, their functions are displayed through the developments of plot 
and their thematic implications are discovered.  
The functions are then labeled in column 3 as either mimetic or synthetic components of 
character. The mimetic component includes the elements of characterization that are factual or 
could be seen as real life.  The synthetic component is that which is created or invented for the 
sake of the narrative; the synthetic could in some circumstances be viewed as improbable 
characteristics.
2
     
 Finally, in column 4, via the plot progression, the thematic code shows the larger 
meaning and/or message behind the component.  The thematic codes established by the setting 
                                                          
2
 The table described here parallels the data collection process applied to all tables in this chapter. 
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depict the characters’ feeling of entrapment, overwork, and boredom with teaching.  The 
costume/makeup choices reveal the characters’ attempt at professionalism despite the negativity 
and repetition of the job of teaching.  The lighting further illustrates their resignation to 
depression.  The staging and performance reiterate the thematic codes of professionalism and the 
need to follow rules established by others, once again resulting in negativity, depression, and 
repetition.    
Act Two: Establishing Character at Home  
The figures below are images from act two in which Nona Alberts’s characterization is 
established through scenes at home and away from school.  In the first figure below, Alberts 
helps her son with his math homework while simultaneously getting ready for the dinner with 
her husband and his colleagues depicted in Figure 4.4.  Helping her son is a struggle since he is 
sure the homework is too hard for him and he cannot handle it.  He wants to give up, but Alberts 
forces him.  She eventually leaves him with the sitter to go to dinner where she unhappily sits 
quietly as her husband charms his friends.       
 Table 4.1 
Thematic Codes of Figures 4.1 and 4.2 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● mailboxes, desks in 
lunch area 
● attendance records 
● food 
● mailboxes, desks, and paperwork (including 
attendance records) in break area show no 
time to actually relax.  The work surrounds 
the teachers throughout the day. 
● food is mundane and appears colorless 
and  flavorless showing the boredom and 
monotony of the setting and work day.    
● synthetic: through an establishing shot of the 
building and the hallway leading to the classroom, 
the school appears very large, yet this one room is 
the place for taking a break, eating, storage, and 
numerous work tasks. 
● mimetic: given the short time for a lunch break the 
faculties bring packed lunches.  
o entrapment  
o overworked 
teachers 
o job can be boring 
Costume/Makeup 
● dark grey business suit 
● rubber band 
● follows rules and expectations  
● appears masculine and hard 
● the rubber band shows that the teachers 
resort to multiple tactics to remain positive 
and stay away from negative thoughts.  
● mimetic: professional dress is congruent with 
Alberts’s husband’s affluence and styles. 
● mimetic: rubber band is understandable given the 
topics discussed (poor administration, ineffective 
colleagues, low achieving students) and the 
constant negativity of all in the room.  
o professionalism  
o negativity 
o repetition  
Lighting 
● dark 
● some side light from 
windows     
● darkness adds to a depressing, negative 
environment.   
● a few streaks of light on the walls from the 
side windows do not add much brightness to 
the room.      
● synthetic: the visible streaks of side lighting at 
that time of day shows that the teachers are 
purposely keeping the lights off in the room in the 
middle of the day to stay in the darkness.  
o resignation to a 
depressing 
situation  
Staging & Performance  
● tall, white male 
colleague stands above 
Alberts holding 
attendance records 
● Alberts’s pained facial 
expression  
● reaching out for Breena 
to snap rubber band 
● the positioning of the colleague makes 
changing the records look like an order more 
than a request.  The pain on Alberts’s face 
functions to let the audience know that she 
does not want to change the records but she 
must 
● by holding her hand to Harper she gives the 
right to inflict the pain on herself to someone 
else as if she does not want to do this but she 
must.  
● mimetic: later scenes reveal that Alberts’s mother 
was an educator and that she and her husband 
used to be passionate about education reform, 
therefore she desires to do the right thing. 
 mimetic: at this point in the story Alberts looks 
like she cannot control her surroundings so the 












Figure 4.3. 12 minutes.  
 
Figure 4.4. 13 minutes. 
 
● Setting.  The home in Figure 4.3 and the restaurant in Figure 4.4 share similar 
characteristics.  Both are impeccably clean and orderly. Each item in the home is 
appropriately placed. Furnishings are modern and appear expensive in both settings. 
The home and the restaurant show style and simplicity; the overwhelming colors for 
both locations are browns and taupe since the furniture is almost entirely made of 
wood.    
o All of the hand props in both locations, e.g., pencils and glasses, are appropriate 
for the location, with the exception of the robot monster toy on the dining room 
table.  Alberts took the toy away from her son and placed it there so that he would 
focus on his homework.   
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● Costume/Makeup. Figure 4.3 takes place before Figure 4.4 when Alberts meets her 
husband at the restaurant for dinner with his business associates.  In the earlier 
lunchroom scene (Figures 4.1 and 4.2), Alberts received a text from her husband that 
told her what time to meet for dinner and instructed “Wear your tan suit.”  Her 
husband also wears a tan suit. The couple they are meeting for dinner (seemingly her 
husband’s colleagues) are wearing black suits.  What could be considered a night out 
or a date is made very business-like and formal due to the attire. The only costume 
piece that does not fit the business attire is the rubber band around her wrist that she 
received from Harper in the lunchroom.  Alberts keeps her hands under the table 
when she first arrives so that she can snap the rubber band when her husband says 
something that upsets her.  At home, Alberts’s son wears a plain tan t-shirt that is the 
same color as his father’s suit. 
 
● Lighting. The visible lighting in both settings is natural and colorless.  The home is lit 
from the window behind, but the room itself remains somewhat dark.  The front door 
leading outside in the upper left corner of the picture does look bright and inviting, 
but Alberts’s son must stay indoors.  The restaurant is mostly lit by candles on the 
tables which reflect off of the wine glasses.  The candles and the reflecting glasses are 
not sparkling; however, due to the muting and hazing effect of the background.  The 
camera pans around the four seated at the table but hovers just above them, and 
therefore the candle on their table is never in focus. Although the lighting in both the 
home and restaurant is from natural sources, it does not create a sunny or cheerful 
environment in either location.   
 
● Staging & Performance. In Figure 4.3 Alberts leans over her son to force him to do 
his math homework.  He attempts to squirm away and slouches down but she holds 
him with her arms on his shoulders.  With her right hand she attempts to have her son 
hold his own pencil; however, as soon as she lets go, he defiantly snaps the pencil by 
pressing the tip down too hard on the paper.  Alberts’s left hand is open with her 
fingers spread out because she has just been biting at her nails and chewing off a 
hangnail.  She bites at her nails habitually throughout the movie and it looks 
somewhat painful - she cringes while biting and pulling at her nail with her 
teeth.  She then spreads her hands and waves her fingers possibly to shake off the 
pain.  In Figure 4.4, Alberts is quickly seated by her husband when she arrives and 
she remains seated for the rest of the scene.  Although all four eating dinner remain 
seated, the camera circles around Alberts throughout.  The focus is Alberts’s face and 
the others are seen in profile or from behind.  This camera movement gives the 
impression that Alberts is in the center of the group although they are all four seated 
around a square table.  
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 4.2 below.  In column 4, via the plot 
progression, the thematic code shows the larger meaning and/or message behind the component.  
The thematic codes established by the setting depict the characters’ current struggle with keeping 
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up appearances of an affluent, happy wife.   The costume/makeup in the scene show Alberts’s 
feeling of frustration and entrapment in her marriage since she wears the suit her husband chose, 
yet she still wears and snaps the rubber band on her wrist.    The lighting in the home shows a 
darkness over the family and especially her son who most likely longs for the light outdoors.  In 
the restaurant the lighting is dim and mirrors Alberts’s sadness in the situation.  The staging and 
performance reiterate the thematic codes of entrapment, obedience and depression.    
 
Act Three: Teaching Examples Prior to Change   
The figures below are images from act three in which Nona Alberts’s characterization is 
established through teaching examples prior to her character undergoing a major change in 
teaching philosophy. In Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, she teaches a grammar lesson by sitting at her 
desk and reading sentences from a workbook.  She asks the students to identify the noun and 
verb in what she has just read.  Her voice is monotone and tired, and the students are 
unresponsive.  She becomes irritated and nearly whines when she tells the students “I’m not 
doing this for me meaning that she is there to help them learn.  However, her tone and actions do 
not reflect that 
 Table 4.2 
Thematic Codes of Figures 4.3 and 4.4 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● affluent, well-kept house  
● classy restaurant      
●  “should” be happy with money and niceties 
 
● mimetic: locations fit lifestyle and 
husband’s work. 
     
o money does not equal 
happiness 
o more beneath the surface 
o keeping up appearances of 
professionalism and 
happiness     
Costume/Makeup 
● grey suit 
● rubber band 
● bland colors  
● was told wear the suit by her husband 
never wears suit again in the film. 
● babysitter (just out of frame in Fig. 3) 
comments that Alberts looks nice.  Alberts 
replies “Yes, first black Stepford wife.”  
● keeps the rubber band to snap when her 
husband bothers her. 
● bland colors reiterate dull meal which is for 
husband’s work purposes.    
● mimetic: the suit and her comment that 
she looks like a Stepford wife is 
understandable given her husband’s 
value of money and appearances. 
● synthetic: the rubber band bracelet 
does not match the designer suit and 
gold jewelry.     
o entrapment in 
marriage/lifestyle 
o frustration  
Lighting  
● dim indoors 
● muted lighting in restaurant  
● brightness outside is inviting, yet her son 
must stay indoors and do his homework that 
he hates and feels defeated. 
● lighting in restaurant provides only focus on 
Alberts’s depressed face and what should be 
a nice time is unhappy.  
● synthetic: light outside the window of 
home does not match the time of 
day.  If Alberts is running late for 
dinner with husband it should be 
darker.   
● synthetic: areas around Alberts’s table 
are brighter than where she sits in 
darkness.       
o depressing darkness 
o entrapment longing for 
outdoors  
Staging & Performance  
● leans over son 
● bites nails 
● eyes down & fallen facial 
expressions  
● leans over son, traps him in to do the work 
he hates.  As plot progresses more is 
revealed about his trouble in school.   
● son’s trouble in school leads her to the 
charter school lottery where she meets 
Fitzpatrick. 
● biting nails continues throughout opening of 
the film showing agitation with situations. 
● eyes down and hand under table to snap 
rubber band functions throughout the plot to 
show she keeps problems hidden.   
● husband’s face & posture does not 
acknowledge any of the unhappiness. 
● synthetic: physically holding son to do 
his work at that age is probably 
unnecessary and only adds to the 
implied struggle. 
● synthetic: neither Alberts’s husband 
nor friends notice her 
unhappiness.  She is visibly upset, but 
others laugh and visit with one 
another.   
o entrapment in marriage  
o obedience  





Figure 4.5. 6 minutes. 
 
Figure 4.6. 7 minutes. 
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Figure 4.7. 7 minutes.  
 
● Setting. Alberts and her classroom are first viewed from the hallway through 
Fitzpatrick’s point of view as in Figure 4.5.  As the camera narrows in on Alberts, she 
is framed in the bars which parallel the vertical blinds on the windows in the 
background.  She and the students are boxed in.  Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show that the 
traditional school desks are lined up in such a way that Alberts is located toward the 
front of the room but the students face the second chalkboard.  The students are not 
always looking at Alberts.  Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show that there is very little 
decoration in the room.  A poster at each section of wall space and a single chart are 
hung about the room.   
o Alberts’s desk has a number of typical items, e.g., computer with printer, file 
folders, office supplies, a calculator, and a traditional non-electric pencil 
sharpener.  Among the above props she also has some personal items such as a 
plant, two framed pictures, an apple trinket, an angel statuette, and a coffee mug. 
 
● Costume/Makeup. Alberts wears a dark grey tweed suit with an olive green blouse 
underneath.  In other scenes with colleagues, Alberts is the only female in a suit; the 
others wear dresses or cardigans.  However, the male teachers always wear suits or 
sport coats with tie.  
 
● Lighting.  The lighting and the costuming work together in this scene because 
Alberts’s classroom is lit in blues making the room very grey and sterile.  Even 
though Alberts wears some green and later brown it all appears blue and cold in this 
lighting.  The lighting does not add a healthy glow to anyone.  The African American 
faces of the teacher and students in the room are all shadowed by this lighting; 
furthermore, the Caucasian children are made to look unnatural and almost sickly in 
the blue tones. 
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● Staging & Performance.  Alberts and the students are seated in their desks through the 
entire scene.  The camera moves in from the hallway to the classroom and remains at 
desk level.  All individuals have a textbook open, yet no one is looking at it.  Instead 
they look around the room or simply rest their heads on their desks or hands.  Their 
faces show complete disinterest and some look confused.  Alberts face shows 
annoyance and disappointment.  Her only movement is pressing a tissue against her 
bitten and bleeding cuticle.    
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 4.3 below.  In column 4, via the plot 
progression, the thematic code shows the larger meaning and/or message behind the component.  
The thematic codes established by the setting highlight the entrapment and boredom felt by 
Alberts and the students in the uninviting classroom.  The costume/makeup in the scene shows 
Alberts’s belief in the importance of a professional appearance and a tough, somewhat masculine 
exterior.    The lighting in the classroom reiterates the theme of entrapment and depression.   The 
staging and performance are clearly signs of the boredom that comes with monotony and lack of 
interest in the curriculum from either teacher or the students. 
 
Act Four: Teaching Examples after Change   
Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 below are images from act four in which Nona Alberts’s 
characterization is established through teaching examples after her character undergoes a major 
change in teaching philosophy.  In a less than four minute scene, Alberts demonstrates multiple 
examples of engaging and careful teaching.  She walks among the students interacting with them 
vocally (they repeat, read along, fill in the blanks in her sentences), physically (touches hands, 
puts hands on shoulders, hugs as they exit) and intellectually (they ask questions, make 
connections. 
 Table 4.3 
Thematic Codes of Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 
Dimension Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● viewed through 
window 
● blank walls  
● student desks in rows 
● teacher’s desk clutter 
● bars show a jail-like confinement in the room 
● clutter on desk also show confinement and 
claustrophobia. 
● clutter on desk provides a separation and barrier 
between teacher and students.    
● blank walls and chalkboard add to boredom and 
disinterest. 
● the classroom set up as rows of desks functions as an 
uninviting place.    
● mimetic: given the view of Malia’s 
classroom across the hall, Alberts’s 
room looks standard for the school 
● mimetic: desk contains typical items 
for an individual who has been 
teaching as long as Alberts has.  
o entrapment 
o boredom 
o uninviting atmosphere 
Costume/Makeup 
● suit 
● glasses  
● suit functions to show a business-like and masculine 
appearance.   
● glasses also function as business-like and characterize 
as old. 
 
● mimetic: suit is consistent with other 
outfits she is wearing at this time and 
considering wealth of she and 
husband 
● synthetic: when compared to what 
other female colleagues wear, the suit 
sets Alberts apart as more 
professional and matching the male 
teachers 
o professionalism  
o harsh/masculine appearance  
Lighting  
● blue 
● blue lighting functions to provide a sterile, cold 
atmosphere. 
● blue lighting makes individual's faces shadowed and 
unhealthy. 
● resembles the lighting seen in jail scenes in many 
modern films.  
● synthetic: given the time of day, the 
hue is completely unnatural   
 
o uninviting atmosphere 
o depression  
Staging and performance  
● seated  
● facial expressions  
● posture  
 
● facial expressions function to show boredom and 
disinterest. 
● the body language and posture of the children show 
that they are not paying attention to what the teacher 
is saying because they are completely disinterested. 
● holding heads up with hands shows that they are tired 
and bored.   
● The few students that are looking at Alberts do not 
engage with her via their faces, they simply stare at 
her.   
● mimetic: the boredom and disinterest 
in the lesson plan is understandable 
given the age of the children and the 
way the workbook page is presented 
by the teacher. 
● synthetic: nearly every child has the 
same posture and facial expressions 
near sleep.   
o boredom 
o repetition 
o no interest in curriculum 





Figure 4.8. 35 minutes.  
 
 




Figure 4.10. 1 hour 22 minutes.  
 
● Setting.  Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show a redesigned classroom.  Figure 4.8 shows 
the moment when Alberts tells the students to move their desks from the rows of seats 
shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6 into the table formations that are visible in Figure 
4.10.  The wall decorations have been changed from maps and charts to very colorful 
motivational messages. The banner across the top of the chalkboard that reads “Learn 
To Read So You Can Succeed” was found by Alberts in a box in her closet among 
artifacts of her mother’s teaching career.  The banner is handmade of quilted 
fabric.  The bulletin board to the left of Alberts has daily notices on it and the board 
to her right says NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER GIVE UP and is decorated with 
penguins.  As Alberts walks around the room in both scenes, the rest of the wall space 
is revealed to show that it is almost entirely covered with student art projects and 
papers.  The writing on the chalkboard in Figure 4.8 is a science lesson graphic 
organizer made to resemble the Pittsburgh Steelers’ logo.  The writing on the 
chalkboard in Figure 4.10 is a quote from John Adams’ A Dissertation on the Canon 
and Feudal Law, 1765.   “This spirit, however, without knowledge, would be little 
better than a brutal rage. Let us tenderly and kindly cherish, therefore, the means of 
knowledge. Let us dare to read, think, speak, and write. Let every order and degree 
among the people rouse their attention and animate their resolution.”  
 
● Costume/Makeup.  In Figure 4.8 Alberts is wearing her standard suit in a brown color 
and her makeup is natural as it has been for the first segments of the film.  In Figures 
4.9 and 4.10 Alberts wears a dress with a pattern.  The dress is olive green and cream, 
still neutral tones, but the pattern is interesting and the material looks softer more 
comfortable.  The dress is much more form fitting than the earlier suits and much 
more feminine.  She still wears her gold jewelry but has abandoned the rubber band 
bracelet.  Her makeup in Figure 4.9 is also more colorful and her nails look 
manicured and not bitten.   
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● Lighting.  The lighting in the classroom has changed from Figures 4.5 - 4.7 to Figure 
4.8 and then changed again in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.  Figure 4.8 shows the transition 
to a new classroom set up and the lighting is a bit warmer and more amber, but in 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 the lighting is fully warm, amber, and inviting.  The African 
American characters, including Alberts, are lit in a way that their faces are bright and 
glowing as opposed to hidden.  The Caucasian characters have peachy skin tones and 
the lighting shows blondes and redheads in the class.     
 
● Staging & Performance.  In Figure 4.8 Alberts is moving among the students while 
they are arranging desks.  A student in the background looks confused and doubtful 
about the change.  In Figure 4.9 Alberts kneels down next to a student and holds her 
hand to congratulate her on a correct answer.  Alberts is smiling and joyful in contrast 
to the angry and annoyed facial expressions in Figure 4.7.  In Figure 4.10 she hugs a 
student goodbye as she leaves her classroom for the end of the day.  Others line up to 
receive hugs as they file out.   
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 4.4 below.  In column 4, via the plot 
progression, the thematic code shows the larger meaning and/or message behind the component.  
The thematic codes established by the setting are completely new to this film and indicate 
change and warmth.  The costume/makeup in the scene shows Alberts’s feminine side and a 
departure from the seriousness implied by suits of previous scenes.  The lighting in the classroom 
is the complete opposite of the last time the classroom was shown and therefore the theme is 
different as well.  This time the lighting shows brightness and warmth making the entire room 
inviting.  The staging and performance are coded as motherly and feminine with an emphasis on 
liveliness and joy to be at school.  
 Table 4.4  
Thematic Codes of Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 
Dimensions Function Mimetic/Synthetic Components of Character Thematic 
Setting  
● desk rearrangement  
● wall decorations  
● chalkboard writing  
● the new desk arrangements function to provide the 
students with a collaborative, engaging learning 
environment. 
● the wall decorations make the room warm, inviting, 
and colorful.  The fabric of the decorations make a 
softer atmosphere. 
● the writing on the board & bulletin boards show a 
new attitude towards teaching.   
● using the penguins and Steelers to connect to the 
students’ interests in local sports. 
● statement from John Adams is motivational and 
encouraging. 
● synthetic: the establishment of the mundane and cold 
atmosphere was so strong, yet this effort comes after 
one disappointing meeting with the Board of Ed rep 
and a scene where Alberts finds the old decorations in a 
closet of her home.    
● synthetic: Alberts says a student called her at home the 
night before to ask her a question and she was proud of 
him for doing so.  This is completely different from her 
behavior in act two.          
o change  
o school & 




● olive green suit  
● patterned dress 
● these costumes function to show a progression to a 
softer, more feminine woman.  
● the transition from a suit to a dress also shows a 
more casual feeling and attitude.   
● the pattern shows change, progress, maybe even 
risk taking.  
● mimetic: Alberts is seen moving about the room more, 
she would more likely want more comfortable 
clothing.   
● synthetic: the change from solid drab colors to the 
pattern adds change and variety to her wardrobe and 
her personality. 
o change  
o femininity as 
an 
improvement   
  
Lighting  
● cool to warm in 
figures 8 to 9 & 10  
● faces are visible      
● figure 8 is the transition to a new set up, the light is 
slightly brighter.   
● figures 9 & 10 show warm amber light and bright 
faces.  The light functions to make everyone appear 
happier and more comfortable in the space.  
● mimetic & synthetic:  the tones in the room are 
reasonable given the number of windows and the fact 
that school overhead lighting is usually abundant but 
the change is synthetic since blinds are not raised any 
differently from the earlier scene.   




● walks among 
children  
●  leans down to be on 
children’s level  
● physical contact - 
holding hands and 
hugging goodbye  
● is serious about 
making a change (fig 
8)  
● smiles (fig 9)  
● the physicality and movement function to show an 
entirely new outlook on teaching.  
● Alberts shows that she cares about her students and 
the movement is so much more personal. 
● the ability to be on their level and touch and hug 
them also functions to show a motherly relationship 
to them that is completely different from the 
business-like attitude of earlier.   
● synthetic & mimetic: the shift to this type of interaction 
is so quick that it appears synthetic however the 
interaction between the teacher and the students is 
mimetic given the age of the students and the effort she 
is  putting forth. 











Act Five: Conclusion/Suggestion of New Life   
Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 below are images from act five in which Nona Alberts’s 
characterization is established through the conclusion that suggests a new life.  In this scene, 
Alberts watches proudly as a class of students that include her son, perform a song with their 
teacher.  This is an all school assembly and Alberts is clearly the principal as she directs the 
assembly.  There is a feeling however, that she is standing back and allowing the children and 
teachers to shine.  At the end of this assembly, Malia Fitzpatrick will take the stage to read an 
announcement about a field trip showing her progress from the opening of the film when she 
could not read and feared speaking in front of her class.   
 





Figure 4.12: 1 hour 55 minutes. 
 
 
Figure 4.13: 1 hour 56 minutes.  
 
● Setting. In Figure 4.11, Alberts stands in the wings of the auditorium stage while 
students perform a song with their teacher during an assembly.  Figure 4.12 shows the 
stage has risers on it so that each student can be seen as they sing the words to John F. 
Kennedy’s inaugural address.  A homemade banner hangs above the students reads 
“The glow from that fire can truly change the World.” In Figure 4.13, Alberts looks 
out to the auditorium that has nearly every seat filled with students and 
teachers.  Parents stand around the back. 
o The only hand prop is the teacher’s ukulele.   
   
● Costume/Makeup. The students and teachers who perform, sit, and stand in the 
auditorium are dressed very casually and colorfully.  Alberts steps forward in a 
sleeveless dress that is cut above the knee.  The pattern is irregular, not like the 
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geometric shapes she wore earlier and nothing like the business suits of the first act. 
She wears her gold watch but no longer wears her wedding ring.     
● Lighting.  The lighting in this scene is different on the audience than on the stage.  In 
Figure 4.13 the lighting on the audience is somewhat bright and entirely natural from 
the windows above.  Every member of the audience can be seen.  On stage the 
students performing are lit theatrically with mostly pink and amber.  The curtain legs 
that hang on the side are colored with stage lighting that must be on stands off stage 
right and left.  In Figure 4.11 Alberts is offstage in a shadow but she is still visible 
with warm light on her face.   
 
● Staging/performance.  As Alberts looks on from the side she is joyful and 
laughing.  She claps along with the song and then applauds the students.   In Figure 
4.12, among the singing children on stage, the boy in the center of the second row is 
Alberts’s son; she high-fives him as he leaves the stage with a smile.  In Figure 4.13 
she turns around and then steps forward to speak to the students assembled.  Alberts 
does not use a microphone and leans forward to call up Malia Fitzpatrick for the final 
announcement.   
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 4.5 below.  In column 4, via the plot 
progression, the thematic code shows the larger meaning and/or message behind the component.  
The thematic codes established by the setting show that rebirth, change, and success are possible.  
The costume/makeup in the scene show femininity and relaxation are synonymous with 
happiness.  The lighting depicts happiness and warmth, but also theatricality and a value for 
presentations and student performance.  The staging and performance are coded as motherly, 
warm and encouraging.   
 Table 4.5 
Thematic Codes of Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 




● large spacious 
room  
● banner is handmade and contains a sentence from John F. 
Kennedy’s inaugural address.  The students on stage sing the 
inaugural address as lyrics to song. Banner functions as a 
comment that they are learning in multiple ways - singing and 
artwork for a history lesson.   
● shot leading into this room shows hallway decorated floor to 
ceiling with homemade paper crafts  - mostly butterflies which 
symbolize their rebirth and starting again. 
● auditorium seating is very large and full which shows a 
successful school with many students.  This room was shown 
twice before; however, it was not viewed from the angle of 
figure 13 so it didn’t appear as large earlier.    
● synthetic: the new student artwork is displayed to 
show that the faculty are able to teach their own 
curriculum as promised.   
● mimetic: the size of the auditorium is large, but it 
was established early on that 400 parents (half of the 
school population) would be needed to sign the 
petition. Therefore the size is mimetic given the size 
of the school.  
o rebirth and 
change are 
possible  





● no wedding 
ring 
● this dress with shoulders and legs showing functions as a sign 
of femininity and a new casual attitude.  It appears as if in this 
setting that Alberts can be more womanly and more open. 
● no wedding ring on her finger shows she has completely ended 
her marriage.   
● synthetic: Alberts dresses more casually as a 
principal than she did as faculty.   
● synthetic: no ring indicates a divorce, and symbol of 
freedom, yet at this point in the film she has returned 
to the ideals that they both once shared and he was 
there for her to wish her luck outside the 
hearing.  Therefore, the plot appeared to be 













● natural and 
bright on 
audience 
● the use of theatrical lighting shows that care and effort were put 
forth to make the presentation special and important. 
● the brightness on the audience functions to show the joy in the 
room and the bright atmosphere.   
● The brightness allows their happy faces to be seen.   
● synthetic: both the audience and stage lighting 
designs are synthetic constructs because the two 
could not function in the same space.  In order for 
the audience to see the colored stage lights, the 
audience and rest of the room would need to be 
darkened.    





Table continued on next page 
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 Table 4.5 cont. from previous page 
Staging & 
Performance  
● standing on 




to make an 
announceme
nt  
● smiling  
● clapping 
● high fives 
son 
● watches from the wings (figure 11) to show that she has done 
the work of taking over the school to help put the children first 
and make them visible and happy.  Standing on the side she 
symbolizes someone who is cheering someone else on yet she is 
in the background as a supporter of the students and teachers 
● gestures and facial expressions are the most joyful that Alberts 
has displayed in the whole film showing the takeover of the 
school was a success and that she is successful as the principal. 
● figure 13 steps forward and the camera shows her looking out 
over the school as the principal and person of authority.   
 
● mimetic: the positioning of the principal from the wings 
to center stage is appropriate for her new role. 
● synthetic: that neither Alberts nor Malia needs a 
microphone is synthetic given the large space, but none 
is used to make the assembly seem more friendly and 
inviting.   
● mimetic: the high five with her son as he leaves the 
stage shows that her relationship with him is a positive 
one which is mimetic considering she has solved so 
many of their issues (family, homework, she has control 












In this fourth chapter, summary and background information were provided for the film 
Won’t Back Down (2012).  Data were collected from five data sets of figures that represented the 
five acts of the film.  The figures were described using the four elements of mise-en-scene: 
setting, costume/makeup, lighting, and staging and performance.  The character traits found in 
the mise-en-scene were charted as dimensions and observed as mimetic or synthetic functions 
through the plot progression.  Finally, the functions were coded as themes for later analysis. 
 CHAPTER 5 
LARRY CROWNE (2011) 
This chapter answers the second research question in this study: How do the mise-en-
scene, and the characters’ dimensions and functions inform the mimetic, synthetic, and thematic 
components of characterization?  It begins with a summary and background of the film Larry 
Crowne (2011).  Subsequent sections present images from the five acts of the narrative and a 
breakdown of the mise-en-scene.  The images from each act are summarized in a table that 
highlights thematic codes.   
 
Plot Summary  
Larry Crowne (Tom Hanks) is first introduced to teacher Mercedes Tainot (Julia Roberts) 
when he bursts in two minutes late to a classroom at California’s East Valley Community 
College shouting “Is this Speech 217?”  In fact, it is Speech 217: The Art of Informal Remarks, a 
class Larry was encouraged to take by the dean of admissions because he claimed it would 
change Crowne’s life.  Crowne’s life is already changing because he has just recently been 
“downsized” from his job at U-Mart; he was let go because he never went to college and 
therefore has no opportunity to move up the U-Mart corporate ladder.  Instead of college, 
Crowne served 20 years in the Navy as a cook and after that he worked diligently and happily at 
U-Mart.  However, the years were not entirely happy, since Crowne and his ex-wife never had 
children as they had hoped and eventually divorced, leaving Crowne with a huge financial
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debt.   After he is fired and can only find part time work as a cook at his friend’s diner, Crowne 
decides he must go to college.  The dean recommended introductory English and Economics I, as 
well as Tainot’s speech class; a man-to-man wink was given with the final recommendation 
because he knew that Crowne would “like the teacher” (Hanks, 2011).    
At the start of the film, Tainot is only likable because she is so attractive.  She stumbles 
out of her car on the first day of class looking almost hung over, but mostly she is reluctantly 
dragging herself to an 8:00 a.m. class where she is sure that the students will be uncaring and 
uninterested.  Tainot’s interest is in comparative literature, but because not enough students 
enroll in her Shakespeare class, she unenthusiastically teaches introductory speech where she 
“wonders if she makes a dollop of difference to anyone sitting in her classroom” (Hanks, 
2011).  She enters the back of the classroom and counts heads of students hoping that there are 
not enough for a full class forcing her to cancel.  However, with Larry Crowne’s tardy arrival, 
the class must proceed.   
The film then follows both Crowne’s and Tainot’s simultaneous struggles to fix their 
unfulfilling lives.  Crowne is mentored toward youthfulness and a feng shui outlook by his 
Economics classmate Talia Francesco (Gugu Mbatha-Raw) and her fellow scooter enthusiasts 
that she refers to as her gang.  Crowne is welcomed into the gang because he has stopped driving 
his gas guzzling SUV in exchange for a second-hand scooter.  Among Tainot’s troubles, the lack 
of gratification in her job may be second to her poor marriage.  Eventually, she realizes she must 
kick out her deadbeat husband whose career as a blogger is actually time wasted while looking at 
porn all day.  Tainot has an attraction to Crowne, and at one point they even share a drunken 
kiss, but he is a gentleman and does not take advantage of her inebriated state.  In her sobriety 
she tells him that nothing else can happen between them while they are teacher and student and 
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although she does not admit it to Crowne, she thinks that he is in some kind of relationship with 
the much younger Francesco and does not want to compete with her.   
As Tainot comes to terms with the end of her marriage and learns that Crowne and 
Francesco are not romantically involved, she becomes a more passionate teacher.  She becomes 
enthused about final exam speeches and joyfully watches the somewhat misfit 8:00 a.m. class 
succeed.  Crowne gives a charming final speech that is more of a memoir than a research 
assignment which earns him an A+ from Tainot.  She delivers the news of his grade at the diner 
where he works and the conversation is more flirtatious than academic.  The next term at college 
appears to start just as lackluster as the last one did; however, Crowne encouraged his classmates 
to register for Tainot’s Shakespeare class so that she will have enough students to teach the class 
she enjoys.  A student wonders why Crowne is not present since he is the one who said that Ms. 
Tainot’s class changed his life.  Crowne has not registered for the class so that the teacher - 
student protocol cannot stand in his way of pursuing the newly divorced Tainot. Instead, he 
leaves her a note with his address and the promise of world class French toast, the topic of his 
first speech in her class.  She brings the note to his apartment and before they kiss and head into 
the apartment for French toast, she asks if in fact her class has changed his life.  He responds that 
it has because without the class, they never would have met.   
 
Background of the Film  
Rex Reed’s 2011 review of the Universal film Larry Crowne warns audiences “do not 
expect Pretty Woman or Forrest Gump” because as a romantic comedy Larry Crowne invariably 
falls short of those iconic films.  However, Julia Roberts and Tom Hanks have enough star power 
to pull in total worldwide gross profits of $72,008,245 and rank as the number four movie 
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opening on the Fourth of July weekend in 2011 (Box Office Mojo, 2014).  Overall, Larry 
Crowne is not a blockbuster or highly memorable, but it remains a Tom Hanks passion project 
and therefore critiqued on many levels (Ebert, 2011; Reed, 2011; Travers, 2011).   
Hanks’ functioned in many capacities in the making of this film.  He found the project to 
be a “personal virus that you have to fight. It's a fever that you get that takes you over” (Norris, 
2011). He co-wrote the script with Nia Vardolis, who is famous for having written and starred in 
My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002), a film produced by Hanks’ wife Rita Wilson.  Wilson plays a 
minor role in this film as the banker who smilingly presents Larry Crowne with terrible financial 
news about his mortgage after he is fired from U-Mart.  Hanks also directed Larry Crowne and 
of course plays the title character.  Hanks attended community college himself as a young man 
and was classmates with a wide array of people who inspired these characters; he wanted to 
make a movie about community college, but he did not want to play the teacher (Hirschberg, 
2011). Instead, he wrote the role of teacher for Julia Roberts.   
Hanks told interviewer Lynn Hirschberg that “there was never anyone but Julia” Roberts 
to play the role of Mercedes (Mercy) Tainot (2011).  Hanks remembered having teachers who 
looked like Roberts in the past and he recalled sitting in class thinking “I love you” (Hershberg, 
2011).  Therefore, Larry Crowne avoids the inspirational teacher trope and instead plays on the 
cliché “hot for teacher” (Nguyen, 2011).  The community college setting allows for adult 
characters where the relationship between teacher and student is not scandalous, simply frowned 
upon from a professional perspective.  Hanks comments in multiple interviews that Larry 
Crowne is a film about optimism and changing one’s life for the better (Hirschberg, 2011; 




Act One: Establishing Character at School  
The figures below are images from act one in which Mercedes Tainot’s characterization is 
established through scenes on the first day of the semester at East Valley Community 
College.  In Figure 5.1, Tainot has reluctantly arrived on campus and slowly made her way to her 
office where she takes aspirin with a drink of coffee and picks up a highlighter to begin work.  
Her colleague arrives across the hall and the two discuss their dislike of 8:00 a. m. classes and 
the apathy of the students attending college.  Figure 5.2 shows Tainot looking in the window of 
her classroom surveying the students before she enters.  She first looks through her sunglasses 
and then takes them off in figure 5.3 for a clearer look to count those present.  
Data collected from the images is reported as the mise-en-scene.  The mise-en-scene 
refers to the visual elements in a scene as manipulated by the director and captured through the 
camera.  In this study, the four elements of mise-en-scene that will inform the analysis are 
setting, costume/makeup, lighting, and staging and performance. The setting refers to the 
location of the scene and is described in terms of the size and shape of the room or outdoor 
location, the furniture within the room, the furniture and the stationary and hand 
props.  Stationary props do not move throughout the scene while hand props refers to those that 
the actors move and manipulate.  Costume and makeup descriptions include the characters’ 
clothing style, fit, and color.  The lighting is explained in terms of source and color.  The staging 
and performance data include the work of both the director and the actor; therefore, reported are 
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both the placement and movement of the actor, referred to as staging, as well as their facial 
expressions and actions, considered performance.
3
   
 
Figure 5.1. 16 minutes. 
 
 
Figure 5.2. 18 minutes.  
 
                                                          
3 The organization described here parallels the data collection process applied to all 




Figure 5.3. 18 minutes.  
 
● Setting.  Figure 5.1 shows a small office with concrete walls and single window with 
blinds twisted open.  The furniture in the room consists of a desk, a bookshelf, a 
counter with shelf and bulletin board above the counter, and a file cabinet.  The taller 
shelf on the right side of the frame is completely filled with books.  The counter and 
bookshelf directly behind Tainot contains some books but also a number of framed 
trinkets and five coffee mugs.  The wall and bulletin board are covered by a number 
of prints of fine art and pictures of statues. Directly behind her head hangs an image 
of the statue of Shakespeare’s Hamlet.  The prints look like something that may have 
been taken from an old wall calendar or purchased in a museum gift shop.  There are 
also a few newspaper articles on the board and one clearly shows the word “Theatre” 
in the heading.   
o The stationary props include a computer in the lower left corner of the frame, but 
the emphasis is on the books in the room.  Namely, there is a textbook open on 
Tainot’s desk with highlighting on the text and a highlighter and pen resting in the 
center of the book.  In the upper right corner of the frame is a dictionary on a 
stand under the window.   
o Hand props used throughout the film and especially this scene are aspirin and 
coffee.  Here in her office, the first thing that Tainot does is take aspirin and 
swallow it with coffee from the white travel mug that she has with her in multiple 
scenes.   
 
● In Figures 5.2 and 5.3, the small window frames Tainot’s face.  Most of the shot 
contains the door, the paneled wall on the left, and the tan wall on the right.  The wall 
on the right has two paper notices taped up just above the light switch.  Only two of 
the four lights are on.  On the right side, the edge of a television on a cart is visible.   
 
● Costume/Makeup.  Tainot wears a dress to work in every scene.  This dress on the 
first day of school is a very simple shirt dress with short sleeves, an oxford collar, and 
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a button-down front.  The dress is navy blue and the shoes that she puts on as she is 
stepping out of the car are light brown.  In the hallway she wears sunglasses.  
● Lighting.  The office in Figure 5.1 is slightly shadowy and dark on Tainot’s face 
because the blinds are not completely open and she has not turned on the overhead 
lights.  Due to the relevant darkness in the room, the standing lamp appears as a 
strong source of light.  The lamp is aimed directly at the dictionary.  The lighting in 
the classroom shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.3 is sufficient, yet it appears as if the 
hallway is brighter than the room.  There are only two of the four light switches 
turned on in the room.   
 
● Staging and Performance. Tainot’s first appearance in the film shows her pulling into 
her parking space, opening the door, dropping her shoes out the door to the ground 
and then putting her bare feet into the shoes before sluggishly walking through the 
hall to this office seen in Figure 4.1.  She sits up in the desk chair, but looks down and 
immediately reaches for the aspirin which she takes down with coffee, not water.  Her 
face is down and frowning throughout this scene.  She does not leave the office until 
coaxed out by a fellow teacher.  The camera does not follow her walk to the 
classroom; therefore, the first appearance at the class is the peering in the room 
through the window as in Figure 5.2.  She first looks reluctantly through the window 
with her sunglasses on and slowly exhales as if to ready herself with a deep breath to 
enter.  Then she removes her sunglasses to count the number of students.  Less than 
10 students means the course must be cancelled.     
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 5.1 below.  Column one lists the elements 
of the mise-en-scene as character dimensions.  A dimension is a trait or attribute that a character 
possesses regardless of plot and surroundings.  It is not contingent on the story.   In column 2, the 
dimensions of character are followed through the plot progression in terms of their function. A 
function is the application of the attribute, or dimension, in the given dramatic 
circumstances.  According to Phelan (1989), “dimensions are converted into functions by the 
progression of the work.” (p. 9).  Applicable to film is the recognition that as dimensions are 
identified through mise-en-scene, their functions are displayed through the developments of plot 
and their thematic implications are discovered.  
The functions are then labeled in column 3 as either mimetic or synthetic components of 
character. The mimetic component includes the elements of characterization that are factual or 
could be seen as real life.  The synthetic component is that which is created or invented for the 
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Finally, in column 4, via the plot progression, the thematic code shows the larger 
meaning and/or message behind the component. The thematic codes established by the cluttered 
setting explain the difficulty of getting through the day while the props in the space show the 
themes of class, fine art, and intellect.  The costume/makeup show lack of effort in her 
appearance and a resignation to be plain and simple while hiding under her sunglasses.  The 
lighting highlights an appreciation of books, literature and an old-fashioned way of learning.  
The staging and performance shows reluctance and disappointment.    
 
Act Two: Establishing Character at Home  
The figures below are images from act two in which Mercedes Tainot’s characterization is 
established through scenes at home and away from school. In Figure 5.4 Tainot has just arrived 
home from the first day of work and searches the liquor cabinet to blend up the beverage she is 
drinking in Figure 5.5.  As she makes the drink she accuses her husband of having looked at 
pornography all day instead of working.  He insists that he has been working out at the gym and 
then productively blogging for hours.  Tainot does not believe him; the image of the woman in a 
bikini on the computer that he closed when she arrived home early coupled with his obviously 
anxious behavior confirm that he is lying.  In Figure 5.6 she attempts to avoid him and end the 
conversation by going out to the porch; however, he stands behind the glass and shouts at her 
that she is right, he does look at porn, but that is because he is a guy doing what guys do.   
                                                          
4 The table described here parallels the data collection process applied to all tables in this 
chapter. 
 
 Table 5.1 
Thematic Codes of Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 
 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● simple wooden and metal 
furniture 
● every surface is covered with 
work or clutter 
● multiple coffee mugs and 
aspirin 
● fine art references on the wall  
● a head with no body looking 
into classroom  
 
● design, style, similarity to other offices show full time 
teacher, not an administrator.   
● clutter shows that she has been teaching there for many 
years.     
● aspirin and caffeine to help get her day started.   
● scholarly, educated with refined tastes.   
● Hamlet functions ironically since Tainot also appears 
depressed as Hamlet does.   
● the dean indicated that she was attractive, but in her 
first appearance she is hidden by the door/glasses hide 
her face. 
 
● mimetic: the plot reveals that Tainot has been teaching 
for 12 years, so the amount of things she’s accumulated 
is reasonable.   
● mimetic: when the teacher across the hall arrives and 
asks what crime she committed to be assigned an 8:00 
A.M. class, she responds with the sarcastic “earning a 
degree in comparative literature…” therefore the art on 
the walls is a mimetic component of her character as 
well.   
● Mimetic: given the early morning and Tainot’s other 
habits revealed as the plot progresses, the aspirin and 
coffee are mimetic functions of character.    
 
o class 




o intellect  
 
Costume/Makeup 
● navy blue dress, tan shoes 
● little, if any, makeup 
● sunglasses 
● casual environment.   
● dull color no pattern makes Tainot look unenthusiastic 
for the first day of class. 
● sunglasses function to show that she is reluctant to 
enter the room. 
● only removes them to count the students.  
● suggest that she is hung over.  
 
● mimetic: given the other things she wears while the 
plot progresses.   
● synthetic: ironic that she wears one of her plainest 
dresses on the first day of class when most teachers 
would attempt to look their best. 
● synthetic: sunglasses are unnecessary.  The hallway is 
brighter than the classroom but not bright enough to 
warrant sunglasses. 
 
o lack of effort  
o resigned to 
simplicity, 
plainness  
o hiding  
 
Lighting   
● shadow on face in office 
● light highlighting dictionary 
● half lit classroom  
● dark, morning gloom.   
● the light on the dictionary shows her love for books 
over computer. 
● the half lit classroom is an uninviting place, even for 
the instructor. 
 
● synthetic: since the dictionary is directly under the 
window it would not need such a large floor lamp 
aimed on it.   
● synthetic: there must be an overhead light that she has 
not turned on in addition to the blinds that she has not 
fully opened 
o books, literature 
o old fashioned 
ways 
 
Staging & Performance  
● good posture 
● eyes down and frown on face 
● peeking in the window, 
sunglasses on then off  
● posture shows proper behavior and attitude so the 
opportunity to be professional is present 
● expression on face and peeking in first through the 
window functions to show her true disappointment in 
being there at work and reluctance to begin the class.  
● taking the sunglasses off to count and then quickly 
entering with a smile (just after Figure 5.3) shows she 
is pleased to cancel.  She laughs at the students when 
they stare back and her stunned and she says, “Come 
on, you didn’t really want an  8:00 A.M. class did you? 
I sure didn’t.”   
● mimetic: posture is congruent with the proper English 
lit & fine art background.  
● synthetic: the sadness and reluctance to enter the class 
is a completely contrasting emotion to the joy and 
exuberance to cancel the class.   
● synthetic: although it is clear that she does not want to 
be there, the plot progression shows that she is the only 
one earning any income in her home and she needs to 










Figure 5.4. 25 minutes.  
 
 




Figure 5.6. 28 minutes.  
 
● Setting.  In figure 5.4, Tainot is again only seen as a face through a frame, but this 
time the frame is shot through a kitchen cabinet.  The cabinet shelf contains glasses 
and a spare blender, but the main contents of the cabinet are multiple liquor 
bottles.  In Figures 5.5 and 5.6, Tainot and her husband move through the living 
room, dining room and porch.  All areas contain squared simple furniture with woven 
fabric cover, thick blinds, large flat-screen television and square/spiral repeating 
white room dividers make for a very modern home design.  Once on the porch a glass 
door separates Tainot from her husband.  The porch rail surrounds her on the front of 
the scene.  
o Tainot holds the glass of blended green drink made from multiple types of alcohol 
in the cabinet throughout the rest of the scene and then flips through a magazine.   
● Costume/Makeup.  Tainot’s costume remains the same dress from the previous scene 
at work.  Her husband wears jeans and a loose fitting sweatshirt.  
 
● Lighting.  The lighting in the house is bright and natural with the interior matching 
the outside porch and window lighting.   
 
● Staging and Performance.  Through the cabinet in Figure 5.4, Tainot’s face is 
searching and eager.  Her eyes dart around as she looks for a combination of liquors 
for her drink.  She settles on three bottles with a facial expression that indicates 
“might as well” or “whatever will work.”  In figure 5.5 Tainot argues with him about 
the laziness and lying and then becomes frustrated and escapes to the porch with her 
drink.  She brushes her hair back with her hands, crosses her legs and closes her 
eyes.   She closes the porch door behind her to put a barrier between her and her 
husband in Figure 5.6.  She does not face him when he attempts to speak to her 
through the door.   
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Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 5.2 below.  The setting and 
costume/makeup represent themes of alcohol, dissatisfaction and entrapment.  The lighting 
shows an irony between appearances and reality.  The staging and performance reiterate 
entrapment and clearly show the themes of unhappiness and distrust.   
 
Act Three: Teaching Examples Prior to Change   
The figures below are images from act three in which Mercedes Tainot’s characterization is 
established through teaching examples prior to her character undergoing a major change in 
teaching philosophy.  In Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, Tainot stands in front of her students on the 
first day of class instructing the students that they will learn to “care”.  She emphasizes the term 
“care” by writing it on the chalkboard.  She then assigns their first speech assignment, due in the 
next class.  Figure 5.9 is shot from Tainot’s perspective and it is what Tainot sees as she looks 
out at the students..  Figure 5:10 shows Tainot as she watches the assigned speech.      
 Table 5.2 
Thematic Codes of Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● just a head through the cabinet 
● modern decor 
● placement on porch between window 
and railing  
 
● focus on alcohol and aspirin appearance 
of being hung over at work  
● house is her husband’s style does not 
match office’s focus on books and art.   
● large television and his computer job that 
he is into more youthful pursuits and she 
is old fashioned  
● synthetic: the decor shows that she does 
not belong in the marriage just as she 
does not belong in the house. 
● synthetic: although she is in a ranch 
home with one level, the railing is a 
synthetic component giving the feeling 
of a balcony showing she is trapped in.  
 
o alcohol  
o dissatisfaction  
o entrapment   
 
Costume/Makeup 
● same dress as previous scene 
● husband in jeans and sweatshirt 
● does not take time to change into 
comfortable clothes shows that Tainot is 
singularly focused on having her drink 
● husband does not do legitimate work 
outside the home or see anyone; appears 
lazy and sloppy.   
 
● synthetic: since Tainot does not drive 
with shoes on, it would make sense that 
she change her clothes immediately upon 
arriving home 
● mimetic: considering he stays home all 
day, his casual costume fits his character 
and adds to Tainot’s mimetic annoyance 
and anger at him. 
o alcohol is comforting 




● Daylight reiterates that Tainot is home 
early because her Shakespeare class was 
cancelled due to lack of students 
enrolled.   
● Functions to show that her husband has 
no responsibilities because he is home 
looking at pornography in the middle of 
the day. 
● The lighting functions ironically because 
although it is light and airy in the room, 
Tainot is frustrated, angered, and 
depressed.   
● Mimetic: early release from work makes 
the lighting mimetic 
 
o appearances vs reality   
 
Staging & Performance  
● angered facial expressions 
● holding drink  
● moving around space  
● closing door  
● clutching the drink as well as moving 
from one space to the next show she 
wants to escape   
● Once on the porch she is trapped with 
nowhere else to go so she closes her eyes 
and closes the door to muffle the sound 
of his shouting 
● Mimetic: tension and anger on face are 
mimetic components provided lazy 
characterization of husband. 
● Synthetic. porch to look like a balcony  
 
o unhappiness  








Figure 5.7. 20 minutes.  
 
 
Figure 5.8. 20 minutes.  
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Figure 5.9. 20 minutes.  
 
Figure 5:10. 29 minutes.  
 
● Setting.  In Figures 5.7 – 5.10 Tainot’s classroom appears from multiple 
angles.  Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the green chalkboard in the front of the room is 
blank but not clean.  The podium on the right side of the wider shot, Figure 5.7, has 
two microphones and one piece of paper that must have been left behind by an earlier 
teacher.  The podium is out of the way and will be pulled over for speeches as the 
class scenes progress.  The word “care” with three underline stripes is behind Tainot’s 
head in Figure 5.8.  Figure 5.9 shows the reaction of the class to the word 
“care”.  From this angle the room appears rather large with 25 desks for students lined 
up in rows of five by five and the instructor’s desk in the back center.  Figure 5.10 is 
an image of the following class period approximately one week later.  This time, there 
are 35 desks as each of the five rows contains seven desks.  The back wall of the 
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classroom between two wooden doors has cream colored decorative paneling, the side 
walls are a tan color that borders on mustard. The wall on the left side of the figure 
contains a large two toned painting of the bust of Marcus T. Cicero with the quote 
“Brevity is a great charm of eloquence.”  In the back corner on the left side of Figure 
5.9 hangs a bulletin board full of colorful pieces of paper with a free standing 
chalkboard against the wall.  The back corner on the right side houses a television on 
a cart.   
o The only notable hand props are coffee mugs.  Tainot carries the same one in 
many scenes.   
 
● Costume. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 depict the first day of school. Tainot wears a navy blue 
collared, shirt dress that has hidden buttons down the front and is belted at the 
waist.  The short sleeves are rolled up and buttoned with a safari style tab and 
button.  This is the only decoration on the dress.  The dress looks to be made of stiff 
cotton and is a little large on Tainot; the belt does not give much shape or make the 
dress look more attractive.  In Figure 5.10, Tainot wears a similar style dress in a tan 
color.  In both scenes she wears brown shoes.  The students are dressed casually, but 
none are sloppy.  Tainot is the only one in short sleeves; the students all have jackets, 
flannel shirts, cardigan sweaters or blazers on with long pants.   
 
● Lighting.  The classroom has multiple sources of bright light including rows of 
fluorescent lights overhead, recessed lighting around the soffit, and one window on 
the right side of the classroom.   
 
● Staging & Performance. In Figures 5.7 and 5.8 Tainot has resolved herself to the fact 
that since there are 10 students present she must proceed with the class.  Her facial 
expression is a frown and her shoulders are slumped.  With her arms hanging to her 
side she surveys the class, this time from the front as opposed to the back through the 
window in act one. After Tainot explains the pronunciation of her name, she turns to 
the board and scribbles the word “care,” then she underlines it three times.  With her 
back to the class, she tells them that in this class they must learn to care.  In Figure 
5.9 they stare at her with a variety of facial expressions ranging from confusion to 
disbelief to boredom.  The student in the red and blue flannel shirt has a slight smirk 
on his face showing that he is not taking Tainot seriously.  In Figure 5.10 the students 
present their first speeches and Tainot sits in the back of the class to assess them.  She 
sits a distance back from the students and slumps somewhat sideways in the chair.   
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 5.3 below.   The setting, staging and 
performance work together in this scene to show themes of disappointment, reluctance, and 
distance as well as caring and an opportunity to learn.  The costume/makeup shows a lack of 
effort and a resignation to simple and plain appearance.  The lighting is thematic of the 
contradictions and an opportunity to learn.   
 Table 5.3 
Thematic Codes of Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● students face the blank 
side of the room.  areas 
with visual interest are to 
the sides and back.  
● the word care is scribbled 
on board 
● rows of desks stretching 
to the back of the room  
 
● chalkboard a bland reminder of school requirements and the 
boredom of a typical class.  Eraser marks give a messy, 
uncared for feel.  
● quote functions ironically for the class’ purpose, yet concurs 
with Tainot’s desires for the class to be canceled.   
● “care” also functions ironically because Tainot’s staging and 
performance contradict that she cares at all yet she demands 
it of her students.  Nothing present in the teaching or 
assignments that indicates a curriculum of caring or passion. 
● additional materials show that the room is well equipped for 
learning.  
● the empty desks function to show that the course is not well 
attended or popular.   
● additional empty desks show space and distance Tainot has 
put between herself and students.  
● Synthetic: Tainot’s 8:00 AM class on the first 
day of the semester should be the first group of 
people in that classroom, yet the chalkboard is 
dusty.   
● Synthetic. Quote about brevity underscores 
Tainot’s desire to leave.  
● Synthetic: Tainot’s expression and actions should 
look like she cares if she writes it on the board.  
● Synthetic: Additional desks added in figure 23 to 
make Tainot appear more separate and distant 
from her students. 
o disappointmen
t 
o caring  
o reluctance 
o distance 




● navy blue dress, tan 
shoes 
 
● casual environment.   
● dull color no pattern makes Tainot look unenthusiastic for the 
first day of class. 
● in the ¾ shot of figure 5.7, the dress functions to make Tainot 
look baggy and drab.  This is ironic given the dean’s 
recommendation that Crowne would like the teacher was an 
implication that she would be attractive.  
● mimetic: given the other things she wears while 
the plot progresses.   
● synthetic: ironic that she wears one of her 
plainest dresses on the first day of class when 
most teachers would attempt to look their best. 






● multiple sources of light 
● the room looks well equipped for learning.  
● contrasts Tainot’s darkness of mood. 
● Synthetic: the lighting shows that Tainot is 
shocked by the early morning class and 
highlights the disappointment she feels to be 
there.  
o contradiction 
o opportunity for 
learning  
Staging & Performance  
● poor posture in front of 
the class 
● writes care on the board 
● sits in the back of the 
room  
● body language functions to show no desire to be there at that 
time of day or with that group of students.  
● facial expression and monotone voice while writing “care” 
on the board functions to show that she actually does not care 
at all. Or, rather, that she did care at some point because the 
writing of the word is something that she does at the 
beginning of each course, but now the act has no genuine 
emotion of caring behind it.   
● sitting in the back of the class and leaving the empty seats 
between her and her students functions to show not only her 
putting distance between them, but also her dislike for being 
there among them . 
● mimetic: Tainot showed in previous scenes and 
through dialogue with a colleague prior to class 
that she does not want to be there.  
● synthetic: writing care when she obviously 
doesn’t mean it. 
● synthetic: distance is unnecessary given that 
there are so few students in the room. 
 
o caring  
o reluctance 






Act Four: Teaching Examples after Change   
The figures below are images from act four in which Mercedes Tainot’s characterization is 
established through teaching examples after her character undergoes a major change in teaching 
philosophy.  In Figure 5.11 Tainot distributes speech topics for the final exam speech.  She is 
somewhat playful as the students react to the topic selected from the box.  For example, Crowne 
pulls a slip of paper on which she has sloppily written George Bernard Shaw, but he reads aloud 
“Geography Show”.  Tainot replies that he may speak on either topic.  The scene depicted in the 
figures 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14 are the unorthodox final exam period.  It begins with Tainot leading 
the class in a warm up and then happily reacting while listening to her students.  This scene is 
unorthodox because she has never been so joyful with the class.   
Figure 5.11. 1 hour 11 minutes.  
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Figure 5.12. 1 hour 20 minutes. 
 
 
Figure 5.13. 1 hour 21 minutes.  
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Figure 5.14. 1 hour 27 minutes.  
 
● Setting. Figure 5.12 shows the results of Tainot’s announcement on the last day of 
class that she would like to try something different with the desks. The first ten desks 
across have been turned inward to form a semicircle around the front of the room.  In 
figure 5.14 Tainot sits in a desk in the third row to grade final speeches, thus making 
the room smaller.   
o In Figure 5.11 Tainot holds the box of topics as she brings them to the students.  
In Figure 5.14 her white mug and a bell sit on her desk.  She uses the bell to 
indicate that a student’s speaking time is up.   
 
● Costume/Makeup.  In Figure 5.11 as Tainot brings the box of final speech topics to 
the students she wears a much more form fitting dress than in previous scenes.  The 
dress is a deep purple with a sheen to the fabric.  Crowne (seated on the right) wears a 
purple shirt as well. In Figures 5.12 - 5.14 Tainot’s dress is a soft blue fabric with a 
floral pattern.  In Figure 5.13 and 5.14, she no longer wears her wedding ring. 
 
● Lighting.  The classroom has multiple sources of bright light including rows of 
fluorescent lights overhead, recessed lighting around the soffit, and two windows on 
the right side of the classroom.   
 
● Staging and Performance.  In Figure 5.11 Tainot walks among the class to allow each 
student to take a topic from the box.  In Figure 5.12 she leads the class in a warm up 
exercise to prepare them for the final speech.  She is actively demonstrating the arm 
circles and working along with the students.  Tainot stands at the front of the class 
and the students stand in the first few rows with her.  All have arms out making 
circles to stretch their bodies and they are repeating a tongue twister together as she 
teaches them.  In Figures 5.13 and 5.14 Tainot grades the final speeches while sitting 
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close to the students.  She smiles while she takes notes and pauses to watch with a 
smile on her face.   
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 5.4 below.  The setting and staging and 
performance depict thematic codes of closeness, support, warmth, and carrying through an 
informal and friendly tone.  The costume and make up show a shift towards themes of femininity 
and softness.  The lighting reveals the thematic code of a new beginning. 
Act Five: Conclusion/Suggestion of New Life   
The figures below are images from act five in which Mercedes Tainot’s characterization 
is established through the conclusion that suggests a new life. Tainot sits in a booth in the diner 
where Crowne works in Figure 5.15.  She comes under the guise of delivering his A+ grade in 
person, but truly she is admitting her interest in him romantically and she continues the flirtation 
with him.  In Figure 5.16, Tainot accepts Crowne’s invitation for French toast and arrives at his 
apartment just as he comes outside to place an emergency key in potted plant outside his door - a 
trick he learned when he drove Tainot home in a previous scene.  This encounter on the porch 
leads to a kiss and invitation inside which concludes the film. 
 Table 5.4 
Thematic Codes of Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● desks turned into a 
semicircle 
● Tainot’s grading desk in 
row three rather than the 
back of the room 
 
● the turning of the desks creates a more intimate 
environment. 
● movement toward functions to show caring on the 
part of the teacher and engagement by the 
audience. 
● Synthetic. the final exam was explained to the students 
in figure 24 as a formal, high-stakes speech, by moving 
the desks forward and in a circle it creates an informal 







● form fitting 
● shiny, deep purple 
● soft, patterned fabric 
● blue floral 
 
● outfits function to show Tainot much more 
feminine and attractive. 
● the purple is a unique color and fabric for her 
which indicates that she is changing and taking 
more risks.  
● the blue dress functions to show that she is a 
brighter, softer person. 
● floral is her first pattern which shows change and 
femininity. 
● Mimetic: although the dresses show an evolution in 
Tainot’s personality, they are all of a similar style to 
what she wore previously.  The changes are subtle and 
not too far outside of the realm of what she had been 







● multiple sources of lighting  
● focus on light from the 
windows  
 
● the room looks well equipped for learning.  
● sitting by the natural light provides a sunnier 
atmosphere and a freshness to the room. 
● shows Tainot as a brighter, happier individual. 
● Mimetic: it makes sense that Tainot would choose to sit 
on the other side of the room from Crowne since she is 
denying the attraction between them.   
 
o new beginnings 
 
Staging & Performance  
 
● close proximity to students 
● movement through students 
● kinesthetic instruction  
● smiling  
● walking among the students to pass out the topics 
shows a new kindness in her attitude toward the 
students.  previously she left the box on the table 
and the students walked forward to pick them up.   
● teaching the warm up exercise functions to show a 
new happier attitude and a motivation that she has 
not previously demonstrated.   
● arranging the desks for closeness and her sitting 
among them while smiling shows a renewed 
interest in teaching and care for her students. 
● Synthetic: all four of the dimensions shown in this scene 
are new and surprising given all earlier character 
choices.  Distance from the podium to viewing desk in 
the back of the class in figure 5.10 made for very formal 
speeches requiring use of the microphone and 
projection, in figures 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14, moving 
everyone closer makes a different atmosphere and 
requirement for the final exam speech.  The use of 
preparation techniques in figure 5.12 also come at a very 
strange point in the curriculum.  The last day of class 











Figure 5.15. 1 hour 28 minutes.  
 
 
Figure 5.16. 1 hour 32 minutes.  
 
● Setting. The diner where Larry Crowne works as a short order cook in Figure 5.15 is 
very standard, almost retro and old fashioned in its design.  The areas of the 
restaurant not visible in the figure are vinyl cushioned booths along a window, wood 
paneled walls, and a lunch counter where the cooking staff can be seen through a 
window into the kitchen.  Tainot sits in a booth by the window across from her 
colleague and friend.  In Figure 5.16 Tainot arrives at Larry Crowne’s 
apartment.  She is standing in the center of a second-floor outdoor courtyard when he 
comes out of his unit and sees her.  The courtyard has a clay tile and cream walls.  It 
is decorated with multiple potted plants and wooden outdoor furniture such as 
benches and chairs.  Many children’s items including a stroller, a playpen, and two 
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large colorful riding toys are across the landing. They appear to be stored there by the 
neighbor.   
o In Figure 5.16 Tainot holds in her hands a note that Crowne left pinned to the 
mailbox outside her office offering that he would make her French toast if she 
came to visit him at his home.  His address was on the note.   
 
● Costume/Makeup.  Figure 5.15 shows Tainot with a light blue knit jacket.  Her hair is 
swept up in a soft, but high ponytail.  This is the first time in the film that she wears 
her hair up off of the sides of her face.  Tainot’s makeup is a little heavier than in 
other scenes, but her lips are still nude.  In Figure 5.16 she again wears light blue, this 
time with a dress that is the most figure flattering and low cut in the front. The pattern 
on the dress has the most design of any that Tainot has worn before.   
 
● Lighting.  The lighting in the diner is brighter in some areas of the space than 
others.  Directly by the door is very bright and the window seats look bright at first, 
but when Tainot sits in the booth, the light behind her head is muted and soft.  The 
courtyard of Figure 5.16 is shadowy with the darkest space by Crowne’s door. 
 
● Staging & Performance.  In Figure 5.15 when Tainot sees Crowne behind the counter 
at the diner she smiles at him over her shoulder which makes her hair light and swing 
behind her.  When he approaches her at her table she looks up at him.  Later, she 
continues to keep him in her sights as she sits with her friend facing away from 
him.  In Figure 5.16 Tainot eagerly approaches Crowne’s apartment and then walks 
slowly toward him once he appears.  She is again very smiley here and remains so 
through the whole scene.  Much of the scene is shot over Crowne’s shoulder making 
Tainot the focus and from the viewpoint of Crowne.   
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 5.5 below.  The setting shows the 
thematic codes of youth, domesticity, and courtship.  The costume/makeup are also coded as 
youthful and also reveal the themes of femininity and sex appeal.  The lighting provides a soft 
and intimate tone.  The staging and performance are flirtatious and accentuate the code of 
femininity.   
 Table 5.5 
Thematic Codes of Figures 5.15 and 5.16  
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic 
Codes 
Setting 
● Crowne’s spaces 
(workplace and home) 
● old-fashioned diner 
● children’s toys in 
courtyard 
● plants in courtyard  
 
● Tainot has been drawn into his world and charm. She went to the 
diner hoping to see him and tell him about his A+ grade in her 
class.  Tainot is the dominant figure in the classroom, so for a typical 
male/female courtship to occur his spaces function better.  
● Traditional, old-fashioned diner is reminiscent of a younger, more 
innocent time.  Looks like something of a teenagers first date. This 
setting functions to further the love story that is part of this romantic 
comedy plot. 
● Toys and plants function as parts of a very domestic and somewhat 
personal setting.  Shows characters on a personal and not a 
professional level.   
● Toys show a feminine and even motherly quality. Implications of 
family are present with the child toys.   
● Mimetic: figure 5.15 is a setting that has been seen multiple 
times leading up to this scene.  Tainot had prior knowledge that 
Crowne worked there and once she found out that there was 
nothing romantic between Crowne and Francesco, it is clear that 
Tainot would pursue him.   
● Mimetic. Plot progression showed these characters orchestrating  
meetings at Crowne’s spaces rather than hers.   
● Synthetic. At the moment Tainot walks up the stairs to the 
courtyard, Crowne is outside putting a spare key in a potted 
plant.  Although Tainot kept a key in a plant at her home, the 
very precise and efficient Crowne never needed to do that. With 
Crowne outdoors, the entire setting complete with plants and 
toys is visible for this scene rather than in his doorway. 
o domesticity  




● hair swept up in 
ponytail 
● soft fabrics 
● pattern on dress  
● the hairstyle and soft makeup function to show Tainot as feminine 
and youthful.   
● the low cut and tight fit of the dress in figure 5.16 elicits a 
compliment from Francesca and the promise that if the dress were 
just a little shorter she would get more cat calls.  Tainot appears 
flattered but a little embarrassed as if Francesca has caught her 
attempting to be desirable or even seduce Crowne.   
● Mimetic: although these style changes are notably different from 
the start of the film, Tainot’s entire character has undergone 
major personal change by divorcing her husband. The 
progression from unflattering dresses to more fitted and 
flattering dresses has happened gradually through the 
plot.  These scenes are away from campus so it follows that she 
would dress more casually.  
o youthful 
o femininity 
o sex appeal  
Lighting  
● soft and hazy in diner 
● shadowy in courtyard 
● the lighting in figure 5.15 functions to show Tainot as attractive and 
soft.  The light is muted by the blinds but there is still enough to 
shine through her hair.   
● in figure 5.16 she walks into the shadows which shows her off in a 
very attractive way.  She moves into the darkness making a more 
intimate space for their kiss.   
● Mimetic: the diner light appears natural and fitting for the space 
given the time of day with the blinds drawn. 
● Synthetic. the constructed meeting on the courtyard provides for 
the shadowy and dark areas midday. 
o softness 
o intimacy  
Staging & Performance  
● looking over shoulder 
● looking up  
● walking slowly  
 
● Looks over her shoulder to spot Crowne ponytail swings which looks 
youthful and flirtatious.  By facing away from Crowne she glances at 
him and then looks away showing him that she is interested.   
● When Crowne stands near Tainot while she sits in the booth it 
changes the regular dynamic by which she is usually the authority 
that stands in command of her space and he is the student that is 
seated.  Here Tainot sits showing that outside of class he can be in a 
position of dominance.   
● As Tainot tells him that he earned the A+ she looks up with a hopeful 
expression that he will be happy and remain speaking to her.  
● Walks slowly toward Crowne in a way that suggests that she is 
hesitant the walk indicates playing coy and demure; however, her 
smile shows how pleased she is to see him.   
● Mimetic: the plot has progressed toward flirtation as Tainot 
becomes interested in divorcing her husband, changing her life, and 
pursuing Crowne.   
● Synthetic: elsewhere Tainot has been much more bold and spoken 
with authority.  Speaking quietly and questioningly does not follow 
her earlier characterization.  She is very harsh speaking to her 











In this fifth chapter, summary and background information were provided for the film 
Larry Crowne (2011).  Data were collected from six data sets of figures that represented the five 
acts of the film.  The figures were described using the four elements of mise-en-scene: setting, 
costume/makeup, lighting, and staging and performance.  The character traits found in the mise-
en-scene were charted as dimensions and observed as mimetic or synthetic functions through the 






 CHAPTER 6 
BAD TEACHER (2011) 
This chapter answers the second research question in this study: How do the mise-en-
scene, and the characters’ dimensions and functions inform the mimetic, synthetic, and thematic 
components of characterization?  It begins with a summary and background of the film Bad 
Teacher (2011).  Subsequent sections present images from the five acts of the narrative and a 
breakdown of the mise-en-scene.  The images from each act are summarized in a table that 
highlights thematic codes.   
 
Plot Summary  
The title character of Bad Teacher is Elizabeth Halsey (Cameron Diaz), who first appears 
in the film making a farewell faculty lounge speech to her colleagues at the end of her first year 
of teaching.  She is leaving the profession to marry a millionaire and claims she will miss the 
school and its students, but the flashbacks to her avoidances of helping needy children and non-
participation in school activities show that her speech is full of verbal irony. Halsey joyfully and 
recklessly peels away from the school in her BMW only to arrive home to find that her future 
mother-in-law has finally convinced her son that Elizabeth is a “gold digger” of a fiancé.  He 
calls off the wedding and ends the relationship (Kasdan, 2011).    
The following fall, Halsey has no other option than to return to teaching at John Adams 
Middle School (known as JAMS!) in order to support herself.  Her completely empty classroom 
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is shown as an obvious contrast to her self-proclaimed “across the hall mate” Amy Squirrel 
(Lucy Punch) who has overly decorated every surface of the room and placed an apple on the 
desk of each student in anticipation of their next day arrival claiming that students deserve apples 
because they teach her as much as she teaches them.  Halsey mutters “stupid” while biting into 
an apple and then throws it to the floor, heading to lunch with a colleague who has offered to pay 
and listen to Halsey lament that she thought she got into teaching for all the right reasons: 
“shorter hours, summers off, no accountability” but from now on her full time job would be 
finding a man to take care of her (Kasdan, 2011). 
The remainder of the rising action chronicles Halsey’s various schemes to raise money 
for plastic surgery because she thinks that breast enlargement will be the key to finding the 
richest man possible, and her attempts to attract the attention of the substitute teacher Scott 
Delacorte (Justin Timberlake) who comes from a wealthy family, yet teaches at JAMS because 
he loves children.  Halsey is so focused on both of these goals that she uses whatever means 
necessary to work toward them including breaking school’s rules and codes of teaching as well 
as breaking the law.  She develops a cruel adversarial relationship with Squirrel who meddles in 
her teaching, or lack thereof, and begins dating Delacorte.  The goody-two-shoes pair of Squirrel 
and Delacorte seem perfectly matched, yet Halsey attempts to sabotage the relationship at every 
opportunity. As far as her teaching and relationship with the students, Halsey bullies and belittles 
a stereotypical teacher’s pet, but does provide the girl with advice to follow her own path and not 
the one set out by her parents.  However, encouraging the child to decide if she would rather be a 
masseuse than the first female president, is played for the joke rather than the message.  The 
scenario that is meant to redeem her character comes when Halsey helps a nerdy overweight boy 
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to increase his social standing among the popular kids by spreading a rumor that he is sexually 
active.   
The P.E. teacher Russell Gettis (Jason Segel) watches Halsey from the sidelines and 
seems to be aware of all her deception and bad behavior.  He does not fight her as Squirrel does, 
but rather he teases and taunts and, at times, appears disinterested in her schemes, which makes 
him attractive to Halsey.  She protests throughout the film that he is much too poor for her to 
date, but after she has bested Squirrel and tired of Delacorte’s boring naiveté, she appears to give 
in to Gettis’ charms and forms a relationship with him over the following summer, indicating a 
happy and just ending for the characters. 
 
Background of the Film  
The Sony pictures comedy Bad Teacher was released on June 24, 2011 in 3,049 theaters 
and was number two in the box office its first weekend with gross profits of $31,603,106 (Mojo, 
2011).  This R rated film’s total domestic gross was $100,292,856 and it stayed in the top ten 
films for five weeks; internationally, the film made $115,904,363 (Mojo).  Most critics reacted 
unfavorably to this film, but a few applauded the strong comedic cast that included Cameron 
Diaz, Justin Timberlake, Jason Segel and Lucy Punch (Rotten Tomatoes, 2014).  Although Segel 
and Punch have larger roles than Timberlake, he received second billing behind Diaz in most 
cases.  His stardom, coupled with the fact that Diaz and Timberlake were a recently broken up 
Hollywood super couple, may have contributed to his billing.  This may have also contributed to 
the box office success of the film (Roeper, 2011). Whereas it was R-rated, meaning restricted for 
those under 17 without the accompaniment of a parent or guardian, the film showed to be 
favored by younger audiences by winning three Nickelodeon Teen Choice awards: Choice 
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Comedy, Choice Comedy Lead Actor and Choice Comedy Lead Actress (Hollywood Life, 
2011). 
In his review, NPR’s Scott Tobais (2011) claims that “the great assembly of offbeat talent 
[is] stranded in a film with a directive to offend, but little desire to stick to the lesson 
plan.”  Tobais’ concern that the film did not live up to its cast or its name was a common 
one.  Multiple critics felt that the film simply needed to be more “bad” in the sense of crude and 
gross-out behavior to compete with other films of the comedy genre such as Bad Santa (2003) 
and There’s Something About Mary (1998) (Moore, 2013; Roeper, 2011; Stevens, 2011).  A few 
of the reviews of Bad Teacher do situate the film in the context of other school films, naming 
Dangerous Minds (1995), Stand and Deliver (1988), and Lean on Me (1989) as examples, yet 
only reference the other films to highlight the fact that Bad Teacher makes no apologies about 
refusing to follow the similar storyline of “heroic teachers changing students’ lives” (Moore) 
and, in fact, attempts to satirize the school films with its dark comedy (Tobias).  Anthony Lane’s 
(2011) review of Bad Teacher in The New Yorker applauds the film for not following the school 
film format as he claims “there are few genres I dread more than the teacher movie.”  
Bad Teacher clearly informs the audience that it will not follow the school film plot, nor 
will Halsey follow the superteacher characterization, as she sits at her desk and sleeps, reads 
magazines, or drinks hidden alcohol while showing Stand and Deliver and Dangerous Minds to 
her students.  The irony of the film within the film shows that Halsey clearly disregards any of 
the practices of fictitious heroic teachers who appear in films motivated to help students.   
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Plot Progression  
Act One: Establishing Character at School  
The figures below are images from act one in which Elizabeth Halsey’s characterization is 
established through scenes at John Adams Middle School. In figure 6.1 as Halsey says goodbye 
to her colleagues she is the center of attention in a half circle of individuals with her principal 
behind her and the other teachers gathered around and seated in front of her. She has only taught 
at John Adams Middle School for one year, but she is leaving to be a pampered wife. The 
flashback in Figure 6.2 reveals Halsey witnessing a student crying by herself, yet Halsey spins 
on her heels and walks quickly away from the student.  In figure 6.3 Halsey is peeling away from 
the school with a lit cigarette in her mouth.  She warns the students and the school bus driver in 
the parking lot to stay out of her way.    
Data collected from the images is reported as the mise-en-scene.  The mise-en-scene refers to 
the visual elements in a scene as manipulated by the director and captured through the 
camera.  In this study, the four elements of mise-en-scene that will inform the analysis are 
setting, costume/makeup, lighting, and staging and performance. The setting refers to the 
location of the scene and is described in terms of the size and shape of the room or outdoor 
location, the furniture within the room, the furniture and the stationary and hand 
props.  Stationary props do not move throughout the scene while hand props refers to those that 
the actors move and manipulate.  Costume and makeup descriptions include the characters’ 
clothing style, fit, and color.  The lighting is explained in terms of source and color.  The staging 
and performance data include the work of both the director and the actor; meaning, reported are 
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both the placement and movement of the actor, referred to as staging, as well as their facial 
expressions and actions, considered performance.
5
   
 
Figure 6.1. 3 minutes. 
 
                                                          
5 The organization described here parallels the data collection process applied to all screen 




Figure 6.2. 3 minutes.  
 
 
Figure 6.3. 3 minutes.  
 
● Setting. Halsey stands in the teachers’ lounge to give her goodbye remarks in Figure 
6.1.  The lounge is a large kitchen with tables and chairs for lunch breaks and a couch 
for resting.  The room is full of cabinets that hold kitchen supplies, school supplies, 
and books.  Figure 6.2 is a long school hallway with a traditional middle to high 
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school design; meaning, the linoleum floored hallway is lined with top and bottom 
lockers in between classroom doors.  The enclosed stairwell at the end of the hall has 
an arched window above the door to let light in from the outside. Figure 6.3 shows 
the interior of Halsey’s BMW that appears to be new or at least well maintained.  
o In Figure 6.3 she drives with a cigarette hanging out of her lips.   
 
● Costume/Makeup. Figure 6.1 and 6.3 are the last day of school before summer break 
and Halsey wears a bright yellow short sleeved mini dress; in Figure 6.3 she wears 
sunglasses.  Figure 6.2 is a flashback to a previous day during the school year in 
which she is wearing a black, flared mini skirt and a short sleeved white sweater.  In 
both outfits she wears very high heeled Christian Louboutin shoes.   
o In Figure 6.1 Halsey gestures with her left hand in order to display her very large, 
very expensive engagement ring.   
o Throughout the movie Halsey wears noticeable makeup with red lips and keeps 
her hair in wavy loose curls.   
 
● Lighting. The lighting in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are natural and bright.  In Figure 6.2, the 
hallway is brightest at the end near the stairwell and darker in the foreground where 
the student leans against the locker and cries. There are shadows on the floor and 
Halsey walks through a shadow which makes a glow of light around her silhouette.   
 
● Staging & Performance.  In Figure 6.1 Halsey delivers the message that she will miss 
everyone, especially the students, with a tone of sincerity and an animated face that 
shows she is heartfelt. She obviously gestures with the hand that displays her 
engagement ring.  Figure 6.2 is a flashback during her speech at the point at which 
she says she will miss interacting with her students, yet she ignores the crying 
child.   In Figure 6.3 she drives aggressively while shouting and gesturing rudely in a 
manner that contradicts the sentiments of her goodbye speech.   
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 6.1 below.  Column one lists the elements 
of the mise-en-scene as character dimensions.  A dimension is a trait or attribute that a character 
possesses regardless of plot and surroundings.  It is not contingent on the story.   In column 2, the 
dimensions of character are followed through the plot progression in terms of their function. A 
function is the application of the attribute, or dimension, in the given dramatic 
circumstances.  According to Phelan (1989), “dimensions are converted into functions by the 
progression of the work.” (p. 9).  Applicable to film is the recognition that as dimensions are 
identified through mise-en-scene, their functions are displayed through the developments of plot 
and their thematic implications are discovered.  
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The functions are then labeled in column 3 as either mimetic or synthetic components of 
character. The mimetic component includes the elements of characterization that are factual or 
could be seen as real life.  The synthetic component is that which is created or invented for the 
sake of the narrative; the synthetic could in some circumstances be viewed as improbable 
characteristics.
6
   
Finally, in column 4, via the plot progression, the thematic code shows the larger 
meaning and/or message behind the component.   The setting shows themes of an inviting 
educational environment, yet the theme of materialism is also coded in the setting where 
Elizabeth Halsey is concerned.  The costume/makeup are coded as promoting themes of sex 
appeal and materialism.   The lighting shows contradictory themes of hope for the future and a 
particular teacher’s lack of caring or concern.  The staging and performance show themes of 
secrecy and hiding one’s self, but what cannot be hidden is again materialism.   
 
Act Two: Establishing Character at Home  
The figures below are images from act two in which Elizabeth Halsey’s characterization is 
established through scenes at home and away from school.  In Figure 6.4 Halsey sits in the living 
room of a two-bedroom apartment.  She has been kicked out of her fiancé’s home and now rents 
with a roommate that she found on Craig’s List.  The kitchen contains very little food, but when 
Halsey asks her roommate if he has $10,000 he says no and instead offers her a bottle of alcohol.  
Figure 6.5 is a close up shot of Halsey in her kitchen on Christmas.  She is leaning over the stove 
trying to light her bong because her lighter is out of butane. 
                                                          
6
 The table described here parallels the data collection process applied to all tables in this chapter. 
 Table 6.1  
Thematic Codes of Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● large, comfortable break 
room 
● traditional school hallway 
● expensive car 
 
● break room and hall function to present a 
typical, warm school environment, thus 
creating irony and contrast when Halsey acts 
contrary. 
● car functions to show that she is more 
interested in her life outside of school than her 
career and it also shows her true priorities. 
● Mimetic: the school is a well maintained 
suburban Illinois school. 
● Mimetic: given her wealthy fiancé it makes sense 




o materialism  
 
Costume/Makeup 
● attention seeking outfits 
● short skirts 
● leather fabric on skirts 
● high, expensive heels 
● large ring  
 
● clothes show off her body  
● skirts and heels accentuate her long legs  
● clothes function to show her sex appeal 
● ring shows pride in fiancé and his wealth 
 
● Synthetic: considering what the other teachers 
are wearing in the opening scene, these clothes 
are not standard or appropriate for a middle 
school teacher. 
● Mimetic: uses sex appeal with fiancé, clothing is 
sexy. 
● Mimetic: large ring is part of outside life that she 
desires. 
o sex appeal  
o materialism  
 
Lighting   
● bright in daylight of last 
school day 
● shadowy in hallway 
● last day of school brightness shows that 
summer is here and makes the teachers happy 
● the shadow on the sad student creates an even 
more sad situation, but Halsey goes to the 
light and ignores the student 
● Mimetic: Summer brightness for the last day of 
school 
● Synthetic: given other public spaces in the 
school, it is not realistic that this hallway would 
have such dark areas 
o hope for the 
future 
o lack of concern, 
caring   
Staging & Performance  
● speech that contradicts her 
actions 
● showing ring 
● ignoring student 
● driving recklessly while 
smoking where students 
can see her 
● Halsey has been misrepresenting herself to her 
colleagues this year 
● she does not care about students or colleagues 
● ring shows pride in fiancé and fiancé’s wealth 
 
● Synthetic: aspects of personality are blatantly 
rude, and she is so bold, yet she is able to fool 
colleagues who still think she is sincere 














.   
Figure 6.4. 18 minutes.  
 
 
Figure 6.5. 37 minutes.  
 
● Setting.   In Figure 6.4 the furniture in the apartment is brown and grey, the couch is 
covered in a blanket across the top.  The coffee table and end tables are littered with 
newspapers and magazines as well as empty beer bottles, coffee mugs and a Redbull 
can.  Empty and full liquor bottles rest atop every visible surface in the room. On the 
left of the shot, beyond the mismatched lamps, is an exercise bike that neither of the 
roommates ride. A magnet holds a calendar with the image of a model in a bikini to 
the refrigerator.  Figure 6.5 is a close up of the stove in the kitchen.  The flames are 
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dangerously close to her face and sleeves.  The apartment around her is messy as it 
was in Figure 6.4.   
o The props here include numerous alcohol bottles and the bong.   
 
● Costume/Makeup. In Figure 6.4 Halsey wears leggings, a long t-shirt, and a long 
sweater.  She also has messy hair and makeup at this point as she is slouched on the 
couch.  Her legs are on the coffee table revealing that she is wearing “ugg” style 
winter boots.  Her roommate wears jeans and a t-shirt with the sleeves cut off.  In 
Figure 6.5 Halsey again wears a t-shirt and a flannel shirt hanging open.  She holds 
her hair back so that it does not fall in the flame.  
 
● Lighting. In the apartment, the two table lamps have different shades that give off a 
different light.  The one in the foreground provides a yellow hue to the front of the 
shot while the one in the back is a brighter white.  There is a bluish light coming from 
the kitchen which may be from a light above the sink.  The light above the mirror in 
the bathroom is visible through the open bathroom door.  A light comes from each 
one of the bedrooms and an overhead light is on in the hallway.  Despite all the 
sources of light, the overall effect is still somewhat dim.  Figure 6.5 is brighter than 
Figure 6.4 as the light comes in behind Halsey from the kitchen window.  A blue 
flame comes up from the gas burner on the stove.   
 
● Staging & Performance.  Halsey lies slumped on the couch in Figure 6.4.  She has 
just hung up the phone after asking her ex-fiancé for money.  She refers to him as 
“lover” and uses a cross between a sweet and whiny voice.  On his end of the 
conversation he apparently refuses, so she shouts at him and angrily hangs up.  Her 
roommate appears out of the bathroom wondering if she has called his name.  She has 
not, but desperately asks if he has $10,000 without much hope of a positive 
response.  Instead, he inquires if Halsey would like to get drunk; her response implies 
that she obviously does.  He puts the bottle down, but then silently walks away from 
her.  In Figure 6.5 Halsey leans dangerously close to the flame with an expression of 
struggle and pain on her face.  She holds her hair back to keep it from the flame.  
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Table 6.2 below.  All four aspects of mise-en-
scene are closely related and focused on the themes of materialism, substance abuse, and apathy.  
The setting and props are coded with themes of substance abuse and a desire for money.  The 
costume/makeup show the clinging to materialism, yet her sloppy dress of the costumes and the 
lighting also indicate the theme of apathy.  The staging and performance reiterate apathy and 
substance abuse.   
 Table 6.2 
Thematic Codes of Figures 6.4 and 6.5 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● old, worn furniture 
● bland colors 
● mismatched  
● messy 
● alcohol/drugs  
● the state of the apartment functions to show the sad 
situation of Halsey’s life and especially her finances.  She 
cannot afford anything nice.  The messiness shows that 
she does not care enough to improve that place.  Rather 
than seeing that situation ever improving, she simply 
wants out of it.    
● the stove functions to show the desperation to get high.   
● Mimetic:  Halsey relied on fiancé for money.  Without 
him she has nothing. Follows that she would not have 
saved. 
● Mimetic: spending money on drugs means less money 
for food and things for the apartment 
● Synthetic: as a full time teacher in an Illinois suburb, 
she could afford a better living situation 
o materialism/money 
o substance abuse  
 
Costume/Makeup 
● casual clothes 
● sweater and flannel 
● boots 
● roommate sleeveless cutouts  
 
● costume shows lack of effort and care for her appearance.  
● a severe difference between this and her former outfits 
show change in life. 
● wears warm clothes including boots indoors due to lack 
of heat in the apartment because they can’t afford it.   
● Roommate is sloppy and wears sleeveless in the cold 
apartment to show how ridiculous he is.   
● Runs into student and goes to student’s home in same 
outfit showing she does not care about whether or not 
they perceive her as a professional  
● Mimetic: understandable to wear casual clothes away 
from work 
● Synthetic:. although it is cold in Illinois, the boots 





● multiple sources of light in 
the apartment  
● bathroom light is visible 
● lamps do not match 
● kitchen is blue 
● overall dark areas 
 
● multiple sources of light function to show that they are 
careless and leave lights on in various rooms.  The bright 
light from the bathroom shows that roommate exited the 
bathroom hastily to speak to her and did not even shut off 
the light when he left.   
● blue light from the kitchen makes that space look 
unhealthy. 
● mismatched lamps show lack of money. 
● darkness fits her depressing mood. 
● Synthetic: if concerned with bills, lights would be shut 
off when not needed 
● Mimetic: mismatched lighting follows that she can’t 
afford nice furnishings.  
 
o money  
o apathy 
 
Staging & Performance  
● slumped posture 
● leaning close to stove 
● look of pain 
● quick acceptance of alcohol 
with roommate 
● posture on couch shows depression about life. 
● posture on stove shows desperation to get high. 
● turns to alcohol to solve/forget problem. 
● willingness to participate with roommate shows her 
situation is at a low point.  
 
● Synthetic: unable to find a roommate less offensive in 
a large city like Chicago. 







Act Three: Teaching Examples Prior to Change   
The figures below are images from act three in which Elizabeth Halsey’s characterization is 
established through teaching examples prior to her character undergoing a major change in 
teaching philosophy.  Two of the images are set within a classroom and two of the images are in 
other locations on the school campus. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are images from the scenes that show 
Halsey teaching in the first few weeks of the school year.  She is showing the students movies 
about inspirational teachers and they are completely bored by them.     Figure 6.8 shows the 
fundraiser for the class trip to Springfield that Halsey moderates in order to steal money from 
tips given by the students’ dads.  It is a car wash taking place outside of the school in the parking 
lot adjacent to the building.   Throughout the scene she climbs and slides over wet cars, sprays 
them, and sprays herself in a style reminiscent of a 1980s music video.  In Figure 6.9 Halsey 
quizzes the students in the gymnasium with the threat of dodge balls for the wrong 
answer.   
 
Figure 6.6. 17 minutes.  
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Figure 6.7. 18 minutes. 
 
● Setting. Figure 6.6 shows the students’ desks lined in rows 5 deep.  The classroom’s 
back wall is lined with shelves and cabinets. In Figure 6.7 Halsey sits at a wooden 
desk with a metal chair in front of a dusty green chalk board above a tan half wall.   
o A few of the shelves have one or two books on them.  The books are laid flat on 
the shelf.  A couple shelves have as many as ten books on them that are stacked 
and propped up next to each other.  There does not appear to be enough books for 
all the students and none are utilized during any of the early scenes of the film.  
o In Figure 6.7 Halsey holds her cell phone in her hands and her empty coffee cup 
rests in her lap.   
 
● Costume/Makeup.  Halsey wears dark grey denim pants, a loose blue blouse, and a 
black cardigan.  She wears the same sweater in earlier scenes. On the desk she rests 
her feet, wearing very worn out Louboutin suede boots.  Halsey has a single, thick 
gold bangle on each wrist.  Her makeup is heavy and somewhat severe.  Her eyes and 
lips are lined and darker than the rest of the look.  Her hair is parted down the middle 
and looks unkempt.  It is not overtly messy, but it does not appear that she has styled 
it with any care.   The students wear casual fall clothes, most wear jeans and solid 
shirts and sweaters.   
 
● Lighting.  The bright and natural lighting in the classroom comes from the windows 
with blinds.  It is the middle of the school day. 
 
● Staging and Performance.  Figure 6.6 shows the students watching the movie with 
bored or expressionless faces. In Figure 6.7 Halsey texts with her feet up while her 
students watch a school film.  She looks up to respond to a question from one of the 
students showing her droopy, hung-over eyelids.  Her facial expression also shows 
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annoyance at being interrupted from her phone.  Her feet are up on her desk and she 
leans back in her chair.  
 
 
Figure 6.8. 20 minutes.  
 
● Setting.  Halsey and the blue sports car are the focal points of the scene. On the wall 
of the building hangs a blue poster board with the hand-drawn words “CAR 
WASH.”  Buckets with soapy water and rags are on the ground beside Halsey.  The 
large shrub against the wall holds some used rags.   
o In Halsey’s hand is a soapy sponge and the hose for spraying water on the car.   
 
● Costume/Makeup. Halsey wears a bikini top and a tied flannel shirt to show her 
midriff. Her denim shorts are low wasted and high cut.  Platform high heeled sandals 
show off her very long legs.  Her hair is curly.   
 
● Lighting. The lighting in this scene is very bright and sunny.  In multiple places there 
is a shine or glow around Halsey’s body and hair.   
 
● Staging & Performance. Halsey positions herself to show off her body as she sprays 
the car.  The scene is edited in a shot-reverse-shot format that cuts back and forth 




Figure 6.9. 47 minutes.  
 
● Setting.  The gym is large and empty except for two basketball hoops and backboards 
hung from the center of each wall just below window level.  The basketballs are on a 
cart against the side wall.  The floor is hardwood and striped for a basketball 
court.  The walls themselves are light blue with light blue doors and the walls are 
painted white from the door level to the ceiling.  Multiple exposed pipes encasing 
electrical for speakers and lights run along the walls.  Large windows take up half of 
the wall on the right side.   
o Halsey holds her coffee cup in her left hand and a ball in her right.   
o A student helper stands to her right holding extra balls.   
 
● Costume/Makeup.  Halsey wears a black shirt dress belted at the waist.  The dress has 
short sleeves and a pencil skirt and is generally figure hugging.  She wears black high 
heeled ankle boots.  Her hair is wavy around her face and down her back.  
 
● Lighting. Although the multiple windows are shining bright, the room itself is dark 
and full of shadows.  The room is tinted blue where lit.  Unless a tight shot is taken of 
the student in jeopardy, their faces cannot be seen.   
 
● Staging & Performance.  Halsey shouts questions to individual students and then 
hurls the ball at the student if he or she does not know the answer.  Her face is 
annoyed at the task and angry when throwing.  She takes an aggressive physical 
stance by spreading her legs and throwing over her shoulder with her right hand.   
o Halsey never lets go of the coffee cup and protects it while throwing at the 
students.  Moments later when the gym teacher, Gettis, encourages a student 
throw back at Halsey, she is able to keep the cup steady and not spill the coffee.  
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Step two of the data collection is shown in Tables 6. 3, 6.4, and 6.5.   The thematic codes 
depicted through the settings are apathy, sex appeal, materialism, violence and fear.   The 
thematic codes shown through the costume/makeup are all centered on materialism, 
unprofessionalism, sex appeal and intimidation.  The lighting in the three scenes are coded very 
differently.  Table 6.3 shows a disregard of curriculum and skating by in the workplace.  The 
lighting in Table 6.4 makes Halsey the center of attention.  And the lighting in Table 6.5 is coded 
as themes of imprisonment and intimidation.   The staging and performance are diverse in this 
act because although Halsey has still not undergone a sincere change in teaching philosophy, she 
does try different teaching methods to use the job she is stuck with in order to make money to 
reach her goal of plastic surgery.  Therefore, the staging and performance in Table 6.3.a shows 
thematic codes of apathy, materialism and irony.  Table 6.3.b is coded with the recurring themes 
of sex appeal and money.  Table 6.3.c shows themes of violence, intimidation, and selfishness.   
 
Act Four: Teaching Examples after Change   
The figures below are images from act four in which Elizabeth Halsey’s characterization is 
established through teaching examples after her character undergoes a major change in teaching 
philosophy.  Figure 6.10 is a scene that takes place during the class trip to Springfield.  Halsey 
has followed an upset, bullied, and rejected student to a cabin where she gifts him with her bra.  
He is instructed by Halsey to use the bra to impress the other students by lying that he was 
caught with an eighth grade girl instead of hiding in tears.  Figure 6.11 shows the start of the new 
school year as Halsey enters the main office of the school to assume her new position as school 
guidance counselor.   
 Table 6.3 
Thematic Codes of Figures 6.6 and 6.7 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● furniture standard 
classroom set up  
● no decorations/ 
colors 
● not concerned about engaging teaching. 
● Halsey does the bare minimum. 
● mimetic. the classroom status is probably 





● worn shoes 
● gold bangles 
● heavy makeup 
● not concerned about appearance as a professional. 
● gold bangles on top of the casual outfit and the 
worn shoes with red Louboutin soles shows trying 
to hang on to the past wealth. 
● mimetic. priority is still money and 




● appropriate for learning and teaching. 
● makes it difficult to see the film on the TV. 
 
● Synthetic. If Halsey wanted students to see 
the film, the lights should be off 





Staging & Performance  
● poor posture & feet 
up 
● Halsey’s annoyed 
face/students’ bored 
faces 
● texting while 
showing a movie 
● films shown are 
teacher movies 
about teacher heroes  
● not concerned about engaging teaching. 
● just barely supervising and showing up for work, 
not teaching. 
● doing the opposite of teacher movies. 
● mimetic. Halsey is only concerned about 












 Table 6.4 
Thematic Codes of Figure 6.8 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● outside school 
setting 
● poster/rags/ car 
wash supplies 
● the school functions as a reminder that this is a 
fundraiser for the kids’ trip. 
● the car wash supplies provide a reminder of 
what the job is to be done. 
● the hose functions to provide Halsey an 
opportunity to wet herself and make her more 
desirable to earn more money. 
● Mimetic: the fundraiser for the school takes 
place on school grounds 
● Mimetic: the props are useful for the task 
● Mimetic/Synthetic: hose used to spray car is 
purposeful, to spray herself is unnecessary for 
the supervising teacher. 
● Mimetic: Halsey takes much of the money 
raised for herself.  This is congruent with her 







● Revealing outfit 
● curly hair 
● wet 
 
● Halsey attracts attention with her clothes and 
shoes. 
● Her hair is casual and wild.  
● Outfit draws attention to attract customers in 
order to make and keep more money 
● Mimetic: Halsey’s clothing is tight and often 
revealing throughout the film.   
● Mimetic: Halsey’s outfit attracts attention for 
customers to help her raise money.  
o sex 
appeal 
o money   
              
     
Lighting  
● bright  
● glowing 
● draws attention.  
● Gives Halsey a special magic and ethereal 
quality that is drawing attention to her. 
● Her body and hair are shown as special in the 
lighting. 
 
● Mimetic: daylight for car walk 
● Synthetic: glow surrounding hair is not likely 
in mid-day 





● pin-up poses 
● wets herself 
● roles on car hood 
● her actions draw attention and reaction from 
the crowd. 
● portrays herself as sex object. 
● Mimetic: Halsey knows how to attract 
attention for money 









 Table 6.5 
Thematic Codes of Figure 6.9 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● large gymnasium 
● basketballs as 
weapons 
● student assistant 
 
● gym & basketballs out of her classroom show 
Halsey has taken to alternative methods of 
teaching, but she is using the gym as a place to 
not just be physical, but harmful. 
● basketballs should be for fun and a game, but 
instead are threatening. 
 
● Mimetic: Halsey wants the test bonus so badly 
that she will stop at nothing to get it. 
● Synthetic: given the attitude of the principal 
and other colleagues, he probably would not 
notice, but another colleague would probably 
step in to stop this.  
 
o violence  
o fear  
Costume/Makeup 
● black tight dress 
● high-heeled boots 
  
● dress and boots are sexy, but also look tough 
and severe.   
● Mimetic: this outfit does not stray from 
Halsey’s style 
● Synthetic: this does not fit the gym or any 
physical activity. 
o sex appeal 
o intimidation 
Lighting  
● bright above 
● shadow below 
● blue tones 
 
● lighting gives the room the appearance of a 
prison.  The brightness above shows that 
outside is pleasant and sunny, but in the gym 
they are entrapped and threatened.   
● shadows and blue lighting are also reminiscent 
of film and television prison sets.    
 
● Mimetic: follows that Halsey would not 
bother to turn on any more lights.   
● Synthetic: multiple windows should brighten 
the room and make the space lighter. 
o imprisonment  
o intimidation 
 
Staging & Performance  
● throwing balls 
● aggressive stance 
● holding coffee 
 
● Halsey has resorted to violent practices for 
quizzing her students.  
● desperate to earn the bonus and cares more 
about that bonus than the health and well-
being of her students.  
● coffee takes on new importance as she protects 
it.  
● Mimetic: as outlandish as the practice appears, 
Halsey gave traditional paper quizzes which 
the students failed so she has resorted to a new 
method.  In the opening scene of the film she 
drove away from the school in a dangerous 
manner, so she does not care for the well-












Figure 6.10. 1 hour 14 minutes. 
 
● Setting.  The room is in an unused cabin which is part of Lincoln inspired outdoor 
museum.  It is completely cluttered with 18th Century furniture and tools.  There is a 
fenced in area in the center and two boxes that Halsey and the student use for seats.   
o In her hand is her own bra dangled in front of the student for him to take.  She 
removed it without taking off her shirt while the boy watched.  
 
● Costume/Makeup.  Halsey wears black jeans and a grey slim fit t-shirt with three-
quarter length sleeves.  Her hair is pulled back in a messy bun and she wears her 
usual heavy makeup.  The bra that she holds out is black lace and padded.  The 
student wears a winter hat and a sweatshirt.  The sweatshirt is the only thing he has 
left of his deceased father.  Halsey yells at him about those things and tells him to 
never wear those two items again.  
 
● Lighting.  There are no lamps lit in the cabin so the only light is from the open door 
and two small windows.  The cabin itself is quite dark inside.  
 
● Staging & Performance. Halsey sits across from the student as if to comfort him, yet 
she ends up angrily pointing out his flaws and why he will never win the girl that he 
admires.  Although she tells him that the girl has messed up priorities, she blames the 
boy’s lack of social skills as well. Halsey’s face shows a moment of realization when 
she says the girl’s priorities are messed up.  Here in this moment she realizes that her 
priorities are “messed up” as well.  She rises to take off her bra so that she is standing 
and can dangle it in front of his face.  Her face shows annoyance that he stares at it 




Figure 6.11. 1 hour 28 minutes.  
 
● Setting.  The outer main office is crowded with secretarial desks full of papers, 
computers, file cabinets, framed pictures and multiple large potted plants. Over 
Halsey’s left shoulder is a bulletin board decorated with fall colors and bright blue 
letters that read “WELCOME TO JAMS.”  Over her right shoulder is a window with 
open blinds.    
o Halsey carries a box of personal items for her new office.  In it she has a cactus.   
 
● Costume/Makeup.  Halsey wears a short black dress with capped sleeves.  Her hair is 
loose around her shoulders.  Her makeup is much lighter than in earlier scenes.  
 
● Lighting.  Daylight comes in the cheerful office from the window. 
 
● Staging & Performance.  Four children sit outside Halsey’s office when she 
arrives.  She frowns at the students since each one looks shy, quiet, and awkward. She 
uninvitingly tells the one wearing the super hero cape to get into her office.  She rolls 
her eyes and reluctantly follows him in, shutting the door behind.   
 
Step two of the data collection is shown in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 below.  All the elements of mise-
en-scene in Table 6.4.a show the thematic code of deception and the value placed on physical 
appearance and sex appeal.  The thematic code of the setting in Table 6.4.b is irony.  The 
costume/makeup show a tamed sex appeal.  The lighting and staging and performance depict the 
codes of irony, conflict and a dislike of children.   
 Table 6.6 
Thematic Codes of Figure 6.10 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● secluded cabin 
● cluttered 
● black lace bra  
 
● provides a place for Halsey’s inappropriate 
conversation and action.   
● hidden from other students and 
teachers.  When an employee sees them she 
says it is ok because she is his teachers. 
● Mimetic: Halsey is so focused on her own 
cosmetic surgery that she thinks that large breasts 
are the way for anyone to get ahead.   
● Synthetic: to Halsey this is a gesture of kindness, 
yet she has been taunting and mean to the student 




o sex appeal  
 
Costume/Makeup 
● tight fitting casual 
clothes 
● sexy, but padded bra 
● student in bad outfit 
● ridiculing boy about his outfit even when she 
is trying to help him shows how mean she is 
to the students and how her priorities are off. 
● tight clothes allow Gettis to comment when 
she is not wearing a bra. 
● the student comments on how heavy the bra 
is accentuating that she wears padding and 
wants plastic surgery. 
● Mimetic: Halsey is so focused on her own 
cosmetic surgery that she thinks that large breasts 
are the way for anyone to get ahead.   
● Synthetic: to Halsey this is a gesture of kindness, 
yet she has been taunting and mean to the student 





o sex appeal  
 
Lighting  
● darkness within 
● open door for light 
 
● the darkness makes the exchange even more 
inappropriate. 
● the open door prompts the employee to come 
in thus allowing Halsey to say “It’s ok.  I’m 
his teacher.”  
 
● Mimetic: a cabin not in use for the tour is dark 
● Synthetic: darkness used to accentuate 
inappropriateness  
● Synthetic: the irony of her statement that is it ok 




o sex appeal 
Staging & Performance  
● annoyance 
● realization  
● offers him a solution  
● although she is helping him, she is angry that 
he does not see what she does. 
● however, in helping him she makes the 
realization that she is just as superficial as the 
seventh grade girl who has broken her 
student’s heart. 
● helps him by handing over her bra which is a 
solution that makes him look sexually 
experienced in order to deceive and make 
others jealous.  This is the way in which she 
has lived her life. 
● Mimetic. The previous night she was rejected by 
Gettis so it makes sense that her realization of her 
behavior would come today.   
● Mimetic. Halsey is so focused on her own 
cosmetic surgery that she thinks that large breasts 
are the way for anyone to get ahead.   
● Synthetic. To Halsey this is a gesture of kindness, 
yet she has been taunting and mean to the student 










 Table 6.7 
Thematic Codes of Figure 6.11 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● colorful office 
● welcoming environment 
● lush plants on desks 
● cactus in Halsey’s box 
● busy, colorful office already up and running 
shows a contrast to Halsey who is just 
coming in on the first day with her things for 
her desk. 
● large number of plants around the office 
contrast to Halsey’s single cactus as a 
metaphor for her sharp, hurtful personality. 
 
● Mimetic: Halsey was not an effective teacher so it 
makes sense that she be out of the classroom 
● Synthetic: someone with a terrible report with 
students does not seem a likely fit to walk into her 
own new office labeled for a guidance counselor 
● Synthetic: throughout the film Halsey did not want 
to work at JAMS.  Given the summer, she should 
have found another location to work in a different 
occupation 
o irony  
Costume/Makeup 
● short, black dress 
● dress design is simple 
● less makeup 
 
● still dressing to show sexiness but slightly 
subdued. 
● less makeup shows she is not interesting in 
attracting a man at this time. 
 
● Mimetic: once Gettis’s true personality is shown 
as raunchy and crude, it follows that Halsey would 
end up with him and stop dressing to attract 
another man 
● Synthetic: she repeatedly said she would not date 
him because he does not make enough money 
 






● new beginning to the year. 
● contrast to Halsey’s attitude. 
 




Staging & Performance  
● awkward children 
needing help 
● Halsey must show a 
student in to her office 
 
● shows that she does not care for this new job 
or children at all for that matter. 
● shows that although she may have changed 
she will still be mean to students. 
 
 
● Mimetic: Halsey was not an effective teacher so it 
makes sense that she be out of the classroom 
● Mimetic: the way she treated the student needing 
counseling is the way she treated all the children 
in the film 
● Synthetic: someone with a terrible report with 
students does not seem a likely fit to become a 
guidance counselor. 
● Synthetic: throughout the film Halsey did not want 
to work at JAMS.   
o Irony 
o underqualified 








Act Five: Conclusion/Suggestion of New Life   
The figures below are images from act five in which Elizabeth Halsey’s characterization is 
established through the conclusion that suggests a new life. In figure 6.12 Halsey stands in the 
doorway of the gymnasium looking for Gettis.  She remains in the doorway for a moment 
watching him and then approaches him. In Figure 6.13 Halsey walks down the familiar school 
hallway.  Students are crossing the hall behind her and she walks with her colleague Lynn Davis. 
When Davis questions her, Halsey admits she did not get plastic surgery; instead she used the 
money on Louboutin shoes shown in Figure 6.14.   
 
Figure 6.12. 1 hour 24 minutes.  
 
● Setting.  Halsey is framed in the doorway of the gymnasium with a blue sky and 
green trees directly behind her in the frame. 
 
● Costume/Makeup.  Halsey’s most conservative outfit is worn here on the last day of 
school before summer break.  She wears a long sleeved white blouse with a short 
sleeved sweater.  It looks like these items are attached not layered, which is not a 
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designer look, rather it is something found at a department store.  Her hair is loose but 
straighter than usual and falling behind her shoulders, not in front.   
 
● Lighting. The gym is dark as it was before and so Halsey is entirely backlit from the 
outdoors behind her.  The glow around her hair is very bright leaving her face in 
shadow.   
 
● Staging & Performance.  Although Halsey comes to the gym to try to win back 
Gettis’ affection, there is a look of disappointment and regret on her face along with 
her small smile at the sight of him.  She takes a deep breath and sighs in an attitude 
that reluctantly says, “Oh well.”  
 
 
Figure 6.13. 1 hour 27 minutes.  
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Figure 6.14. 1 hour 27 minutes. 
● Setting.  In Figure 6.13 the hallway walls are full with announcement posters and 
lockers.  Directly behind Halsey and Davis as they walk through the hall are double 
doors with glass windows. 
o Halsey carries the box with the cactus and desk supplies.  
 
● Costume/makeup.  Halsey wears a simple, short black dress with capped sleeves.  It is 
not as fitted or tight as other outfits she has worn, but it is tight enough for Davis to 
notice and comment that Halsey did not get her plastic surgery because she looks 
even more flat chested than last year.  She apparently is not wearing the padded bra 
either.  Figure 6.14 is a close up on Halsey’s shoes.  They are a brand new pair of 
Christian Louboutin shoes.   
 
● Lighting.  The hallway is bright and well lit on the first day of class.  Although the 
main outdoor light comes from behind them, the faces of the women are visible.   
 
● Staging & Performance.  Halsey confidently and happily walks down the hall as she 
explains to Davis that she did not need the plastic surgery because she met a 
man.  She then acknowledges a crude gesture from Gettis without Davis seeing and 
giggles.  She does not admit to Davis that her new man is in fact the gym teacher that 
they both know.   
Step two of the data collection is shown in Tables 6.8 and 6.9 below.  The settings are 
conflicting with conflicting messages as Table 6.8 shows nature but Table 6.9 returns to the 
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themes of entrapment and resignation.   The costume/makeup are much subdued in both scenes 
and show subdued sex appeal, professionalism, and a rejection of plastic surgery.  The lighting 
shows themes of purity and brightness which also implies themes of irony and conflict.  The 
staging and performance in Table 6.8 depict thematic codes of lowering expectations, others 
knowing what is best, and being taught a lesson.  Ironically, the staging and performance of 
Table 6.9 shows the promise of a new life.   
 
Conclusion 
In this sixth chapter, summary and background information were provided for the film 
Bad Teacher 2011).  Data were collected from five data sets of figures that represented the five 
acts of the film.  The figures were described using the four elements of mise-en-scene: setting, 
costume/makeup, lighting, and staging and performance.  The character traits found in the mise-
en-scene were charted as dimensions and observed as mimetic or synthetic functions through the 
plot progression.  Finally, the functions were coded as themes for later analysis. 
 Table 6.8 
Thematic Codes of Figure 6.12 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● framed in doorway 
● pastoral setting behind  
● for a character so obsessed with 
materialism, this puts her in a natural 
setting for the first time. 
 
● Synthetic: Halsey approaches the gym from 
outside rather than through the building in 
order to show her in this doorway connected 





● collared shirt 
● straight hair 
● this outfit shows a change in Halsey 
toward a professional look.  
● this shows that she is no longer body 
obsessed. 
 
● Synthetic: with the exception of her messy 
flannel shirt, Halsey has not been so covered 
up.   
● Synthetic: it is the last day of school and last 
year she wore a yellow sundress.  Long 
sleeves and a sweater do not fit her 
characterization or the season and occasion 
o conservative  
o professional 
Lighting  
● backlit from outdoors 
● creates an ethereal glow around her 
head. 
 
● Synthetic: Halsey approaches the gym from 
outside rather than through the building in 
order to show her in this doorway with the 
light glowing around her 
o Purity 
o Brightness 
o realization  




● Halsey admits that Gettis was right all 
along about her eventually falling for 
him. 
● shows that she is humbled and hates to 
be wrong.  
● Synthetic. This ending does not feel like 
Halsey achieving her goal.  Although she 
wanted love, she more so sought a wealthy 
man 
 










 Table 6.9 
Thematic Codes of Figures 6.13 and 6.14 
Character Dimensions Function Mimetic or Synthetic Component Thematic Codes 
Setting 
● Hallway full of 
people 
● this setting shows that she has returned to the place 
she tried to leave so many times.  There is a feeling 
that she was meant to be there. 
● Synthetic: as the protagonist, Halsey has 
not won what she was after.  Rather she 





● short, black dress 
● dress design is 
simple 
● less makeup 
● new expensive 
shoes  
● still dressing to show sexiness but slightly subdued  
● less makeup shows she is not interesting in 
attracting a man at this time 
● the shoes function to show that she did not spend 
the money she had been saving on plastic surgery, 
rather she purchases her shoes with it. 
● while struggling with her job, she wears scuffed 
old Louboutin shoes that were probably given to 
her by her fiancé.  Now, she has her own. 
● Mimetic. Once Gettis’ true personality is 
shown as raunchy and crude, it follows 
that Halsey would end up with him and 
stop dressing to attract another man 
● Synthetic. The outfit and shoes show that 
she is has decided not to get the plastic 
surgery 
o tamed sex 
appeal 







● new beginning to the year 
● contrast to previous hallway scenes 
 
● Mimetic: first day of school 
● Synthetic: most other shots in this hallway 
show shadow and darkness to match 






Staging & Performance  
● confidence 
● friendliness 
● secret exchange 
with Gettis  
● shows that Halsey is more comfortable in her body 
and happy to be at JAMS due to Gettis  
● Synthetic: at this point the audience does 
not know that she has a new job as 
guidance counselor so the happiness at 
returning and being with Gettis do not 







 CHAPTER 7 
IMAGES OF THE FEMALE TEACHER 
This chapter answers research question 1: What is the dominant image of a female 
teacher conveyed through recent school films? and 1a: How are third-wave feminist or 
postfeminist ideologies present in the dominant image?   
The four step graphic organizer used in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 that delineated dimension, 
function, mimetic/synthetic, and theme allowed for careful examination of plot progression and a 
precise discernment of the components that contribute to theme and characterization.  Although 
audiences recognize that none of the three films are documentaries, they are presented as realistic 
and in the case of Won’t Back Down billed as based on a true story, and therefore may be seen as 
mimetic and real life accounts.  If young female teachers, pre-service teachers, and all those 
within the films’ reach view the thematic components as coming entirely from mimetic sources, 
the themes that have emerged may be seen as a reflection on the current state of the profession 
rather than a stereotype.    
The manner in which the dimension was revealed in the narrative was significant and 
noteworthy.  For instance, all three teachers had conversations about drinking alcohol after a 
long day of teaching.  Therefore, one might jump to the conclusion that a theme asserted in these 
films is that drinking is a coping mechanism for teachers.  This connection between the 
dimension and theme is not a fair commentary without the examination of the function and 
whether the dimension is a mimetic or synthetic component because in this case alcohol actually 
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functioned differently in each film.  Nona Alberts refuses to drink alcohol with her friend at a bar 
because of a DUI incident in her past; Mercedes Tainot makes a blended drink after the first day 
of class by combining anything she can find in her liquor cabinet and tells her husband that this 
drink was the best part of her day; and Elizabeth Halsey gets drunk and high nightly with her 
roommate and comes to class every morning with a hangover.  Of the three examples, Alberts’s 
and Tainot’s experiences with alcohol are mimetic to the established exposition and relative to 
the characterization, while Halsey’s consumption of alcohol is mimetic and consistent with 
character until it is so excessive that it becomes a synthetic component.  Falling out of her desk 
chair in front of the class due to a hangover is not something that is likely to go unnoticed by the 
neighbor teachers and principal regardless of their own foolish characterization, thus making it a 
synthetic component.  Once the excessive drinking is seen as a synthetic component for Halsey 
and, conversely, once the abstinence from alcohol by Alberts is understood as a mimetic 
response to the previous car accident not at all related to teaching, only Tainot appears to be 
using alcohol as a coping mechanism for a long day at work.  Furthermore, on some level, her 
drinking can be viewed as an escape from her troubled marriage and possibly not related to the 
job of teacher either.   
The above discussion regarding the inclusion of alcohol after work is an example of how 
the thematic codes were used to determine five themes in the context of their mimetic or 
synthetic origins that define the current cinematic representation of female teachers.  The five 
themes are 1) Low Enthusiasm with Even Lower Expectations, 2) Without an Incentive, Students 
are Insignificant, 3) Boyfriend/Husband/Father Knows Best, 4) the Only Real Advancement is in 
Attitude, and 5) Feminism is Flexible.  Furthermore, a comparison has made between the 
characterization of Alberts, Tainot, and Halsey and the teacher heroes of earlier school 
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films.  Chapter 2 of this study reported five characteristics commonly found in school films of 
the past.  Previous portrayals of teachers in films were characterized as personally connected life 
instructors, motivators, outsiders to the community, masculine, and/or opponents to 
authority.  As each thematic component is detailed below, a correlation is made to the 
established characterization in order to shed light on whether stereotypes are upheld or changed 
in these three current films.   
 
Theme One: Low Enthusiasm with Even Lower Expectations 
The first act of each of these teacher films begins with the establishment of a character 
who not only dislikes her work and has no enthusiasm for its tasks, but she has accepted her 
depression and entrapment as part of the job.  The mise-en-scene which depicts the establishment 
of the character at work in all three films contains images of dark, depressing school settings 
from which the protagonist cannot escape.  Halsey is the only one who attempts to leave the 
school, but is quickly brought back to that setting once she is dumped by her fiancé.  Their 
disappointment in the occupation of teaching is depressing for the audience as well, yet the 
feeling is almost lessened by the characters’ acceptance of their sad situation.    
Within the conventions of comedy, a protagonist is likely to start out in a deficit without 
much hope, yet through cleverly devised coincidences or imagined magical circumstances, the 
author makes sure she ends up in triumph.  This could be the understood path for Halsey in Bad 
Teacher, but the extreme lows felt by Alberts and Tainot at the start of their stories crosses 
genres and points out the commonality among these diverse women: teaching is a joyless 
job.  Whether it is the feeling of being worn down by the politics of the system like Alberts’, or 
the belief that she is not making a difference in the lives of her students expressed by Tainot, or 
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simply the initial shock that teaching is not what she expected as is the case with Halsey, none of 
the women consider that their jobs could bring them any happiness or joy and they are 
accustomed to this cynicism.    
Won’t Back Down  
Table 4.1 presents Alberts in a prison-like classroom where both the students and the 
teacher appear to be trapped.  The overwhelming emotion read on every face is boredom.  The 
children are barely awake and none seem to care about the lesson.  Alberts reacts to the apathy of 
the students in a way that indicates that this is a regular response to the school work and that she 
repeatedly has this same problem with them.  Her boredom comes in part from the didactic 
workbook she lectures from, but mostly her boredom comes from the monotony of the class’s 
lack of enthusiasm.  This mood and tone appear to be a daily occurrence.  
Alberts’s colleagues discuss the repetition of the job in the faculty lounge depicted in 
Table 4.1.  Whether they are gossiping about the highly ineffective teacher Deborah, who “has 
the highest salary and the worst performance in the district,” or groaning about having to falsify 
attendance records for the principal, the overwhelming expression is that these things go on year 
after year and nothing changes.  Everyone involved acknowledges that the environment of the 
school is dysfunctional and none of them show any desire to be there, yet no one discusses a plan 
or proposal for change.  Least of which is Alberts. 
Alberts sighs heavily, rolls her eyes, and picks at her fingernails to show her frustration, 
but does not speak of fixing things.  The only thing that she seems motivated to work on and 
make better is her son’s success in school, but the attempts she makes to help him with his 
homework are also depicted as a repetitive, losing battle.  Alberts has accepted that her students 
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do not want to participate and that her administration is not going to change its ways.    
Furthermore, she has accepted her husband’s decision-making in the home as he orders her to 
dinner wearing a subdued, professional tan suit.  She implores her husband to talk about their 
marital troubles, but when he refuses she goes back to her daily routine; she does not take any 
drastic measures to either leave or improve her home.   
 
Larry Crowne 
Mercedes Tainot drives slowly to work with her eyes half open.  When the car pulls into 
a parking place, the car door opens toward the viewer nearly filling the frame with the exception 
of a single high heeled shoe and then its pair dropping to the pavement.  Tainot’s bare feet then 
exit the car one at a time and slip into the shoes. Eventually, she stands and the shoes click 
toward her office.  The hallway to her office is a long one and she walks slowly as if she does not 
want to get to her destination.  The hallway is lengthy, but the camera set at the far end helps 
reiterate that this is a long trek.  The office shown is cluttered making it look as if she has 
accumulated many books and trinkets over her years at East Valley Community College. She sits 
at the desk without really noticing any of the items in the office. Nothing attracts her attention or 
makes her happy. This exact sequence including the drive, the dropping of the shoes, and the 
walk to the office is shown multiple times in the film, making it clear to the audience that this is 
a pattern.   
From her office desk, Tainot has an exchange with her colleague across the hall about the 
lack of enthusiasm of the students at the school each year.  Her colleague agrees and is also 
reluctant to get started with the early morning class, but she has already exercised that morning 
as a way to cope with the day.  Both women have accepted that their schedules are drudgery and 
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cannot be changed. She is shown hoping that the class is cancelled due to the outside 
circumstance of lack of enrollment.  Once Crowne enters she accepts that she must go to the 
front of the room and begin teaching. 
When Tainot arrives home from work to find her husband has been slacking off all day, 
she makes it apparent that her accusations of his laziness are not new.  He is habitually 
unproductive and although she is sick of it, she only deals with it by moving to the balcony 
where she is further trapped.  She does not leave or kick him out until act four of the film.  She 
has accepted that her job and marriage are things to survive and deal with, not enjoy or change.   
 
Bad Teacher 
Halsey leaves school the first time as if she has been released from captivity.  Once 
outside of the faculty lounge she instantly changes her personality from sweet and grateful to 
aggressive and crude, as if she is now allowed to be her true self, but within JAMS she was 
restricted for a year.  Similarly, when forced to return the next fall she treats classes and students 
as something to be endured on a daily basis.  She projects her own boredom and entrapment on 
to the students as she makes them watch one film after another during class.   
  The only moments in which Halsey shows that she feels she can change her situation are 
when she is scheming for money for her plastic surgery.  It is not until she learns of a $5,000 
bonus for high standardized test scores does Halsey even communicate with her students more 
than an order to sit down and watch television.  Prior to the bonus, the job of teaching was not 
only monotonous, but it was getting in the way of what she really wanted in life - a wealthy 
husband.  However, because she needed to pay rent, she endured teaching with as little effort as 
possible.   
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     Figure 6.4 shows that she has accepted her bad fate when her only options left are to get 
drunk and high.  Her roommate tells her that he will not be able to pay rent this month and she 
merely shrugs as if to add this problem to the rest of the list.  She lies on her couch barely able to 
move and when she does move it is only to the liquor store.  She has accepted that teaching and 
the life of a teacher are miserable, and the only way out will be via a rich man.    
 
Discussion 
The research of previous teachers in film showed that a common characteristic among the 
superteacher was the ability to motivate students in ways others have not (Dalton, 2007; Farhi, 
1999; Grant, 2002).  Some cinematic teachers become role models to their students just by nature 
of the situation while the students are from an urban and/or poor areas where positive role 
models appear scarce (Bulman, 2005; Grant, 2002) and the teacher knows how to push them to 
achieve.  And even when it takes the teachers a little while to get through to the students, they 
persevere because they came to the job with a vision to change lives and a desire to help.  In 
previous films the desire to motivate may almost be overwhelming to the students at first.  For 
example, teachers like Erin Gruewell in Freedom Writers and John Keating in Dead Poets’ 
Society begin in a state of naiveté that they can and will improve their students’ 
lives.  Eventually, these teachers do motivate the students toward an intellectual awakening after 
they start out with such enthusiasm and fervor.  
Alberts, Tainot, and Halsey are the opposite of the superteacher in this regard and in no 
way do they begin the films as motivators for students.  They are also the opposite of naive as 
they have seen the system and job for what they are and in turn only want to do what is necessary 
to make it through.  Each of the three films contains at least one scene in which the protagonist 
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confides in a female colleague.  They discuss their dislike for the job and their inability to change 
it.  In each case they admit that they thought the job of teacher would be different, that they came 
into it with a positive frame of mind, but they were quickly disillusioned.  In early teacher films 
the characters often have heartfelt conversations with older, jaded teachers that tell them there is 
no hope in the job, but the protagonist uses this as a catalyst to motivate more and work 
harder.  In Won’t Back Down, Larry Crowne and Bad Teacher, the conversation simply 
establishes that teaching is a sad job that only gets sadder.   
 
Theme Two: Without an Incentive, Students Are Insignificant  
While establishing the personal life of the characters in act two of each film, the teachers 
are depicted as troubled in their homes and seeking resolution for problems in personal 
relationships.  Their homes are cold places full of tension and conflict.  Alberts’s marriage is 
failing and she cannot rationally deal with her son’s learning issues.  Tainot appears to be unable 
to relate to her husband intellectually any longer as he is only interested in the internet and porn, 
thus leading to the end of their marriage.  And, Halsey is desperately trying to alter her 
appearance with plastic surgery in order to trap a rich husband.  Since they are so consumed with 
their own personal challenges, they pay no attention to the needs of their students.  Because the 
students are mostly seen and not heard, they are essentially elements of the setting and are dealt 
with as props as opposed to being considered among elements of staging and performance. 
Regardless of whether the students spoke up or not, the self-centered teachers are not concerned 
with them.   
In all three cases, only a student that is in some way fixes or is connected to the personal 
problem that the teacher faces becomes worthy of attention in the classroom. Prior to a change in 
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attitude and plot shift, all three teachers treat students as insignificant and irrelevant to their work 
and lives.  In act one, the images of the teacher in the classroom show a rote, robotic, 
disconnected lecturer, not an engaging educator.  Even Tainot, who comments to her colleague 
that she fears she does make a difference in the lives of her students, hopes for cancelled sections 
and less classes.  The only students who ignite the change in the teacher and command her 
attention are those select individual students that connect to the personal problems the teacher is 
dealing with in her home life.   
 
Won’t Back Down 
Alberts begins the film bored and frustrated in the classroom, the faculty lounge and her 
home.  She has plenty of complaints and concerns but not enough motivation to try to solve any 
of her problems.  Fitzpatrick knows that Alberts is disgruntled but sees a spark of goodness in 
her.  With that glimmer of hope, Fitzpatrick badgers Alberts into going to the district office with 
her for information about taking control of the school.  Even after the meeting, Alberts is 
tentative and keeps Fitzpatrick at bay.  Fitzpatrick is convincing and clever in her tactics to enlist 
Alberts’s help, she points out that the entire school is failing year after year, and that her 
daughter is practically illiterate and no one cares to help. However, it is the quiet way in which 
Alberts own son is struggling in school that has the loudest impact.   
Her son Cody is struggling academically and misbehaving in school.  Cody’s teacher and 
Alberts’s husband Charles both recommend remedial classes for Cody, but Alberts refuses the 
recommendation and vehemently disagrees.  As she witnesses Cody’s continued decline in 
school coupled with his sadness due to his parents’ troubled marriage, Alberts becomes more 
motivated to take over Adams Elementary school.  Other students do not seem to factor into her 
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desire to better the school until she is suspended by the principal and feels sadness to be 
separated from them.  The catalyst for her decision to work with Fitzpatrick is Cody.  The 
audience presumes that this is the case, and the high five she gives him on stage in the final scene 
shows that she feels she has won her son over. 
Larry Crowne 
Tainot counts her students at the onset of the film to see if there are enough for a full 
class, and continues to treat them as numbers on a roster for most of the plot.  For example, when 
students protest that the first speech has been assigned too quickly and with no preparation, 
Tainot ignores them and continues listing out loud the assignment requirements.  Most speeches 
are assigned randomly as “pop topics” rather than allowing the students to express their own 
interests.  Sadly, in a scene in which students are speaking passionately about topics of their 
choosing, Tainot is condescending and rude in response to the presentations.  She sarcastically 
comments that she did not know anyone played women’s lacrosse to the student who is proudly 
demonstrating her skills and then rolls her eyes at the student who is offended by her mistaking 
Star Wars for his beloved Star Trek.  She does not know them or even try.   
Although Crowne begins the semester as an annoyance, he becomes somewhat of a hero 
when he offers the drunken Tainot a ride home after a fight with her husband.  Tainot kisses 
Crowne at her door and then although she tells him they will never speak of her mistake again, 
she certainly thinks about him and watches his actions from afar.  She is concerned that he is 
skipping her class and dating the young Francesco.  And most importantly, she assigns him an 
A+ for the entire term even though the first speech he presents in the class is awkward and stiff, 
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and the final exam speech is anecdotal and off topic.  He is the only student that she takes an 
interest in because she is attracted to him.  
Bad Teacher  
  Halsey wants absolutely nothing to do with the students in her class and avoids all 
conversation and interaction with them.  She shows films about dynamic teachers interacting 
with students in order to change their lives while she sleeps in her desk chair.  Never calling 
them by name, Halsey barks “Hey, you” and often follows that up with an insult.  From the 
flashback to her previous year of teaching to the scenes of her return after the breakup, she is 
simply there for the paycheck and does not intend to help the students.   
The only time that Halsey takes an interest in a student is when she gives advice to a 
nerdy, sensitive boy trying to impress his popular, pretty crush. At first Halsey is completely 
annoyed with this boy and what she sees as his pathetic gestures of love toward the girl.  She is 
repulsed by his sweet actions and his odd, yet sentimental, clothing style.  Out of frustration at 
seeing the sorry situation develop, Halsey interjects and helps him to impress everyone by 
providing her black lace bra for him to claim was given to him by an 8th grade girl.  As soon as 
Halsey begins to lecture this boy about the divide between a sensitive boy and a materialistic 
girl, she realizes that their scenario mirrors that of Halsey and Gettis.  Therefore, in helping him, 
she is really helping herself to reassess her situation.   
 
Discussion 
One of the five characteristics established in research on teachers in school films is the 
image of a personally connected life instructor (Dalton, 2007; Farhi, 1999; Trier, 
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2001).  Cinematic teachers were often seen asking about a students’ personal well-being, making 
home visits, taking the children on meaningful field trips, and assisting not only the students but 
the parents as well.  The teachers would become so involved in the lives of their students that 
they are rarely seen engaging in their own personal lives (Trier).  These teachers seemed to have 
the remarkable ability to know all of the students and their individual needs right away.  Their 
commitment to teaching goes beyond the classroom as they follow the students wherever 
necessary to instruct and help them.  For example, Mark Thackaray of To Sir, With Love takes 
students outside of the class twice to teach them lessons about history and citizenship; and, 
LouAnn Johnson of Dangerous Minds spends significant time visiting students at home or their 
places of work.  These films imply that a part of all good teaching includes extra time and effort 
spent to know the students personally.   
However, in the case of Alberts, Tainot, and Halsey, they are not depicted showing any 
special interest in students with the exception of those specifically connected to their own 
personal lives.  Their eventual change in attitude and noticeable improvement is somewhat 
accidental as they attempt to help their one special student.  It is hard to imagine these teachers 
making extra effort outside the classroom when they barely have made effort within the 
school.  In the previous teacher films, the professional interactions with the students became part 
of their personal lives.  In these films, the personal lives are much more important and only those 
students connected to the teachers personally seem to warrant attention.  
 
Theme Three: Ultimately Boyfriend/Son/Father Knows Best 
For the female teachers in these films, when happiness and fulfillment come into 
question, men are both the problem and the answer.  Each woman’s male significant other has a 
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negative effect on both her mood and personality as well as her ability to be a competent 
teacher.  None of the men encourage women toward scholarship or improvement in their 
classrooms, and all devalue the work of the women.  In the case of the two married teachers, 
Alberts and Tainot, their husbands present their own work as more important and make 
comments that undermine the women’s abilities as teachers.  On the other hand, Halsey is 
unmarried but searching for a husband that is so wealthy she can quit her job.  It does not seem 
that the man she is looking for will be a partner who encourages her work.   
At the end of each film, the women do find fulfillment and personal happiness.  Their 
careers are improved, but the majority of the bliss derives from acknowledging that someone 
else’s vision of love was right for them.  Alberts’s divorce propels her into being a better mother, 
Tainot’s divorce allows the gentlemanly Crowne to court her and win her over, and when Halsey 
is rejected by Gettis, it prompts her to want what she cannot have and give in to his 
advances.  Each of these scenarios takes the woman from the position of leadership and control 
that she could have in her classroom to the more traditional female role in a domestic 
setting.  They are not only happiest then, but they seem the most comfortable when they can 
express feminine or motherly traits.  
 
Won’t Back Down 
In the first act of the film, Alberts is shown in a conflict with every male she 
encounters.  She fights with her husband, her son, and the principal.  Her most upsetting 
exchange is with her husband who accuses her of smothering their son and not knowing what is 
best for him.  At Cody’s parent-teacher conference, her husband sides with the teacher who 
contends it is time for the son to be in remedial classes because he is failing his subjects and 
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acting out in class.  When Alberts and her husband separate, he suggests that Cody lives with 
him and attend a new school.  
In the fourth act of the film when Alberts ascends the stairs into the school board hearing, 
she receives a smile and nod from her husband and a hug from her son.  They are not reunited as 
a family, but it appears as if they are on better terms.  The presence of her husband on the steps is 
meaningful, as having his support is an important vote of confidence for Alberts.  It is possible 
that she reminds him of the idealistic young woman she was when they met and fell in love. The 
final scene of the film shows Cody as a student in Alberts’s school where she has placed him 
with the male teacher who has been the only example of dynamic and effective teaching from the 
start.  It is only when Alberts is able to address her son’s educational needs, as a good mother 
should, that she is happy.   
 
Larry Crowne 
Tainot knows her marriage is falling apart, but it takes a while for her to force her 
husband to leave.  He insults her drinking, her superior attitude, and the school at which she 
teaches.  He mocks her for teaching at community college and boasts that he has ventured to 
online publishing, but she retaliates that it is only a blog.  Their fights are repetitive and 
apparently their problems have been building for years, but a comment he makes in the car while 
driving home from a terrible date becomes her breaking point.  When he tells her that she is 
insecure about her small breasts, she makes him pull over and she exits to wait at the bus stop.   
Crowne sees her waiting and delivers her home where she kisses him and invites him in, 
promising that her husband will not be coming home. But Crowne is a gentleman and does not 
accept.  Although she made the first advances, when they finally get together, it is on his terms 
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and he takes the lead by inviting her to his apartment.  Later when they drive off into the sunset 
with the scooter gang, Tainot again lets Crowne take the lead by driving the two of them on one 
scooter rather than having a bike of her own.      
 
Bad Teacher 
At the start of the film, Halsey does not intend to teach once she is married to her rich 
fiancé.  When quizzed by his mother, Halsey does not know it is her fiancé’s birthday, which 
suggests that she plans to stay at home and be housewife to this man that she apparently does not 
care for simply because he is rich.  His mother becomes wise to Halsey and makes him break off 
the engagement.   After she is rejected, Halsey sets her sights on the immature and odd substitute 
teacher Delacorte who just so happens to come from a wealthy family.  He is clearly not 
interested in a relationship with Halsey and begins dating the equally naive and immature 
Squirrel, while Halsey schemes to steal him away.   
Throughout the entire film as Halsey attempts to seduce Delacorte, Gettis, the gym 
teacher, plays a game of cat and mouse flirtation with her, insisting that she will be caught by 
him in the end.  Gettis patiently waits until Halsey is completely frustrated by Delacorte to turn 
the tables and act as if he is not interested. This forces Halsey to admit that Gettis was right all 
along and that she does want to be with a man just because he is wealthy.  She seems to have 
matured when it comes to relationships, but in reality, she has simply accepted that Gettis knew 






According to previous research on the characteristics of protagonists in school 
films, teachers in the movies are often male, or exhibit typically masculine traits, in order to be 
successful in the context of a Hollywood plot (Bulman 2005; Farhi, 1999; Swetnam, 1992; 
Weber & Mitchell, 1995).  For example, LouAnn Johnson in Dangerous Minds must show she 
was a Marine and knows karate in order to be respected by her tough students. Traits associated 
with masculinity, such as individuality and boldness, are what make the teachers effective at 
teaching, while the traits of a mother figure in the classroom are not associated with good 
teaching (Dalton, 2007).  If Alberts, Tainot, or Halsey exhibit any masculine characteristics 
while trying to argue or hold their own in a situation at the start of one of these films, they are 
more effective by exploiting their femininity instead.  In fact, they are strongest and most 
confident when they are exhibiting feminine characteristics of being a good mother or sweet 
girlfriend to the right man.   
In previous school films, if women were not taking on masculine traits, they were viewed 
through the eyes of a man instead.  Films that have previously featured a female teacher do not 
consider her a professional or businesswoman, since like most of the actresses in Hollywood, she 
is seen through the male gaze (Dalton; Weber & Mitchell).  The term male gaze refers to the 
perspective of the camera through the eyes of a desirous man, making the female into an object 
rather than a person (Mulvey, 1975/1999; van Zoonen, 1994). 
Alberts and Tainot dress more attractively as their lives improve.  The increase in figure 
flattering and feminine dresses are congruent with their increase in happiness.   Even before the 
characters choose to express their femininity with more attractive dresses, they are seen as 
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attractive by men.  Alberts’s husband chooses her suit for dinner and Tainot is singled out by the 
dean for her appearance rather than her teaching.  Even if she does not seem to invite it, there are 
plenty of shots of Tainot’s legs and body regardless of what she wears.  The camera angles, 
lighting, and costuming in the final scenes of both films show them at their most youthful and 
attractive.   
Halsey is a character who is shot through the male gaze throughout her film, but she 
appears to invite it. She knows that her small outfit along with her splashing and hose activity 
will bring in more money for her to launder at the car wash.  From her clothing and body 
language to the look on her face and the ease with which she discusses sex, Halsey is presenting 
her appearance as her best quality.  
 
Theme Four: The Only Real Advancement Is Through Change in Attitude  
 The three teachers do not appear highly motivated to improve their classrooms, their 
focus is on their personal lives and leaving the classroom.  However, in each case there is at least 
one instance in which the teacher comments that she wishes her class could be better and that 
comes in the form of a conversation with a female colleague.  They each find another woman 
teacher to talk to who may understand their situation and why they want to leave.  Alberts talks 
with Harper in the faculty lounge about how nothing ever changes; Tainot talks from office to 
office with her colleague Francis about the apathy of the students, and Halsey allows Davies to 
take her out to lunch where she tells her that she thought that teaching would be an easier job.  
Each confidant is sympathetic, especially because they too feel the stress and difficulties of the 
job; however, there is nothing that any of them can truly do to help.   
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Given that each woman appears stuck and that she cannot leave teaching, they must find 
a way to make a change within.  However, what they find to improve their situations is a change 
in attitude, not necessarily a change in policy or personnel or paycheck.  The conditions 
surrounding the teacher stay entirely the same, and she knows she cannot leave, so the attitude 
change provides an ability to work within the given circumstances.   By the end of the films, all 
three teachers become even more entrenched in their own schools, but because their mindset has 
changed, the audience is happy and fulfilled as if the teacher got what she wanted and won; 
however, she is still in the same location.    
    
Won’t Back Down  
In the fourth act of the film, Alberts has what appears to be the perfect classroom.  It is a 
complete transformation from the first time she was seen teaching while sitting behind her desk 
nagging her students.  The classroom is lively and colorful with meaningful decorations and 
lessons.  The curriculum is powerful as she teaches an inspirational poem.  Finally, she is seen 
touching, high-fiving, and hugging the students affectionately.   
Her change begins with recollections of her mother as a wonderful educator.  She speaks 
to her husband of her mother’s wake with so many former students lined up to come and pay 
their respects, waiting outside in terrible weather.  One after another the former students spoke of 
her mother's “passion,” an attribute that Alberts has clearly lost.    Furthermore, in a quiet, small 
scene, Alberts goes through a box of mementos from her first years of teaching that includes a 
newspaper clipping with a picture of a very young Alberts winning “Teacher of the 
Year.”   After that moment she changes her attitude and begins speaking to her colleagues about 
the reasons they became educators in the first place.  Alberts changes the setting of her 
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classroom, revises her lesson plans, and reinvigorates her students as well. She comes out from 
behind the desk and creates the most dynamic classroom environment full of interdisciplinary 
learning and motivation and love because of self-reflection and an attitude shift from within. The 
film ends with a satisfactory resolution and the audience is pleased with the outcome as Alberts 
runs a joyful school assembly that could lead to change for many students beyond her son.    
 
Larry Crowne 
The improvement in Tainot’s teaching does not come until the fourth act of the film.  As 
opposed to walking in and shouting that speeches should begin, she takes the time to lead the 
students in vocal warm ups.  She moves desks into a circle and has students physically stretch 
and prepare before their final exam speech. Tainot clearly enjoys hearing and grading the final 
speeches because she is smiling warmly and commenting positively; however, the students 
speaking skills do not actually seem much improved from the earlier speeches that caused her 
eye-rolling disappointment.  The only actual change in the class is that she has changed her 
outlook and moved her desk forward.   
In a montage, Tainot is shown making physical change in her personal life when she puts 
her husband’s belongings on the front lawn and takes her first steps on a Stairmaster.  Notably, 
there is no scene in which she consciously works to improve her work situation and the physical 
circumstances are not different in her classroom. She still has what has been established in act 
one as a grueling job with 8:00 A.M. classes and disinterested students, but the final speeches are 
enjoyable because Tainot has changed her own attitude.   Her style of dress is more colorful and 
flattering and there was no scene of reluctant walking down the hall or tossing the shoes on the 
pavement before she can dare take a step out of the car.   
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Bad Teacher 
Although Halsey appears to be the most negative and even angry, to be at work, she does 
improve her classroom from a movie marathon to a literature lecture of To Kill a Mockingbird.  
Her methods of pop oral quizzes and the threat of dodgeballs if the answer is wrong are in many 
ways deplorable, but this is what she thought would get results.  Like Alberts and Tainot, she 
made these changes herself without the help of administration or other teachers.  
 
Discussion  
One of main the traits found in earlier school films is the depiction of the protagonist as 
an outsider.  Often the teacher is initially shown arriving at the school from a completely 
different place, albeit a different geographical place or a different place in life such as a different 
job or just out of school.  Therefore, the teacher is often characterized as an outsider who must 
choose whether or not to fit in (Bulman, 2005; Dalton, 2007; Farhi, 1999). The outsider element 
allows the audience to understand the students completely through the eyes of the teacher and to 
gain first impressions (Bulman).  In multiple cases, the teacher character is also an outsider to the 
community, such as in the films Conrack (1974) and Dangerous Minds (1995), where the 
teachers are not only an outsider to the community, but they also come from a different 
socioeconomic and racial background (Dalton; Farhi).  The previous research also includes the 
term outsider to mean someone who is an outsider to the teaching field.  
Alberts, Tainot, and Halsey cannot be considered outsiders to their school communities 
or to the field of teaching, as they are clearly entrenched from the start. However, at some point 
in each of their stories they express opinions slightly outside of the norm for the place in which 
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they are teaching. Tainot admits that she wants to teach higher level literature classes, which 
makes her seem contrary to the community college realm, but it does not make her an outsider to 
teaching per se.  And although Halsey does not display school spirit like the rest of the JAMS 
faculty, she adapts to her surroundings and the differences are resolved.  Alberts is only an 
outsider when she briefly disagrees with her colleagues.  Once she reminds them that they all at 
one time were idealistic young teachers, the group is no longer divided and she is no longer an 
outsider.  The previous image of teacher was an outsider and chose to remain that way in order to 
make a great change, fight for what they believe, and inspire students.  These teachers know they 
must remain insiders and their goal is to make their own lives better.  This is achieved through an 
attitude adjustment.  It is only through this new outlook that their teaching is improved.  
 
Theme Five: Feminism Is Flexible  
 The women of these films are all smart and capable.  While they all have problems in 
career and home life, there are dimensions in each of the characters that show their intelligence 
and problem-solving skills.  Therefore, the audience anticipates that they have the ability to 
participate, compete, and even succeed in a patriarchal society.  However, at no point do any of 
the protagonists comment on the white male-dominated school administration, nor do they 
acknowledge that their status as a woman, or in Alberts’s case an African-American woman, 
may be a contributing factor to their feelings of disappointment and entrapment at work.  
Similarly, none of the protagonists initially recognize that their relationships are male-dominated 
stereotypes.  Alberts’s husband dictates her parenting and wardrobe choices, Tainot enables her 
husband’s bad habits, and Halsey simply wants the lifestyle of a pampered wife. Certainly, one 
does not expect a didactic lecture about the glass ceiling amid what is hopefully naturally 
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flowing dialogue, but the characters do not even consider that their situations would be different 
if they were men, or simply treated as an equal to a man.  
Regardless of the fact that these films are of different genres (Won’t Back Down is a 
drama, Larry Crowne is a romantic comedy, and Bad Teacher is a comedy) and chronicle 
women at different stages in life (Alberts is in her late 30s, Tainot in her 40s, and Halsey in her 
20s), the main characters do have one important commonality: they are all middle class female 
teachers working in contemporary United States.  Their common socioeconomic status and 
gender might imply that they share a common feminist philosophy of the role of women in the 
teaching profession; however, their belief systems span a spectrum of feminist theory. Of course, 
their views must be implied since the characters never state outright, but Alberts is a third wave 
feminist who believes in equality for all; Halsey is a postfeminist who is concerned with a 
woman’s right to participate in a capitalist society.  Tainot is a combination of the two, if she 
even considers herself a feminist at all.   
 
Won’t Back Down 
Alberts shows characteristics of a third wave feminist when she attempts to return to the 
idealism that she and her husband shared when they were as he puts it “young and foolish.”  He 
tells his colleagues at dinner that Alberts chose to teach at John Adams elementary because it 
was the most “in need” but that he and his wife have changed since then and they are no longer 
so idealistic.  In the fourth act of the film, it appears as if Alberts returns to the youthful idealism 
because her lesson includes having the children read a speech by John Adams and then join her 
in chanting his theme “let us dare to dream, think, speak, and write.”  In the third wave tradition, 
Alberts shares the Adams quote about embracing knowledge to her perfectly diverse classroom.  
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She holds the hands of girls and squeezes the shoulders of boys.  Although John Adams was not 
considered a feminist, his wife Abigail Adams certainly was when she wrote to him in 1776 to 
“remember the ladies.”   As a third wave feminist, Alberts shares this message to all students - 
boys and girls of all races.  
The intersectionality of racism and sexism seems apparent as her bid to take over the 
school means coming out from under the control of her white male principal and her African 
American husband.  Prior to that, she has notable conflicts with the African American male 
principal of the Rosa Parks Charter School and white female from the union.  The only 
individual who shows Alberts support and provides any assistance is the outgoing school board 
president who is another African American female.  She confides in Alberts that she used to be a 
go-getter teacher like her, but she has since turned into the self-proclaimed “queen bureaucrat.”  
Because she sees a common history and background between herself and Alberts, she does 
Alberts a favor by granting her a hearing and giving her advice.  None of the males or white 
females in authority take the time to get to know Alberts before pushing her aside.  The school 
board president, apparently a another third wave feminist, looks out for  needs of another woman 




At first glance Tainot exhibits characteristics of a third wave feminist.  She is an educated 
woman who at one time lived as an equal to her author husband.  They seem to have similar 
backgrounds in literature and at one point contributed equally financially, but it is clear now that 
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she has taken over the bills for the household. Her breadwinner status makes her the tougher 
personality and possibly a bit masculine. 
On the other hand, once she kicks out her husband and sets her sights on Crowne, she 
moves from the third wave tradition to that of a contemporary postfeminist.  When she attempts 
to flirt with Crowne she returns to femininity and girlishness in her soft cardigan sweater and 
ponytailed hair. As the credits roll she holds on behind him with her arms wrapped around his 
waist while he drives the scooter. These actions and this plot progression indicate that she began 
as a third wave feminist, and then adopts a seemingly younger postfeminist perspective in an 
attempt to solidify the relationship with Crowne.   
 
Bad Teacher  
Halsey is a postfeminist from the start and remains so throughout the film.  As a 
postfeminist she finds her power in making her own decisions, yet those decisions are focused on 
looking her best in order to find a wealthy man.  Halsey uses her body to make money; 
ironically, she plans to use that money to further enhance her body.  Her scheme to collect more 
money at the seventh grade car wash involved a sexy outfit and an audience of the students’ 
fathers with money to spend on a car wash.  Halsey not only acknowledges the male gaze, she 
has invited it as a way to get ahead.  In the car wash scene, the male gaze is played for comedy as 
the men’s’ perspective shows Halsey washing the cars and wetting herself in slow motion.   As a 
postfeminist, Halsey is not at all shy when it comes to her sexuality. She embraces her sexuality 





 Prior research in school films shows that in a school film, the teacher is often portrayed 
as battling with authority, such as a department chair, principal, or headmaster (Bulman, 2005; 
Dalton, 2007; Farhi, 1999; Grant, 2002).  The teachers even go so far as to risk their own jobs 
and livelihoods for what they think is best for the students.  These teachers are more than 
complainers; they are combative and ready to make change.  Furthermore, the conflict with 
authority often follows the teachers’ disregard for traditional teaching practices and/or school 
rules and policies.  In the eyes of the teacher, the establishment is not helping the students, but 
rather perpetuating harmful or neglectful practices that the teacher must counteract.  
Alberts, Tainot and Halsey do not challenge authority in the name of feminism or 
students for that matter.  They are seeking personal happiness.  In Won’t Back Down, Fitzpatrick 
is the loud, aggressive character ready to fight the patriarchal education system; Alberts joins the 
cause as a frustrated teacher and mom who needs a change in her life.  Even when Alberts takes 
the lead at the hearing, she is only able to do so because she knows she has an ally in the African 
American female board president.  Tainot and Halsey, the ones who exhibit postfeminist 
characteristics, do not challenge authority at all and rather make their own changes in attitude 
within the circumstances with which they have been dealt.  
 
Conclusion  
The findings of this study of three recent American school films reveal five themes: 1) 
Low Enthusiasm with Even Lower Expectations, 2) Without an Incentive, Students are 
Insignificant, 3) Boyfriend/Husband/Father Knows Best, 4) the Only Real Advancement is in 
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Attitude, and 5) Feminism is Flexible.  These themes demonstrate a very negative view of female 
teachers, given that the three women are depicted, in varying ways, as lazy, selfish, and 
disinterested in their jobs.  The themes further demonstrate that the current image of a female 
teacher is in direct conflict with Hollywood’s previous image in which a teacher was a 
masculinized hero who fought for the rights of the students.  The image of today’s female 
teacher shows not only film’s bias against professional women, but the public perception of 
apathetic teachers in a failing education system.   
 
 
 CHAPTER 8 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS  
Recommendations 
As Weber and Mitchel (1995) assert, stereotypes must be addressed in order to change 
negative perceptions.  The following recommendations offer suggestions for current teachers and 
school administrators as well as pre-service teachers and their educators.    
Knowing that the negative stereotype exists, women teachers and administrators should 
support younger women teachers and set an example of professionalism in the workplace to 
show them that the Hollywood depiction is more synthetic (fiction) than mimetic (fact).  Young 
teachers and pre-service teachers must understand that their work is valid and valued and that 
they are worthy of respect regardless of film stereotypes.  This can be achieved in three steps: 
positive mentorship with veteran female teachers, dialogue with administrators in a non-
evaluatory setting, and collaboration time with other young teachers both male and female.      
Through mentorship with a veteran female teacher, young teachers can be exposed to the 
realities of the job rather than the fictional account of the common stressors.  Veteran teachers 
have knowledge of ways to handle situations as they arise.  Without the benefit of the veteran 
teachers’ experience, the novice teacher may react in inappropriate ways or consider the film 
stereotype as the expected reaction.  Given the wave of changing educational standards, veteran 
teachers may feel obsolete and stuck in their station, like Tainot and Alberts.  If they have the 
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opportunity share their experience with younger teachers, it will increase their outlook as well as 
that of the vulnerable pre-service or novice teacher.   
Because there may be a hint of truth in cinematic stereotype, Alberts (burnt out), Tainot 
(given up), and Halsey (teaching for the wrong reasons), then female teachers must not play into 
the harmful image with missteps toward unprofessionalism.  The demands of teaching can be 
overwhelming at every stage, but a novice teacher must be made aware of the expectations and 
the priorities of the school in a non-threatening way.  For example, if a young teacher is dressing 
more like a college student than a professional educator, it is important for her to know that prior 
to an end of the year evaluation when this can be detrimental to her evaluation.  An open 
dialogue with the administration can help the novice teacher to meet expectations and present 
herself confidently.   
Finally, time to meet with other new teachers without administrators or mentors can help 
build a network of collaboration and support.  At risk of turning into a venue for complaining 
and negativity, this time together for sharing what is stressful and difficult about the job among 
peers may help to develop strategies for dealing with problems. Overall, female teachers must 
know to defend themselves and their profession if they are to be depicted as professionals in the 
media.   
 
Future Research 
 There is great potential for future research on the characterization of women in 
teacher/educator films through analysis of mise-en-scene using Phelan’s dimensions and 
functions. Further research has the potential to identify stereotypes and images pertaining to 
women in the field of education.  
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 A study could examine older school films, such as Dangerous Minds (1995), Mona Lisa 
Smile (2003), and Freedom Writers (2007) to get a more direct comparison between the 
past and present films.   
 Furthermore, this study involved characters who are classroom teachers, only one of 
whom becomes a leader in her school.  Alberts’s work as principal is not part of the 
narrative, but the portrayal of school administrators is intriguing and deserving of 
analysis.  A similar study to uncover the themes surrounding women in school leadership 
positions is an important next step.  Given that the faculty often claim that many of their 
problems stem from a weak administration, a study of administration would help assess 
whether or not the administration are to blame for the problems in school environments, 
school curricula, and student achievement.   
 Finally, additional research using this methodology should be applied to recent 
independent films and television movies that may tend to be overlooked or considered 
inconsequential due to their limited release and/or viewership. However, three films have 
been released in the last year that center on a young female teacher who has an affair with 
a male student or recent graduate.  A Teacher was released by Oscilloscope Films in 
September of 2013 and was only impactful at film festivals, yet it is planned for an HBO 
television show in 2014. The English Teacher (2013) was only released in seven theatres 
on its opening weekend, yet its actors are considered Hollywood stars: Julianne Moore, 
Nathan Lane, and Greg Kinear.  Finally, Dirty Teacher (2013) is a Lifetime Original 
Movie that first aired in March of 2013, yet continues to be shown on Lifetime and its 
movie channel about four times a month.   Although these films had initial limited 
release, the fact that they were all made last year shows a trend worth investigating.   
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